
COHCLUSIONS: The detail considerations set out in this Re
following conclusions:
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1 . In the Peace  River District between Hudson Hope and Finlay Forks exists a
coal bearing area in which'two certain - Hudson Hope and Carbon River - and
three probable - Pine Pass, Commotion Creek and Ottertail Creek - coal produc-
ing basins will be developed;

2. In the Hudson Hope and %arbon River basins enough.prelimi.nery  geological
and other examination work has been done to warrant the-statement that in'each
will be finally proven very large reserves of very high grade coal - low in
ash, and high in BTUs;

3. In the CarbonRiver  Basin the coal that can be produced,will  have the
following axerage  proximate analysis:

Loss of air drying 2.35%
.

Analysis oh air dried coals
Moisture 3.05%
V o l a t i l e  M a t t e r
Fixed Carbon

dZ.96 ';' r.' .; 'j.:,.

Ash
7Q83  T ,. ':_

,~ 2:16 'E'
. ,:;.-

BTUs  per pound ,~ ..,  ', a3;910 i
Fuel Ratio : ,

I .: 3.17  :
Sulphur 0.77

4. The coal has other very superior'qualities:
far superior to any competitive coal,

It is second to none)  and
in its ability to stand weathering and

to resist crumbline  and crushing when handled and shipped;

5. In the Carbon River basin in the six miles of its known length there is a
minimum area of twelve square miles underlain by coal and for the probable
twentyLfive  tile length considerably over‘fifty;

6. On the one stream where detail study has been made are exposed ten doal
seams varying from,thirty  inches to seventeen feet in thickness for an agg-
regate minimum of 33.8 feet and a probable maximum of 50.1 feet of coal in
493 feet of coal bearing measures;

7. These ten seams,sre  almost certain to be found under 6.5 square miles of
the basin and there has not been recorded any observation to indicate that .
they do not exist under the whole fifty;

8. The two se&s designated F,and G,,wit$ their darbonaceous  shale marker,
have been followed for something.;over  six miles with good indications that
they extend at least three and;bne-half more, ,snd  there is no present reason to
doubt their extending for the .ful.l  probable twenty-five mile length of the basin;.'
9. In the presently assumed central portion of the basin the coal seams are
proven to extend for a minimum width of two miles with every indication that
it will exceed three;

10. On the basis of the observations plotted over a length of six miles, it
is estimated that there are practically assured in the F and G seams a1one.a re-
serve of 145,000,OOO  tons with the average analysis given in 3 above; and a
fairly probable potential reserve for all the t&n seams in the whole fifty
square miles in excess of 2,700,000,000 tons;

ll., The conditions under which this Coal exists are's0  favorable for its
extraction that the cost per ton when producing one million tons annually is
estimated at $2.85,. and when the production, is three million tons, $2.67;

12. The present markets thirsting for this coal extend from Port Arthur in
‘Ontario Wall  points alongthe  Uest  Coast of North America, and at the present
time probably aggregate a rr;inimum  of five million tons annually; but with the
almost certain rapid curtailment of oil production in California,  this
merket should within a few years  increase by leaps and bounds; "*
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13. The high quality of this coal warrants a sale price in its normal market
at least fifteen per cent higher than any competitive coal, and the average
price at which it will probably be sold will net a gain, when selling one
million tons annually, of from $0.45 to $1.45 per ton and, when selling
three million, of from $0.63 to $1.63;

14. To bring this property to a production of- one million tons annually will
require $5,100,000 and to reach three million tons, $12,900,000;

15. Before provision for Federal and State or Provincial Income Taxes, the
net profit, when producing one million tons annually, will mean a percentage
return varying between 8.8 and 25.8; and when producing three million, be-
tween 14.7 and 38;

16. Considered as coal minin development, this business is fully warranted,
but unfortunately there is presently no railway to transport this coal from
mine to markets;

17. At an estimated total cost of $13,000,000  - $60,000  per mile - the re-
quired 220 miles of mainline - 85 to 110 lb. rail - railroad to connect this
basin with the Canadian National at Prince George can be built;

18. Such a railway will not only have the coal output as freight but should
also have some 300,000 tons of paper pulp end 600,000,000  board feet of timber
products annually from the Peace and Finlay River areas that it will tap; and
if extended easterly to reach the Peace River agricultural district would
obtain from that area all the grain that issold for export; and

19 . To any organization with the finances necessary to provide the railway and
mining development required, the writer does not hesitate to recommend the
detail study of this prospective business.

-----------,,-I-----,

INTRODUCTION

Western North America has long been dependent for.its  required supply
of high grade coal and coke on imports from England or Australasia,  and only
since the war, from West Virginia. The discovery and development of petroleum
in California, Mexico and South America gave it a fuel, for all but iron and
non-ferrous blast furneice  operations, more satisfactory in every way than coal,
so the coal bunkers'that were formerly found in all West Coast ports disapp-
eared.

Before World War II certainbasic economic conditions were disadvant-
ageous for a pfofitable  iron producing business on the West Coast. The
eastern iron plants, long established with~ample  relatively inexpensive labor,
ore and fuel supply, could manufacture iron and steel products at far less cost
than couId  be done- on.the  West Coast, with its limited labor supply and ral-
atively higher wages. Further, water delivery through the Panama Canal kept
transportation costs to the West at a low leg&.

With the demands of the present war for petroleum products causing a
production far exceeding that warranged.by proven and developed reserves,.
the future supply of those materials from California oil fields is due to be
decreased and within a relatively short time not only must other fuels be
found but the coal reserves must be.drawn upon to produce lubricants and
gaseous fuels for internal combustion engines. Then too, a shift of popul-
ation from east to west and-the establishment of basic iron products' in-
dustries on the West Coast has created a demand for metallurgical coke.' As
a result the demand for any coal in general, and high grade coal  in particular,
has mushroomed over night.

. Along the West Coast there are no known orpotential  reserves of such
CCL. Many might have thought that Alaska could produce it in quantity -

but experience over the last twenty-five years has proven that only a rosy
" dream. The nearest developed sources of coal that could fill the bill are

those of Utah and the Crow's  Nest Pass country of British Columbia. But the
former field will be hard pressed to supply the rapidly increasing iron pro-
duction in that state and the latter coal is really not verv pood. While there t
~ are immensecreserves  of coal - mainly sub-bit%?iilious  and-l=itic  - kn.own  in i
California, Washington, Oregon, British Columbia and Alberta, thos  <presently
developed and provided with transportation yield only a very poor; grade almost
wholly unfit for metallurgS,cal'purposes  but,will become ir@reasing$  valuable
as sowces of lubricants and en'%elinn fnnls  for intternnl  onmhrraitinrr o=ni*-- CT



This examination was made primarily to confirm the statements bade by.
Cowper Rochfort, one of the owners of the presen$ly held ten coal mining
leases, and the data presented by E. N. Beltz  in hisreport  made in Sept-
ember, 1928; ,Simultaneously  therewith Statements  made by McLearn,  Galloway,
and others were also combed for facts, dated and estimates to be examined,
and as far as possible also confirmed or refuted.

The scope covers not only the gathering of new and~confirmation  of
presently-known data and the correlation of the numerous seams of coal
themselves but the larger one of transportation of the coal to the markets
hungry and waiting for it. This latter phase is really the more important,
for no matter how large are the reserves and'high the quality of the coal,
the deposits are worthless until the coal c&be brought to the consumer.

HISTORICAL & PRESENT OWNERSHIP

Peter Pond, a factor of the Hudson's Bay Company at Athabaska Landing,
writing in his diary in 1788,  notes that Indians from West of the Rockies
"coming through their Underground Passage It brought with them samples of
"bitumen'L. This was undoubtedly coal from the seam (now known as the
(Gething) outcropping in the Rocky Mountain Canyon - their "Underground
Passage" - above Hudson's Hope,

Gething has held his leases since early in this century, buty Cowper.
Rochfort asserts that he was the first to find the seam on Carbon in 1908.
This claim is,disputed,  but at least he was the first to draw serious at+
ention to them. He made-his applications for leases shortly thereafter and
obtained assistance from Pat Burns of Calgary in'maintaining  them. Through
giving this assistance, Pat Burns, as evidence by a written document,.obtain-

ed a one-half interest in Rochfort's holdings, Upon Burns' death this in-
terest passed to the Burns Foundation. At the present time, ownership of '
the leases (numbered 319 to 328 on Plate IV) is held equally by Rochfort
and Burns Foundation, subject to the latter's being repaid all the advances -
around $45,000 plus interest 2 out of the first monies received. The pres-
ent option to lease is from these'two interests.

Just.prior  to 1Jorkd  War I, Lord Rhondda, owher  of coal mines in Wales,
'and then engaged in colonizing the Peace River Country, became interested
in this coal to an extent which caused him to have an examination made by
one Christie, a mining engineer of \Jest Virginia specializing in coal.
Rochfort states that as a result of Christie's report, Rhondda determined
to provide the needed transportation and had a line surveyed from Carbon
River to the Inside Passage at Alice Arm. The war prevented consummation
of this plan, and Lord Rhondda's death ended it,

About 192l  the claims were surveyed and ten of the originel  twenty were
convertad to leases. Those were continued to be held and in the early
thirties, Rochfort interested the ?merican  International Corporation to the.
extent of paying up the rentals, delinquent for many years9  and re-establish-

' ing the leases in good standing, Zccording to Rochfort; that-Corporation's

For a long time the existence of coal - equal to or better than  the '
West Virginia and Welch coals - in the Rocky Mountain region of the Peace
River area of British Columbia has been known, but a lack of transportation
facilities - a rialroad  of standard main line specifications - has prevent-
ed its development. However, now the need of such a coal for the serving og
the IJest Coast of North America demands the provision of the needed tilroad
and the devel.opment  of enable large sdale production of this long known poten-
t+l reserve.

The purpose of this Report is to present a program by which at least one
of the known coal-bearing basins - Carbon River - may be developed and the
railway required to enable this coal to fulfill the present pressing and grow-
ing market be provided. Such a rdilway would also provide an outlet for the
coalsfrom  the Hudson Hope, Commotion Creek and Pine Pass basins (the market
for these high grade coals being ample for the probable production from all
of these) and bring the pulp and timber products from the Parsnip, Finlay
and Peace River drainages to a waiting market,

OBJECT & SCOPE OF REPORT
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plans were coupled with extending the Pacific Great Eastern Railway (owned
by the British Columbia government) to tap the Peace River agricultural
area, passing the mouth of Carbon River. When the colonization scheme,
on which this plsn was based, fizzled, the American International Corpor-
ation dropped out of tie picture.

In August, 1928, E. W. Belts,  for Stuart and Batten of Vancouver,
visited the property and a copy of his reportof the examination he then
made is in.the  Appendix to this document. His maps were used a$ the basis

'for most of the plates for this report,

From then to 1942 nothing was done. The owners once or twice even
failed to pay the rentals and do the assessment work, and thus lost the
leases. Through Rochfort's  efforts, seven of these were re-established in
1942, and three in 1943.

In the fall of 1942, Rochfort and Walter Wrigley made an inspection of
the leases - Rochfort's  first visit for about twaaty sears. They took in
hand augur and explosives and Wrigley ran three short drifts on three sep-
arate seams, and one open dut on another, all on Eleven Mile Creek. Wrig-
ley also travele~d south up Carbon River for some fifteen miles above the
south boundary of the present leases.

4 Then in July, 1943, the writer headed a party of from five to seven
into the area and the examination he made is the basis of this Report.

ACKNO\ILEDGME~JTS------_

In the course of msking the examination and-preparing this Report, the
following articles and reuorts  were consulted either in the.office~or  in the
field: - .

McLearn,  F.H.: Mesozoic of Upper Peace River, B.C.
Summary Report - Geological Survey of Canada, 1920, Part Bj

McLearn,  F.H.: Peace River Canyon Cosl  Area Summary Report,
G.S.C.  1922, Part Bj

Galloway, J.D.: Annual Report Minister of Mines, B.C., 1923, pages
ia, 142-A;

Kitto,  F.H.: The Peace River District, Canada, 1920;

White, James: Fuels of Western Canada;
,* Cornmission  of Conservation, Canada, 1918;

Belta,  E.W.: Carbon River Coal Claims; a report of an examination
made the latter part of August, 1928, by the firm of Stuart and.1 Batten, Consulting Engineers of Vancouver, B.C., for Pat Burns
and Cowper  Rochfort;

;
Rochfort, Cowper: Various Reports and Statements; and Various Annual

Reports of the Csnpdian Federal Government, Dept. of Trade and
Commerce; Coal Statistics for Canada.

:, Without unnecessary and, to the‘writerls  mind, useless'cross  reference,
the authority for each fact or statement taken  from the various articloa  ab-
ove referred to is not always indicated. To anyone sufficiently interested

in the geology of the area, it is recommended that the first two referenced
be read in their original versions. To those interested in the Coals of
Western Canada (as of 1918),  from which a knowledge of the ouzility of t'ne
competitige  coals maybe learned, Usmes White's panphlet  should be read.
Of course, since 1918, the Sheep Creek anthracite area has been reported
on and much has been ascertained of the Carbon River Field.

=SSIBILITY  AND ROUTE:-
As of the date of this Report, the Carbon River Field is best reached

as follows:

\

B%

A -. Rail over the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia Railway 495
miles from Edmonton to Dawson Creek;

B- Over ths Alaska Military Highway 59 miles from Dawson Creek to just
beyond Fcrt St. .John; ,
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ACCESSIBILITY AND ROUTE (continued)
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From St.,John to B&son  Hope, at the lower end of the Rocky Mountain
Canyon of the Peace River, travel is five miles over the Alaska Military
Highway, thence 57 miles over an only slightly improved road with steep
grades to the Peace River and thence up the Peace River benches and flats;
Around the Peace River or Rocky Mountain Canyon to the foot of navigat-
ion on the Peace - 14 miles; whence motor boat may be used Bbout 34
miles to the mouth of Carbon River. However, as the trip is generally
made before the launch is used, the road up the Peace is travelled for a
further 22 miles to James Beattie's  Ranch, cutting the river travel to
12 miles; and
By pack  and saddle horse up a very much neglected trail to'the  centre of
Carbon River presently held claims - about 15 miles - to the Creek hnown
as "Eleven Mile".

During the open season this routing requires, when conditions are right,
about five days. Rowever,  during the spring break-up and summer rainy season
any number of days may be lost between Fort St, John and Beattie's Rench a-
waiting roads dry enough for truck travel. While passenger cars can be
worried through, it is safer to use a truck with at least  dual rear tires.
and a high clearance. Under average conditions two ton trucks do haul from
four t0 six tons of coal over the summer roads and larger loads over the ,
winter road - provided snowdrifts are kept cleared.

The time can be cut materially by using established plane service from
Edmonton to Fort St, John - about three to four hours' flying time - and .
rented float plane fromLake  Charlie, near Fort St. John, to the Peace River -'
at the mouth of Carbon River - probably 60 to 70 minutes flying time. In
winter ski-equipped plane could be used in this latter.stretch.

.
At Beattie's Ranch one can rent a half.-ton pickup to travel between

there and Hudson Hope; the necessary,outboard launohes. to get to Carbon River
for further up the Peace to Fort Graliame on+ho Firlay Rlvor;  and the horses-
for riding and packing up Carbon River - these being sent up the hft l&it
and then swum  across the Peace. just above the mouth of the Carbon. .:--

Mail leaves Fort St. John every Thursday for Hudson Hope - returns every
Friday. Mail leaves and returns to Hudson Hope the first Tuesday in each
month for Gold Bar - the Post Office at Bsattie's Ranch. But during the SLIDDIP
er at least, persons traveling frequently between Hudson Hope and Beatties'
Ranch bring in and take out mail. A telephone line connects Fort St. John  with
Hudson Hope and there -is still at Beattie's Ranch the radio telephone set used
before the war to communicate on pre-arranged shhedule  with the net-work tied
into St. John.

The present means of surface communication between Beattie's Ranch and
the Alaska Military Highway are inadequate for any regul& or $eavy traffic
and even for any serious work in the Carbon River area would have to be partly
relocated and wholly‘built at considerable expense. Under present conditions
any large amount of freight coming in would better be moved during the winter
when the roads are frozen and it could be delivered right on the Carbon.

For handling large pieces of freight there should be derricks at loading
and unloading points and larger boats with inboard ljlotors or barges with diesel-
driven tow boats.

The trail up the Carbon River needs considerable work done now to make
it a fair one. It could very easily be widened for all year tractor and
trailer travel. There would only be one place where for a short distance
might any rock work be required and only in one place - the "slide"  would any
grade over the top be necessary. By using fa$&ly large tractor and high wheel-
ed or runner trailers, so the Carbon could be crossed, would the rock work
stretch and the grade be obviated. In that event, however, communications
would be impaired during the freeze up, the thaw and storms. Local trappers
say that the Carbon does not freeze over solidly and the ice coould  not be
travelled  safely by large. equipment.

A
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INSPECTING THE ARE/i:

Owing to the trouble the writer had in getting started on his in-
spection of the then known coal exposures, it seems quite necessary to make
some record of the best trails to follow in any attempt to see the expos-
uree  . The best time is at low water from August 15th to September 15th.
An important point is the lack of horse feed in the area; one should keep
at least two horses with the part, and feed must be taken in for them. So
far as is known at this time, (7/31/43),  Eleven Mile Creek is about the
center of the coal basin and on the left limit of just below its First Falls
(Belts), hereinafter referred to as Camp Falls, is an excellent location for a
preliminary camp. It will be assumed that the next inspection will consider
the trails as they now exist. By this outline, it is hoped that some of
the unnecessary delays experienced this year, may in the future be prevented.

Undoubtedly the first night's camp will be at the mouth of Carbon River,
and the start by saddle and pack horses made from there in the early morning.
The writer fo.und  Jim Beattie's  Ranch,(a very good place to stay), had good
stock and help to handle them and deliver them at the starting point. He
also has the boats to convey the ,party and outfit from the end of the road
to the mouth of Carbon River. His son Robert (an excellent man), did the
packing and th@s knows the trail to Camp Falls.

If it is known far enough ahead that a party is going in, it would be
well to arrange with Beattie  (sending him money) for two men to go in ahead
and clear the trail - cutting out the windfalls and making new frails  around
those stretches that may have been washed out by the intervening high water.
That will then establish the trail at that time to Cemp  Falls.

However;if  this is not done and Bob,Beattie  is not the packer, then
these notes are needed. In leaving the Peabe,  follow the trail to the upper
cabin and cache, and there make a right angie turn due west following the old
trail which keeps well to the right and a considerable distance west of the
Carbon River Stream, not coming back to it for about three miles.

The trail will at times disappear, particularly near the river bank,
where it has been washed out. At all such places, immediately find 'the aid
trail beyond the brashout and cut a new one between the old stretches. This
sounds so fundamental as to seem unnecessary z&m to state, but this party was
several times delayed because this was ignored. At many of these places,
others have cut %akeshiftt'  trails for long distances, and these are not at
all satisfactory and are difficult to follow. Always come back to the old
trail in shortest possible distance.

At about mile four, the trail passes over an outcrop known as Four Mile
Rock and aboutWile  Five occurs a steep ascent over a rock bluff coming to
the River. If the water is low enough, time will be saved in avoiding this
by fording the River and then coming back. Incidentally, at the upper end
of this bluff the first coal seam - in the bed of the river - of poor qual-
ity and marker falls were  seen.

Just below Seven Mile Creek, is an old cabin. The trail beyond this
cabin fallows the bank and in large part has been washed out. Stick to the
bank and do not go back into the timber. A short distance beyond Seven Mile
Creek itself is reached - a good caf?ping  place. The, writer did not ascend
Seven Mile Creek. On Barbon River, coal appears ppppsite  the cabin and also
opposite the mouth of Seven Mile Creek.

Beyond Seven Mile, cut left to the main bank and follow the trail close
to the bank9  crossing a beaver dam and staying on the bar all the way to the
"Big Slide", at the north end of which is a shallow ford: 'cross and come back
on the bar'beyond. Nine Mile Creek is a small one manifested mainly by a
swampy place in the trail and on the flat beyond are the remains of an old
survey camp - about 1920.

At Ten Mile - a fair size stream - stay close to the Carbon, even keep-
ing down on the gravel until past the next slough - an old course of Carbon
River - just a short distance. There watch Yor an abrupt rigL&  angle turn
to east Or loft to get onto the bar,wh%oh the trail f0110WS  for a short dis-
tance before cutt1r.s  back to the bank. On the bank the trail has n&n
washed out at several pal tII c and parts of what remains may slideinto  tn=
river, so take care with the horses. ~~elly;a new trail should be cut to
bJ-pass this bad stretch.
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INSPECTING TBE AP&A -(Continued)

Then one comes to a newer cabin - %ett's - an2 cache. Beyond the old
trail follow the bank but it may be betier to take to .the  bar? zlimbing  the
steep bank after a short dist.ance. O&e up the bank on the trail, stick to
it even though it may need a little ;lidening. Bowover,  if considered prefer-
able, when the steep~pitch  in the present trail is reached, one can go down
to the bar.

If one stays on the old trail'(not  widened this season), it comes out
at Camp Falls, which can be heard long before seen or reached. If one foll-
ows the bar, cut right  when the first of the mouths of Eleven Mile is reached
and take the trail to the bench. Rather poorly blazed trees may be followed.

ELEVEN MILE INSPECTIONz

To see the exposures on this creek - which may be waded upstream only
during low water from August 15th to September 15th - go up the right limit
on what is now only a foot trail. To reach it, cross the stream at the
lower end of the Camp Falls' pool - a marvelous fishing place - go downstream
about fifty feet taking the trail leading up the steep bank. This start is
now well blazed. Upon the third bench are two trees,squared with blazed
trees going westerly and southerly - the former mark the trail wanted. The
latter will be referred to later as the start of the "Upper  Carbon"  trail.

.

Not very far long the Eleven Mile trail is another squared tree; Going
north and straight down the bank, one comes to the creek and the coal on the
left or north limit canbe seen. Continuing up the trail one passes an out-
crop and a short distance beyond homes  to another squared tree with a trail
also going north straight down to the creek. On the opposite side will be
seen three openings in three seams of coal with a small seam above.

Again continuing up the main trail one soon hears the Forks Falls and
sees the large 17-foot  seam standing almost vertical here and extending up
both branches. Just before reaching the Fords, there is a trail to the right
leading to an open cut in a ssam  on the right or south bank.

One can go up the East Fork by working along the foot of the slide and ,
crawling over a low cliff, coming out on a flat. .There  is no *ai1 on this c
flat, but from its upper end can be seen two seams of coal away up in the
cliff. 'These can be reached by going up througi$  the timber.

After West Fork valley turns south, there is a very large exposure on
its right, l&&it. The best way to seach.this  point is to take the trail from
the camp leading due north along the blazed trees. This trail cuts into the
Trapper's Trail coming from Stott's  cabin. It is not well blazed so care must
be taken in following its course'away back from Eleven Mile and high on the
hill. At probably 2.5 miles it cu!s$ south straight down the steep hill to
the West Fork, intersecting a very old trail which it follows for probably
a mile, coming out at an old and new cabin - the end of the trail.

From the Junction of Trappers ' Trail and the old trail just across the
West Fork is a bluff containing the coal exposures at that point. One might
have to go out through the willows to see it.

From Camp Falls camp, a trail is blazed westerly that leads up the high
bank on the left limit of Eleven Mile, and at about 600  feet is just above
the first coal exposure in that wall. One can contime  upstream on this poor
trail but it was found very difficult and Eilmost  valueless, although the
three openings earlier mentioned as visible from the other s&de  can be reached
from it.

EER CARBON RIVF,R  TRAIL:

The trail coming up Carbon River csnsses  Eleven Nile just above its
mouth and immediately starts up the hill and continues to climb unti1.i.t
reaches the high flat - the fourth bench. Do not attempt to follow Garbo= .
River south of Eleven Mile as the canyon is soon reached. That hi& Grail
is referred to as the "Half Hitch" trail because a small spruoc  on itb has
grown into a perfect half‘  hitch. ,It is also called the "robsggan"  trail
as one time2t was a main north-south artery for bilnging  out furs.
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UPPER CARBON RIKER TRAIL (continued)

One desiring to go up Carbon River from Camp Falls camp may cross Elev-
en Mile at the pool and go down the right bank to Half Hitch Trail, but a
much shorter way has been found. At present it is not suitable for horses
but could easily be m&de  so.

Earlier herein reference was made to the "Upper  Carbonv  trail.- Turn off
the Eleven Mile trail at those first squared trees and follow the twin blaz-
ed trees up that steep bank to the high flat and then follow the single blaz-
ed trees. First an old trail _is  met - where squared trees are markers -
go across it following the blazes through thick small timber for a very short
distance, where squared trees again mark the Half Hitch trail. Incidentally,
only a short distance south of this junction is the little spruce with the
half hitch.

Proceeding south on this trail one comes to old squared l%ees  on the
east - west line from Eleven Mile forks to Carbon River - the boundary be-
tween L.319  and L.322. By following this survey line east, one takes what
is later 5alled  the "Carbon River Canyon Loop".

The Half Hitch trail continues south on this high flat and traverses
some swampy land. At about 1.25 miles from that boundary line, it turns
sharply east and descends a steep hog back to the river. One on foot can
work his way along the foot of the slide here, but if a pack train is to be
taken further south, a wholly new trail should be cut from the high flat
around the upper end of this slide.

From here south the Half Hitch trail Bs in a sad state and should be
cleared and where necessary to &et around slides and bluffs probably new lo-
cations made. The writer made this all on foot and followed the water -
skirting slides and climbing up the bluffs; with horses one could ford to
the east bank.

AbOUt  two miles above the slide mentinned where the Half Hitch  trail
came down, the steep hog back will be seen some squared trees and blazes
pointing to the river. At this point the river hugs the rock exposure on
the right or east limit, and in it can be seen two seams of coal - probably
the F and G.

About one mile farther on the river hugssthe left limit and flows over
a reef. From the large amount of float coal immediately below this crossing
it is believed that two seams (probably F and G) cross here.

The writer has not been byond this point, but one of his party - Walter
Wrigley - for two days in 1942  went south along t?e remnants of the Half
Hitch trail an estimated distance of twelve miles, to a point where app-
arently the Carbon split into two main branches. In low water with horses
the stream could be easily forded and travel made less difficult. It is
worth while country for as far as Wrigley went he found the same excellent
coal-in  the gravels of all streams coming'from the west. In fact a striking
feature in this whole area is that practically every stream bed carries coal.

_CARRON  RIVER CARYOE LOOP:

Leaving the Half Hitch trail at the boundary line between L.319  and
L.322 one travels 'east for about a half mile and comes to Carbon River at
the head of the Canyon. There coal exposures are seen on Cight limit. One
can walk dounstream - along a series of wonderful fishing pools where many
large and small fish are seen in the sunlighted waters - and come shortly
to a large seam of coal in the bluff and j@st beyond another above it. Then
down about 2,000 feet is another seam in the water and just below at the
lower end of the canyon on the right limit are seen two more seams - those
first seen away up Carbon River and at head of canyon. Here the river flows
over the marker wall cutting across the stream.

Then the left limit flat is followed to Eleven Nile and up the right
limit of Eleven Mile to &m~ Falls,
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To inspect,the  showing in this creek>  go up the flat on the north side
of Ten Mile picking your way about 400 feet back from the stream,  until the
closing of the tails  forces one into the short canyon. On the north side
about 100 feet above this canyon a six foot seam outcrops - probably F.
Immediately above the strata flatten and the stream coming from the west
follows the shale marker of the F seam.

No coal seams ware seen for two miles, fut float coal was present in
the gravel. As the valley widens it is not believed any outcrops will be
seen for some dt&3nce.

NINE MILZ:

There is not trail up Nine Mile. One can go up the south side around the
60 foot falls, about 1000 feet from Carbon River, and then follow the creek
for about two miles coming to the large seam (6 feet) exposed for about 300
?eet  in the stream. This exposure was sampled by both Galloway and Belts.

Carbon River occupies a valley traversing about the center pf the Rocky
Mountains at this lattitude. It is roughly 40 miles from the foot of the
west slope - the trench of the Parsnip and Finlay Rivers, which join to form
the Peace - and the same distance from the corresponding line to the east -
a north-south line passing about through Hudson Hope.

At this lattitude the Peace River has cut a trench right across the main
uplift of the Rockies, making the lowest pass - about 20Olfeet  above sea
level at Finlay Forks - any place through the Rockies.

The ranges on each side of Carbon River have fai%%y  well rounded slopes
rising from about 1800 feet at the mouth to 4000-5800 at the crests both east
and west. Thus the relief is from 2300 to 3700 feet.

0 Carbon River itself rises from 1800 feet at its mouth to 2500 at Eleven
Mile - 700 feet in twelve miles or about 60 feet per mile. It is probably

somewhat steeper for the next mile through the canyon but for the 15 miles
' above it runs through a wide valley, where the grade has dropped to about

45 feet pef mile.

While Carbon River has moderate gradient, those of its tributaries in
their lower stretches at least,:are  much higher. These are indicated by
the series of rapids on Seven, Ten and Eleven Mile Creeks in their lower
8000 feet and by the sixty foot falls on Nine Mile. Above these steep lower
stretches, the valleys open out and the gradients drop.

The right, or east, tributaries fall 3000 feet in two or three  miles,.
> while those on the opporite  side fall 3500 in five or six miles. The post

glacial gravel banks along Carbon River give a semblance of a much rougher
area than really exists.

Along  the Carbon River below the canyon, first on one side and then on
the other, are alluvial flats 1000 to 3000 feet wide, but above the canyon
these flats are very much wider.

fZ~~~e General:

M&earn, in the referenzes  alrmdy given, treats fully of the geology
of this district. A reading of those two articles is suggested. The follow-
ing is only a short summary of those articles and aims only to give the most
important points:

The rocks outcrop;?ing are classed as Cretaceous and named the Bull$read
Mountain Formation. The lower member consists of, several thousand feet of
coarse sandstones and conglomerate while the upper or Gething comprises
from 500 to 1500 fest  ef fine grained  sandstones, silts, and &ales.  Anile
some thin coal.beds  are found in the loser,  those described herein are
wholly in the upper. On a considerable portion of the area unconsolidated
sands and gravels - up to several hundred  feet in thtcltaess - of Quaternary
age cover the Cretaceous.
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The Quaternary deposits accumulated“roward the erid  a>f  the glacial period.
The then Peace River gut, north of the present canyon, was blocked and the deposi
its were held in the basin thus formed. The drain&e later found a new channel
and in c-&ting  the present Rocky Mountain canyon, ending just above Rudson Hope
lowered its base level and removed a large portion of those deposits, leaving
high banks not only on the main Peace River but also on Carbon River and the
other tribuaaries.

The actual extent of the coal bearing member in this district has not
as yet been determined. The coal seams exposed on Ottertail and Fisher Creeks,
tributaries of Peace River, and on Commotion Creek and Pine River, south of the
head of Carbon River, are all probably related to these better knobm in the
Hudson Rope and Carbon River basins. At any rate, coals of similar character-
istics are found in like enclosing rocks in all those areas.

The import&ace  of this wide distribution of similar coal in this district
is manifest in determining the probable size of the coal producing region
that may be developed in this g&&al area.
developing five producing "sub-basins"

While the likelihood of finally
apparently diminishes the importance

of any one, the fact that tne markets available for such a coal are large
enough for all forecasts enough tonnage to warrant the rail transportation so
sadly needed to bring this coal out to the garkets thirsting for it.

DETAIL:

So .far as was learned the contact between the two divisions of the Cret-
aceous  crosses the Carbon River about four miles south of its mouth and con-
tinues on the Dast side as far south as outcrops permitted observations. %!%&a. ._

While a few thin lenticular  coal seams have been observed in the lower
member, the really important seams are in the upper. The only attemp to meas-
ure the thickness of this upper member 011 Carbon River was made by Beltz  on
the section exposed by Eleven Mile creek. He places this thickness at about
500 feet.
this.

The writer believes that search'to  the west will add materially to
in the'vicinity of Hudson Hope, McLearn found about 1400 feet of these

measures,

In this Report,  Belts describes in detail the coal sesms  exposed in Eleven
Mile canyon from Camp F,alls  west to the forks. it does not seem necessary
even to summarize here that description as by turning to the Appendix it can be
read. That description shows that Belte  has recognized ten seams of commer-
cial  importance. These p with Lbe intervals between,  are, from highest to low-
est observed:

Seem A 3.4 feet
Interval 100 to 110 feet
Seem B 0.4 to 2.5.feet
Interval 10 50 11 feet
Seam C 5.6 feet
InterVs.1 50 feet
Seam D 2.6 to 3.00 feet
Interval 60 feet
Seem E 2.8 to 4.6 feet
Inter+al 80 to 90 feet
Seem F 15 to 17 feet
Interval 14 feet
SesmG . 6.0 feet
Interval 50 to 70 feet

Seam H 4.0 feet
I:lte;val 33.0 feet
See.m I 4.0 feet

Thus, out of a total I-hickness  observed of from 436 to 493 feet, there are
from 33.8 to 50.1feet  o? c3al  in seams of commercial importance. These ara
minimum figures as only %he ?.o#er section of a probable total of about 14<!0
were seen end examined.

STRiiCTilRE:- - -

Belts has plotted in a Plate t&e s~ruzture  as interpreted i^ro,l?  Lis ob:
servations along Eleven Nile Creek and in the Carbon River canyon to .th= east
and in the report states: I'The  work done to date shows the struotore  to be a

~bx.x$'syncline or trough with a number of subordinate foLrl6. The center lies
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just west of Carbon River and the trend is roughly parallei  to the samejust west of Carbon River and the trend is roughly parallel to the same
stresnl.&rem. The Carbon River is cut chiefly in the Gethlng member which occ-The Carbon River is cut chiefly in the Gethlng member which occ-
upies the syncline.upies the syncline. A few small faults were observeJ",. 'A few small faults were observeJ",. '

Again referring specifically to Eleven Mile Creek Canyon he writes:
"The structure in this section consists of two synclines or troughs separated
by a short terrace or flat 400 feet long. The strata dip from 5 degrees to
vertical. Over the claims as a whole only scattered data were found regard-
ing structure. This data, however, indicates an undulating. structure with
average dips from 5 to 20 degrees. Short abrupt and often steep folds are-
likely to be found locally and also some small faults".

Apparently Belts confined his work to Eleven Mile Creek and north thereof.
Having covered the same ground, and being in substantial agreement with
Beltz's  conclusions in that area, the writer, wishing to widen the area of
observations, worked up Carbon River, reaching a point about five miles above
the locale of Belts's cross section along Line A-B. To the north of Eleven
Mile his observations covered a further four miles, making for both an over-
all length along the axis of the main fcld  about nine miles.

,The  significant structural feature as outlined by the observations of
outcrops along thosa  nine miles of Carbon River is the N-139J  strike of the
axis of the fold and cf the coal sssms  dipping from 70 degrees to the west at
the most southerly observation through 60-50-45-55 to 50 at the most northerly.
This indicates extreme  regularity along that line for that distance.

That line happens  to follow along the bed or beds of alternating carbon-
aceous shales and thinly and thickly bedded sandstones in which are found the
17 and 6 foot seams (Eel%  F and G) separated by an interval of about 14 feet.
Whenever observations could be mad-0 the underlying six foot seam was always
clean coal. On the other bend, the,clesn coal in the seventeen foot seam
varied from 6.5  to 17 feet and when less than 17 feet the deficiency is made
up of highly carbonaceous shalss.

Where observations were obtainable immediately >rest of this line the dips
flattened to from 3 to 20 degrees$  'co the west, suggesting that there may have
been along that line not only a bending but a break and a slight displacement.
If the topography is any criterion this loti dip continues for some 2500 to
3600 feet westerly) where thh next series of observations were made on Eleven
and Ten Mile Creeks. There the F-G marker appears with-an easterly dip of
from 25 to 36’ thus indicating the syncline  sho%m  by Beltsi

Significantly on Eleven, Ten and Nine Mile creeks - a north-south distance
of approximately three miles and apparently about 2000 feet westerly and
parallel to the nine mile line of steep westerly dipping strata follwing
Carbon River - occur falls, gorge and falls respectively. Near the falls and
in the gorge on the first two the F-G marker and coal outcrop. On Nine Mile
they must be in the cliff under the falls and be masked by the vegetation.

Then farther west on all three creeks the formation is gently undulating,
Only at the forks of Eleven Mile were the vertical dips found.

, From these observations, considering those of Belts as well as of the
,,!riter,  therewould seem to be a width of something over two miles, with,
from east to west, the following sequence:

A Gentle  westerly dip increasing in steepness until 45 to 70 degrees aiong
tne Csrhcn River; then  sn sbrupt  change to a flat westerly dip fmw some 2500
to 3WO feet with a gentle change to a medium easterly dip 25 to 36  degrees;
and then tne undulacioils  n&ed by Beltz  on Eleven Mile. Belts has attempted
to correlate  the saams in the,various  obaervationj  he made.

0~. I>'-2  :.hn-&  'he condi';isns nndnr  which mi-ling c;lerations would be
cocdmtcd  may be said to be v=r:? Isv=catle. Once  cap a- .=ps  -or.%  esfab-
lished and means of ccmnubications  constructed, the fairly &ld five-mi3nth
water  would be no obstacle at all. Labor and supplies would &me at considsr-
able less cost than in Alaska and the YLkon to the north and the States to
the south.
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Fcr the most r,art. the roofs and floors of the mineable  seams comprise
hare, dense sandstone t!lat will provide e::cell.e?t  .focting  for stulls which
can be cut on ary part sf the surfaze  overlying the sesms.  While only a
small number of coal seam exposures have been examinnej,  these indicate, with
one exception, over long stretches either a very regular dip and strike or
a gradually changing one. The close spacing of the seams will allow of
working several through one main entry and the nature of the enclosing rocks
indicates a very high probable recovery of coal. The coal is so hard  and
resistant to weathering that by suitable washing plants all foreign matter
could be removed and a very clean coal marketed.

For all conceivable purposes, except unusually large bimbers,  the
abundant.  forests covering paactically the entire anea  will furnish all the
timber products - poles for stulls,  logs for buildings and railroad ties and
trees for lumber - that can ever conceivably be required and leave a large
o,usntity for sale. It is an area wee1 covered with small timber of excellent
quality. The trees comprise spruce, lodge pole pine, cottonwood, asp, and
alder in ccmmercial  sizes. If fire is kept out and only annual growth cut,
this suz61y vi11 be perpetual.

The flats along the Carbon are of ample size for any yards, shops or
vasilins  plants that may be needed cd excellent camp sites where water may be
brought in under pressure  and dzaiwa;-  ccns?ruoted  into gravel flats for each
0: tiie  many mining operation; t!lat may bs required are plentiful.

Grain, h;y 2nd.  oeget&los  in zny amount.  that may be demanded can be
grown on the flats  along ';he  Car:bo:a and Peace. Herds  of dairy cattle could
supply -butter, c‘zeam  .ald  .fresh  milk;  beef, cat:le,  sheep and hogs could
suppiy all meat; !<hile fo.ris could gi-;e both eggs and meat,

Tt beadlg-  s&ems  nzcedsary 50 add that ?ish - trout of several kinds
nud graylir~g - exist in abunrlanze in ~11 the strevns  and it would seem there
would be sufficiant  even jrhen the field is at its maximum production.

The o,re  fector  lacking to make this area a large producer of excellent
coal is the means of transporting the product to its waiting market - and that
transport aust be a railroad, which subject  1s fully treated elsewhere herein.

PROCUCTION:

Even though the exister;ce of coal has long been kro~? at Hudson hope
and on Carbon River, there really has been no production. However, during
the winter of 1942-43  the road from Fort St. Jobh to Hudson Hope was improved
so coal could be brought to the Alaska Miiitary Highway from some of the
seams found well up ths slope on the north side of Peace Hiver  in the Geth-
ing formation. Ho%ver,  mining of these seams  did not produce the needed
coal of high quality.

So just recently mining of one of the Gething held seams - not the
Grant, which lies at the bottom of the canytin  - started. The writer sa:d
-evera!.  truck loads of this coal and found large cryst.ais and small stringers
cf l;yrite  in every piece  examined. The sulphur  content must be so higb$  that
this coal is not fit for metallurgical purposes.

In 1923 several tons of %ething': coal were  rafted down the Pecce
EL%vor  to -the corssing  an? a test made by the Edmonton, Uunvegan  and B.C.
Railway. In the Appendix is a copy of this letter. The important facts
;re swfia-5zcd.:

Geihins Coal Canmcrs Coal

Cxl co:1&ed -. 3. i7,m 13,777,
'd?ce:.  evap?re';dI - 'r,v, 142,740 75,750
Water evapzretsd  per Lb. <oal 7.97 5.5
.&&pa durped Once i, 3ines
Gindw& protic-ed - <v. i79 860
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"This coal-does not coke, but when burning has ths appearance of coke. The
Canmore  coal used in the comparative test was lump coal 2nd a good samp&e  of
the best Canmore.

1% the tests with Rudson's  Rope Coal the grates were not shaken between
terminals and a thin fire was maintained; It was necessary to keep a light
fire as otherwise it would have been impossible to contol it when engine was
shut off".

In all these years that Rochfort and associates have bald  these leases,
no real development work has been done. Reports by Christie snd Belts seemed
to satis@ the owners that a large potential of high grade coal existed but
it was a waste of money and effort to undertake developmentuntil  railroad
transportation were available. This seems a sensible conclusion and that
condition  exists today, Adequate tranpportation  is the first essential to
any program of prospecting, development, equipping and production.

SAMPLII?G:  General

The writer  took samples from thirteen different places, these being more
likely from different locales in the sane seams rather than from different
seams; They were taken not to determine the quality of any one seam but to
get an idea of the quality of the average production that could come out of.
the seams of Carbon River Basin. Undoubtedly when the seams are opened up
and carefully taken samples of the slightly different characters of coal are
analyzed, differences in the various seams may be revealed. As"whole,  the
work to date indicates that the coal  has inherent poor 'coking qualities.
&Learn,  in his study of the Rocky Kountain  area, shows how different sections
of the ssme scans  have different qualities and found the lower 10" of the
Grant seam was coking.

Of the writer's samples, those from all but 8, 9 and 11 were charnelled
sections cut clear across the seams and are really representative, insofar as
a surface or near surface.coal  exposure can be. Samples 1, 2, and 3 are the
deepest and all probably four feet from the surface. Sample 7 was cut from
the surface to the floor. Sample 10 (Carbon River Canyon) was from the surface
exposure at the top and hbout 18" from the surface at the bottom. The upper
2.5  feet were finely fissured with clay infiltrated, while the bottom 2.8
feet were solid hard shiny coal.

. .*

Sample 9.was  from-float and is rather a specimen than a sample. The ssme
may be said for 8, Ssmp& 11 was from two hard shiny slabs and does not rep-
resent the whole sesm.‘

The above statements are based on the detailed notes of the ssmpling  data
as found in the succeeding pages. The results 05 the analyses of these

, samples are found in Table  2 of Quality of Coal.

SAMPLING: Detailed

Samples 1 to 4.t These samples come from the north wall of Eleven 14ile Canyon
about 1500  feet upstream from Camp Falls. In 1942 Wrigley ran three short
entries into three of the four seams  exposed and at this point the strike  is

i N 180 W and the dip 30' plus or minus to the south-west.

Sample 1 comprises a very hard -ompact  coal with bright shiny streaks in a
duller ground massI 1% is about four feet from the surface and reDresents  a
seam 5.2 feet.thick.

Sample 2 represents four feet of the very hard bright coal with some dull
streaks making up this seam about four feet from the surface.

Sample 3 is the coal from a channel sample cut across the exposure in the face
of the cliff. It is a herd  dense coal, very difficult to pick.

c

Ssmple  4 is from a 4' channel in the lowest lying.of  the four seams. It is
similar in quality to the other three.
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Based on physical appearance the coal in all these seams is of the sameBased on physical appearance the coal in all these seams is of the same
quality and if the seams sampled cover any sizeable  area, could all be minedquality and if the seams sampled cover any sizeable  area, could all be mined
through common main opening and haulage way.through common main opening and haulage way.

Ssmpel 5 is cut from a 36" seam outcropping on the right limit of Eleven Mile
about 750 feet below the forks. There Wrigley in lY42 ran a short opencut
and e.xposed  the somewhat weathered coal. In appearance it is similar to that

of saspX&  3.

Sample 6 is from a channel cut across 4.3 feet of coal exposed in the face of
the north wall of Eleven Mile Canyon about 500 feet upstream from Camp Falls.
This sample was cut from the face that has stood 'since the creek cut down
from that elevation to its present line some 40 feet below, The coal is
very bright and bard. It appears very high grade. Several large pieces
from this face were brought out to show its resisting quality to weathering.

Sample 7. On the south side of the pool below Camp F.alls  occur 29" of miixed
coal and slate (not sampled), followed by 21" of sandstone resting on four

,

feet of very fine coal with a sandstone floor. The seam strikes N 31' E and
dips loo N 31' W. This sample - really outcrop material - comes from a
channel cut from the southeast side of the four foot hole exposing this coal -
rather dull with very hard layer at the bottom.

Beltz refers to this outcrop as at least 30" of probably the same seam as
his H. If so, I seam should be below.

Sample 8. Under "Extent  of Field" mention is made of '!marker"  crossing
Carbon River at strike N 42O W with dip 3@ N.E., at most solthem point
reached by writer. There were two gaps in this outcroo of shaly rock and
it is believed that coal occupies these gaps for immediately dovmstresm the
gravel is full of coal and pieces picked from the gravel comprise this sample.

Sample 9. About one mile further north, or downstream from the "marker"
mentioned immediately above, the river flows against strata on the right bank
dipping about 700 westerly. The strike of the strata is about N 130 !J. One
six foot.(estimated)  seam is paralleled about 700 feet downstream bv a 4.5
foot (estimated) seam in the footwall. The shaly rock associated w:th tnesa
seams strongly suggested that these outcrops are of the F and G seams.

The water was so high that the stream could not be forded but pieces of float
in the gravel were picked up end comprised this sample.  Naturally both 8 aud
9 are not truly samples but give indicative information.

I.

Sample 10. At the head of Carbon River Canyon, the stream flows along steeply
dipping strata - 550 to west - on the right or east side (as at Ssmple  9) and
flatly dipping - 15' to 20° to west - 02 the left or west side. In this left
side, about 20 feet above the water, a 5.3 foot seam outcrops and about 15
feet above is a second 4 foot seam. Sample 10 is a 5.3 foot channel from
the lower seam - probably G, The upper 3.5 feet comprises the only crushed
coal seen by the writer and the lower 2.8 feet is a very hard shiny coal.

Beltz sampled this seam - his No.5 - and determined it as the F seam. The
high ash content is due to clay infiltrating into the seams of the crushed part.

The writer's obserFations  here are shobm  diagrammatically in Plate' VZII. Un-
fortunately the stream prevents observing just what occurs. This section
resembles the situation at the forks of Eleven Mile where seams F and G stand
vertical with moderate dips on each side. The strata on the right limit com-
prise thinly bedded carbonaceous shales between the-coal seams.

Samp&& 11. About 15 feet above sample 10 a four foot seam outcrops. Its
position was such that no sample could be cut and two slabs were picked down
and broken up.for  a sample. This was a'hard shiny coal.

Sample 13. About 2000' below 10 and 11 a 26" seam of real hard'bright  &al
@ striking N 12' LJ and dipping 200 to west plunges with the enclosing sandstone

into the deep pool there. When visited first, it was not ssznpled  but when a
large piece taken from the gravel immediately doT:mstream  and placsd in a camp-
fire proved to be excellent coking coal, the exposure was revisited and a chan-
nel cut across the exposure gave the material for 13. Also. several pieces
were brought out for further study.

Sample 12. About 100 feet above Ten Mile Canyon - only.a  short one where
the carbonaceous shales outcrop - is exposed a 5.4 seam of ma1 striking N-S
and dipping 360 E. A channel across this exposure gave the material for
sample 12 and some extra pieces were also brought out. This is a hard shiny
coal and is believed to be F seam.
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ImmediateZy  to the west, the dip flattened to 5o E and for two @iles main-
tained that same dip. About one mile upstream the carbonaceous shale appeared
as the bedrock of the stream, but no coal seam outcropped.

At the most westerly point reached, the valley opened out and the country
flattened so no outcrop above seemed likely. In the gravel were many pieces
of the usual excellent bright coal found in so maw streams in this region.

ANALYSES: Various Comnetitiue  Coals

Before proceeding to outline the quality of the coal, allbased  on samples
obtained really at the surface, the deepest being four feet,, it would seem
well to set out the analyses of the other coals with which Carbon River prod-
ucts will have to comp&te. These are found in Table  1.

Carbon River Coals: In Table 2 are the results of-analyzing Carbon River
coal: taken  by Belta  -
the last thirteen.

the first five; Galloway - the second,fitie;  and Btines  -
The elev+th  and twelfth are’ probably analyses of spec-

imena,  rather than samples, taken by Rochfort and Kitto.

Rochfort claims that "hundreds of assays on this coal have been made by
the University of Alberta" but the writer has not seen any of these. From
his inspection of the property he does not feel that such "assays"  are wnnth
muchas they were probably made only on "specimenSB'80f  coal and not on
'lsamplest8. The writer believes that the only representative sampling done
(other than his own) is that outlined in Belts's report, and only the'first -
those taken by him - really mean an$thing. Notwithstanding that statement,
Beltz's  complete list ii! given in Table 2,

Samples 1 &o‘ 5 in Table 2 were taken by Beltz  in 192% and analyzed
by G. S. Eldridge and Company, Vancouver, B.C.

Samples 6 to 10 were taken in 1922 by J. D. Galloway and appear on Page
A-141  in Annual Report of Ministerof Mines of B.C. for 1922.

Sample 11 was taken by C. Rochfort and analysed  by Hayes and Son, Toronto.

t.

I’

i
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Sample 12 was taken by F. H. Kitto,  analyzed by E: Stansfield,  Ottal!a,
and appears on Page 16 of his "The Peace River District Canada" - 1920.

The remaining samples, also numbered from 1 to 13 were taken in 1943
by Stines and analyzed by Gutberlet Laboratories, Seattle.

The writer believes that his 13 samples are more representative of the
Carbon River coals than the others. Notwithstanding that, Beltz's and the
writer's results are compared. The average for eat@ and both combined are:

Beltz's Stines' Both.

Samples ' 18
Moisture 4542 3 % 3.4%
Volatile Er,tter 25.74 22.70 2 3 . 5 5
Fixed Carbon 61.19 71.2% 6E1.47
Ash 8.60 2.92 4.30
Sulphur 0.61
B.T.U. 12,252 1;;::4

0.71
13.373

Fuel Ratio 2.3% 3.14 .2.90

The controll~ing  difference is in the ash content - about three times as
high in Belts's samples. Due to this over half of the lower fixed carbon in
his is accounted for. Belts explains the high ash content as due in large
part to clay that had infiltrated into the outcrop, which is what he sampled.
Certainly the average of these 1% samples (the last column'above)  is the
poorest that could be expected from this field.

As remarked when the details of the writer's sampling were given, numbers
8, 9 and 11 were not samples, rather specimens, end 10 was of an outcrop which
showed at the top crushed coal into the seams of which clay  had infiltrated.
Therefore, only the other nine are really representative and the average of.
the proximate of these  is:
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Loss on air drying , 2.05%

Analysis of air dried coal:
Moisture
Volatile Matter

V Fixed Carbon
Ash

3.05%
22.96%
71.233%
2..16%

6 BTU per pound
Fuel Ratio

For the i3 sasiples,  the correspond figures are:

139910
3.17

Loss on air drying 2.05%

Analysis of air dried coal:
Moisture 3.09%
Volatile Katter 22.70%
Fixed Carbon 71.28%
Ash 2.92%

3TIJ per pound 13,804
Fuel Ratio 3.14
Sulphur 0.75

On the basis of analyses, this is an outstanding low esh and sulphur  and
high heat value coal for all purposes, except coking. Samp&e  1 sho:qed'a  poor
coking quality and sample 8 only fair. On the basis of the ash content of
iShe  coal, any coke that would result could not be expected to be very strong.

The fact that noen  of thz samples'showed  coking qualities comparable to
that one piece coked in the Ten Mile Camp fire is surprising. As noted later,
when giving McLearn's results on the Grant seam of the Hudson  Hope sub-basin,
one stratum of a seam may be coking coal, while the balance is not. Ro
sampling by strata wss done on Carbon River seams.

‘.

.

Before leaving this matter of coking quality, the writer has found that
often the mixture in proper proportion of a high volatiel and a low volatile
coal, each by itself non-coking, produces an excellent coke. In the Urals
of Russia a fine coke for iron smelting was made by @iing  60% of a fat coal
from Minusinsk with 40% of an anthracite from the Urals. Undoubtedly it is
only a question of a relatively small amount of research to'find  the proper
mixture of one of the low grqde  high volatile and ash Pacific Coast coals or
petroleum refined residue and this Carbon River coal to give the desired
result., The problem of making a high grade coke from this coal should not
be a difficult one to solve.

A composite sample made up of equal parts of samples 1, 2, 6, 7? 12 and
13 wqs sent to Ledoux for both proximate and ultimate analyses and the re-
sults will later be added to this Report.

Hudson Hope Coals; In the second reference given under acknowledgments,
McLearn described in detailthe coal seams exposed on the Gething property
and the Hudson Hope Area. In that Summery he gives several analyses of the
various seams  he sampled. These are gathere in Table  3.

By combining the last nine analyses in groups of three, the average for
the three strata sampled and for the Grant seam become:

Fixed
t4oisture Volatile Carbon g;Llsh EL!

Bottom 8.7" 0.67 23.23 73.33 3.70 1497g5
Middle 21.7" 0.67 19.43 77.20 2.70 14,900
Top 35.3" 0.67 m 76.70 .5.17 l4,360

bJhole  Seam 0.67 20.00 75.24 4.09 14.583
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With that as the average for t!re  Grsnt  sssm  and taking the figures in
Table 3 for the other seven seams, then the average for the Hudson Hope
Sub-basin is:

Moisture 1.48%
Volatile Matter 23.2&s
Fixed Carbon 69.3%
Ash -&.2c!%  _'._

Fuel Ratio 4.98

By referring to the calculated average of Stines'  thirteen samples,  the very
great similarity of the analyses of the coal from the two sub-basins is seen.
The difference in fixed carbon is practically the difference in the ash con-
tent. The Grant seam coal, on basis of BTU, is very superior and contsins
coal between bitu$nous  and anthracite in character.

I4cLearn describes six seams: Grantfrom 5.25 to 5.9; Mogul 3.16 to
4.67; Galloway 4; Johnson Creek 4.1; Titan h.4;. and K%lligarn 2.4 to 2.46.

0

Bankhead
Crow's Nest Pass -

-Dominion
-14ichel
-Bellevue
-Coal Creek

Canmore
Brazeau
Jasper Park
Drumheller
Mountain Park
Nanaimo-Douglass Seam

-Newcastle

Loss
in Air
m

0.5

1.3
1.2
0.7
0.9
0.0
1.0
1.8

I::
0.6
0.5

TABLE1

Mois- Vol..
T-J_rc corn.

0.5 11.7

0;7 2:,.9
0.7 22.4
0.2 27.6
1.3 26.0
0.9 14.0
0.9 16.5

E
lS.S
34.6

1.9 30.9
1.6 40.6
i-9 40.7

Fixed
Carbon && S

75.7 12.1 -

54.7 19.7 -
65.0 11.9 -
56.8 16.4 -
63.8 8.9 -
79.7 5.4 -
70.6 12.0 -'
58.9 21.8 -
L8.1 8.2 -
62.4 4.3 -
47.7 10.1 -
45.7 11.7 -

(The above are from Page 16 of James White)
(The following are taken from Page 20 of same9 and are
of competitive United States Coals):

IndiananCoals
Md.

6.0

3.2

10.9
1.9
5.3

t::
2.7
2.1
5.01
3.38
5.10
2.50
3.77
2.78

35.7 42.3 11.6 3.5
12.9 79.4 5.5 0.3
36.2
35.8
20.6'
31.9 61.7 3.9 0.5
27.8 62.8 7.3 1.3

Georges Creek,
Ohio Coals
Penn.-Ellsworth 1.0

-Ligomier 3.2
Virginia Coals 2.1
W. Virginia Coals 2.3
Utah-Kenilworth
Washington-Carbonado 1. -

-Bayne  2. -
-1tJilkeson  3. -
-Roslyn  -

W. Virginia-Island Cr. -
5pfoming-Kemmerer

-Rock Springs -

11,280

12,273

43.68 46.51 4.80
32.21 49.53 14.88
30.80 56.00 8.10
37.70 61.30 8.50
37.69 47.05 11.49
36.06 55.71 5.45'
40.09 4?.00 6.97
35.50 50.39 5.48.

14,013
1 3 , 1 5 3
143042
&I30

O.&l  12,821
0.45 12,247
0.36 12,850
0.42 13,800
0.47 12,762
0.98 13,997
0.60 12,8S6
0.78 11,883

13,250

11,640
13,260
12,370
132640
14,470
13,480
11,790
10,350
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E
XC

F
G

%

C(T)
D(T)
B(Y)

Btg
E
H(?)
G(y)
G(  ?)
? F

&?)
x(?)

THICX-
i!??

2.0
5.4
A.6
5.5

2:;
5.4
2.1

t::
---
---

2::
,2.5
4.0
3.0
4.3

SANPLE- -

1 Be.
:b'
4 "
5 "
6 %a
7  h

8 "
9 "

10 '1
11 Ro
12 Xi
1 St.
2 "
3 "
4 'I
5 "
6 "
7 "4.0

Float-51 ?% fi
Float ? 9 "

MOIS-
T-URE- -

2.8
4.9

:r;-
6.4
2.1-

:::
2.9
4.6-
1.07
1.05
2.12
2.76
2.92
2.09
2.76
3.26
3.%2
2.4%
L5l
4.30
h.. 4%
‘3 62
i.:13

_ MOIS-
rm

X&I Gething Craek 1..6
#orth 3r. " *' 1.0
Average of : main

Gething Cresk 1.0
Little Mogul _ 2.7
MO@ Cresk i.2
Earle  X~erroxs 1.4
Yoosebar 2.3
Grant  .Sea -
3~0' IJ of x cut-Lower 9" 0.6

-Upper 5'

Cliff Ent. to West X
cL?.t  - Bott.11"

- Upper 4'6"

35' m tmel'-  Bott.8"
-Mid.23"

. .n -Top 3%”
.

0;s
23.6 72.4 3.4
20.4 a 75.4 3.4

0.7 24.6 72.6 2.1
0.6 18.7 78.1 2.6

0.7 22.0 70.8 6.5
0.6 19.5 77.0' 2.9
0.7 19.6 74.4 5.3

.D :.
-r Tuxnel  at x cut -B&S"  0.7

&id,20" 6.8
-TO@  36" 0.7

3 Face Tunnel 9-26-23
-Bat. 9" 0,6
-Mid.22" 0.6
.-Top-32". 0.6

-l%-
TABLE2 .
VOLATILE FIXED
c@m. .-CARBON

23.12
25.74
26.90-
28.12
24.%4-
22.00-
24.80
26.20
23.70
25.20-
23.32
20.80
21:48
22.14
21.3%
22.91
23. 11,
2&L&
22.08
21.42
20.01.
25.60
21.42
21.63
27.27

66.38
56.222: E-
55:10-:z:-
67170
56.20'
66.60-ME
72:95
73.55
74.02
73.52
72.50
69.90
72.04
72.75
77.32
61.75
68.40
72.L7
65.50

FJXED
m

26.3
x.5

24.5
24.3
22.9
22.7
21.2

i;*;.

7c.7
62.5
71.3
7137
73.0

22.9 : 74.0
19.3 77.3
16.7 74.5

24.8 75.2
19.5 77.3
20.1 75.2

Ai%! ’ ._s
7.62 0.72

13.06 0.73
5.52 0,58

3. 1% 0.65
y;- . 0.59

8.20
2.70

17j20
3.60
1.34

2. 10
3.45
1.55
1.6%
1.4%
1.60
2.20
2.06
3.35
1.16
8.33
5.70
2,2%
3.10

- - - -
i - m -
- - - -
- - - -
.-.---
- - - -
- - - -
0 . 8 0
0.66
0.74
0.7L
0.77
0.64
0.77
0.77
0.64
0.74
0.72
0.6%
1.10

ASH

?.4
?..6
6.1

;* 2. ."
411

(The bottom stratum makes good coke)

Riverside 0.7 18.8 7.m: 5.6
Galloway's Sampling -

Upper 1%" 0.8 18.. 9
Lower 30" 0..9 .19.3

s- -

0 . 5
0.7

5

0.9

0”:::
0.7

0.7~
3.7
0 . 6

-.

0.8

0.8
0.9

13,060
11,180
13,160
12?850
11,010

15,000
14,800
13,950
14sOl4
14,012
14,105
14,012
13,gss

:%
l4:635
12,533
12,989
13,841
131547

13,350
13,%20

14,220

15,130
14,960
3.4,?00

14,4oti

14,590
14,550



The characteristics of the Carbon River and Hudson  Rope Coals zre so
similar that the discussion of the other qualities applies equally to both.
Mdearn'  s statement: '1. . . . and ideal coal for all purposes, burns readily,
is smokeless and gives a high heat", used in describing the Hudson Rope
coal applies equally to that from Carbon River, The same is true of his con
elusion  that it is the "equal of the best Welsh and IsJest  Virginia coals,
does not weather and, owing to its compactness, stands shipping very well."

ASB CONTENT:

An ash content of 5.90% for the Hudson Rope and 2.92 for the Carbon
River p&s these coals, from the point of view of transportation cost per
-unit of heat value, in a class by themselves. This is particularly import-
ant in a field so far from its present markets as this one is. The relation
of tine  ash content of a coal to the matter of equipment required to produce
a given amount of heat is well set out by James \h!hite  on ?age 31 of Fuels
of Western Canada: "Irn  tne United States, the non-preventable ash content
of clean bituminous coal varies from an averrag-- of 6 per cent in Wyoming coal
to an aver of 16 per cent in Colorado and, for th: wiioie  country averages
about 10 per cent. In good practica, 10 boilers of 500 h.p. capacity each
will generate 300,090 lbs. of steam per hour w.ith coal csrrying  10 per cent
ash. if, bowever, the coal carry 15 per cent ash'- 5 per cent more than
normal - it will require 15 boilers to generate the same amount of steam.
If it carries 2l per cent of ash, it will require 20 boilers to do the same
work".

In the matter bf transportation, the higher the ash content the greater
the freight charge on the heat ac-tually produced from burning a ton of tne
product. The anaiyses  show that the "non-preventable".ash  content of tee
Carbon River cosl is low and it is thus exceedingly important for this area
that only "non-pre~~en~ab~ble"  ash be shipped. If proper means of cleaning
the coal are taken, thers  $s no reason why the ash content cannot  be kept
below 3.5 per cent for Carbcn River and 6.5 for Hudson Hope. Where the sver-
age of the ash content of the competitive coals is around 12 per cent, the
saving in coal, for the same steam production, will be SO$ by weight. Tois
is a measure of the extra price, as compared to competitive coals now on the
market, that may  be obtainer-' for this coal due to its low ash content alone.

Since these two qualities are related, they are diseussed together.
These factors are very important in determining desirability of a coal-and
therefore its selling price. In these two respects, Carbon River coal stands
seccnd  to none and is so far above all compet%tive  coals, except Vest Vir-
ginia and We&h products, that no comparison is warranted.

That this.coal  can stand weathering is attested by the outcrop of the
coal represented by Sampel 6. Where that sample was tekan, the seam is on the
north wall of Eleven Mile Canyon about 40 feet above present stream  level.
The time necessary for that stream to cut that depth of hard sandstone is
measured in centnnies,  not days. The fact that the coal outcropping there
is still absolutely unweathered and hard and compact, emphasizes its resistance
to weat.hering. Another piece of evidence is the existence of bright, rounded
pieces of coal in the gravels.of every stream. Such a resistant coal is
excellent for stock piling as it will not deteriorate in the relatively short
time the longest period it will be likely to remain in such piles.

This ability to stand weathering is a very important factor in deter-

@
mining desirability and therefore selling price of a coal. In this quality
Carbon River coal stands second to none and is so far above that of compet-
itive coals (except Uest Virginia and Welsh) that no comparison is warranted.

Its ability to withstand crumbling and breaking when handled is another
desirable quality. This coal is very hard and difficult to break into small
pieces. This not only means leas,$  breaking into fine pieces when handled dur-
ing shipping, but a larger percentage of "lump" from 'Irun of mine". As "lumu"a
commands a premium in price of from 25 to 30$ over that for "run of minell,
this means a higher average price for the output as a whole.
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TULT:iiT OF JXELD:

By his mapping, Beltz  Ilas  given some idea of the  structure  in the
vicinity of Eleven Mile. The .+riter  in attempting to confirm this  was
prevented from making all the neoe.ssary observations in the Eleven Mile
Canyon from Camp Falls to the Forks, but he did make enough to conclude  thatq.
on the whole, he agreed with Belts' conception. The writer's observations
noted the similarity of the varions  outcrops and concluded that in the Eleven
Mile Canyon, due to the structure, there was a repitition of the seams and
believes that Belts'  designating~ten sesms in 500 feet of the Upper or
Gething number is probably correct. But his own wanderings on wider terr-
itory inclines him to believe that a great deal more than 500 feet of this
valuable coal bearing member may be represented in the Carbon River basin
and that therefore more than ten commercial seams will finally be found.

In coming up Carbon River, the first seam of coal'(poor  in that expos-
ure) was' encoutnered  about five miles from the mouth. The strike is roughly
northeast and the dip about 5O southeasterly. At that point was first ob-
served the association of coal and sandstone bed, over which the Carbon
River waters f&l, crossing the valley. This occurrence, ths kriter has
designated a "marker"  of a sesm  of coal.

Ascending the stream, it war noted that ;,rhile  ti?e  strikes varied from.
northeasterly to northwesterly, the diFs  were low to the south. Generally
where steep dips and more variable strike 8 occurred, they seemed to be Durely
local and quite likely due to purely localized movements; probably slides
caused by the topography and erosion, But, as noted later, there was one
exception to this.

-0

To follow thh dcscript-ior UR% i'latcs  I and V. At the geven Mile Cabir.
on an east-west smlre End .? low south dip is‘an  important coal seam foliob;ed
a short distance above (o,pposite the mouth of the Seven Mile creek) by two
smaller ones. Undoubtedly the ccal  of commercial interest extends this
far north and probably to some pcint  between here and the outcrop noted two,
paragraphs above.

For one and one-half mile up Seven Mile there nre.no  easily recognized
coal seams but at several places the preskce  of larger proportions of coal
in the gravel point to their existence. In the west part of L 327 are expos-
ures similar to those fcund  on both Nine and Eleven Mile, which do contain
commercial  coal.

Along the Carbon River between the mouths of Seven Mile and NineMile
creeks, the only rock sxpostires are the sandstone beds crossing the vallm
and causing falls in the stream flow. The writer has found elsewhere in this
Besin that these mark coal seams and he is certain that they also dd it at
these points and that coal seams underlie this whol~e  stretdh.

The gravels of Nine Mile are full of coal float but the only observed
outcrop occurs in the south central part of L 326  where a 5.4 foo~t seam: dipp-
ing 30 eastersly, is exposed for 300 feet along the bed of the stream. The
writer did not sample this as he could not get a clean sample. Rowever.
Galloway and Beltz,  both of whom remarked on the infiltrated clay in the ~
fractures,  record analysis of samples taken there. Up the stream from this
outcrop coal occurs in the wash, proving the formation extends further west.

5
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Again or. Carbon  River between Nine Mile and Eleven  Xilu  creeks, no coal
seams  have been noted, but the markers exist in several places. In this
area9 Belts:  on  %%s: Ten Xils  Creek opposite Ten Mile Creek, records coal
about 1000 and 3000 feet up that s&ream. The seems noted are not commercial
at their exposures but prove the formation there. ._

Ten Mile crsak  emerges cnto  the valley floor of Carbon River after corn-
ing through a very short canyon-where the carbonaceous shaies associated
with the F and G seams are exposed. About 100 feet above the upper end of
this canyon a 5.4 foot (Sample 12) seam of coal is exposed on the north wsll.
This is probably either the F or G se&. There the dip is 36” east.

Asoending  this stream, the dip immediately flattens to 5O east and for
two miles continues  at about that angle. No other coal outcrops rrero.ob- --- -
servsd  but about one mile up, the carbonaceous  shaLes  appear  as bedrock for:
the stream. The coal is probably below. At the highest point reached, the
valley opens out and the country flattens, indicating no probable outcrop.
But at this point, pieces of bright shiny coal oocured  in the gravels, proving
the existence of CCZJ further  to the.west.
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EXTE!JT  OF FIELD ccntinued:

In the region of Eleven Nile tl.,7" etruczure  ?ks been so raised  that  this
creek could cut down through 1'C zxi.  x-osscut  the seams, really revealing at
least the minimum number of sfzms  th3t the coil measures contain at this
l o c a l e .

Fortunately, immediately above Eleven Mile, C,-.rboin  River runs for nearly
a mile in a canyon which revezls the structure end the seams in a way complem-
entary to the exposures in Eleven Mile canyon. In his cross section above
Eleven Mile; Belta  clearly indicates the seams and how they lie. It is quite
apparent thet this condition exists for at least seven miles north and south
along Carbon for a wid&of about a mile.

'In going up the west fork of Eleven Mile, the writer found coal in about
the center of L 320. To the east in a stream coming probably from Indian Lake
and entering Carbon River in the northeast corner of L 322, pieces of float
coal are found for some distance up from its mouth. Here the configuration
of the range  along the east side of Carbon River indicates  that these seams
go well up that slope:

All these observations, coupled with the coal exposures on JJpper  Nine
Mile and Eleven Mile ) point to the basing having E minimum width of two
miles, and the writer believes it is much more.

It would appear that  one series of coal seams extends the ,length of Csr-
bon River canyon end for e.bout  four  miles south, .on seme strike by slightly
varying dips, and under identical conditions. There can be very little doubt
thet these measurk  along Carbon River nsex%mmmmmmy  continue in an unbroken line
for at least five miles; 2nd if tied into those on East Ten Mile, for some-
thing over six miles. The marker for these seems was observed just below Tent
Mile. Eest of Carbon River below Seven Xile: Belts records a 50° westerly
dip at about where this east leg of the syncline  should be, and the writer takes
this to be the most northerly observation on the structure, making a probable
length of 9.5 miles.

About five miles above Carbon River canyon, a marker crosses the river.
There the strike is N 42' W and dip 36' northeeasterly.  Thus at least from
here north .e syncline  determines the river course,

South of the c&yon no stream of size enters from the west, but there
are three small ones marked by slides of Quaternary grovels at their mouths.
In these stream beds 8re found pieces of coal and in the third or most
southerly one, Cowper  Rochfort claims back from the Carbon seams are eqosed.

'Thus the writer has treveled  about 17 miles (air line) up Carbon River
from its mouth and has seen coal seems in eleven of those. Wslter Wrigley,
who assisted on this work both in 1942  end 1943, has been on two days' hike
above the writer's most southern point and as fer as he went found the same
floate  coal in the west tribu$aries  of Cerbon River, but saw no outcrops.

Owing to the high water in Carbon River, the writer did not get across
at Ten Mile, &xt.Beltz did go up Eest  Ten Mile. There at the mouth he noted
the steep -50 - dip to the west followed by 10' ahd 17O as he proceeded up-
stream. This flattening to the east is borne out by the slopes  of the range
on that side-and  encourages the writer to believe that the contact between ';he

upper and lower Cretaceous  is farther east than Belts shows and the probe.ble
width of the basin correspondingly wider.

Likewise, to.the  west, the limit has not been found. As far as either
Belts or the writer has gone in that direction, the coal exists, so undoubtcd-
ly the width of the basin is greater on that side by some at present undeter-
mined distance.

On the basis of these sets of observations, the writer condludes  that the
Carbon River cos.1 field occupies s, basin striking about N 13w. Its length has
been definitely proveu  by-coal outcrops plotted for over  sir miles, and in-
ferentially for eleven and one-half: The &esenceeof  float for twelve-mile-.-~:
further to the south ard ths coe.1 outcrop below Five 14ile Creek, 8 further
one and one-&l? mile north,.  suggest th:2  probable minimum length of the basin
to 6e 25 miles,



Extent  of Fi.332  (c~%.nue~) .-p?.go  j&q..

&gain by cbservaticx  plctwd 5% px-cvel;  wil'cl~  I* the Z=!X  mile  proven
length Ii.s  in excess or tire  miles, an3 it way 139 inferred at nrcbably three.
Relying wholly on topography both north al.3  south  of Y?IOSZ .&x miles that
width extends for at least thirteen miles  and most likely fcr the additional
twelve  miles to the south as well, 'ihs the mea ci- the basin may be stated
to be:

Proven 12 syxre miles
Probable IL Fqlare  niles

.Likely 24 square miles
Total 5G square milss

TORNAGE OF COAL: Carbon River

As is evident from this Report, no coal can be said to be proven. But
bn the geological evidence observed, recorded and plotted, it is clear that
one is &stified  in concluding that coal in commercia?. seam? (30" plus in
thickness) exists in very large quantities. From that evidence one would

_ seem warranted,intrying  to arrive at figures which would represent the tonnages
that one can confidently expect in :,_'he vsrious  XYP.S  into which i;ne  basin ar-
bitrarily is divided.

Most Probable: Itwould  seem that fron Rine  Zile creek to the south end of
L 319 and 320 - a length of approximately 3.24 miles and a width of two - there

exist the ten seams  Belts  has p1rttsd. This is an area  of h.50  squa*e  rnile.5.

Beltz's  work shows from 33 to 5l feet of workable coal in the 500 foot
section of coal bearing strata, which ~uld  mean from 38,000,OOO  to 59,OGO,OOO
tons per sauars  mi.le or a 'botll  of betL!ee?  2$'7  and 383 million tons of ?oten-
tisl coal.

The writer has trased  the F..G seams and marker for a length of about
6.5 miles and idith Belts's work shoirs them to exist over a width of two for
an area of 13 square miles. While the P seam has a maximum thickness of 17
feet, observations et various places show that this large thickness is at times
only 4.5 feet of clean coal 9 and for purposes of this analysis that is taken
as the average over the area. 'Ehe G seam  lies 14 feet lower and zrzrries from
5.3 to 6 feat in thickness. Assuming 5.5 as an average, there are in the
'two seams 10 fee6of.coa1,  which would mean a minimum of 11,150,OOG tons per
square mile - if horizontal - for a total of 145,000,OOO  tons. This quantity
of potential reserve the writer considers assured beyond any reasonable doubt.

Slightly less Probable: From Nine Mile Creek north to the coal ppposite  the
Seven Mile cabin is approximately 2.50 miles. From the south end of L 319
to the most southerly seen outcrop is about 3.25 miles. For these additional
5.75 miles over a width of two, there would be an additional 11.5 square miles.
If all the seams are proven to underlie this, there would be therein frox
437 to 678 million tons.

Fairly Probable: North of Seven Xile cabin the coal beds apparently extend
for about1.5 miles, South of the les t known outcrop coal float is found in
the gravels for 12.5 miles. Thus for fourteen miles at the ends, coal-might
be fcund  ard if all the seams exist, there could be an additional reszvi
underlying some ?8 square miles which 'might contain from 1,065 to 1,65%
m.+liion tons  more.

Sl%@f~R&.-_-.--- Thus, the potentialities may be expressed:

WST LTOi3PEiLF 145,000,OOO to 383,000,000  Tons
Slightly Less Erobahle  - frem 437,000,OOO to 678,000,OOO  Tons
Fairly Probable - from I-,&~oOo,Ooo  to 1.652,000,00~Tons

TOTALS 1.64$,000,000 to 2,713,000,000  Tons

Even the assured minimum of 11~~,000,000  tons makes this a most worth while
reserve and the maximum expectaacy of nearly two and seven-tenths billion tons
would rank it as one o.? the ;rlost  important coal fields of Western North Am-
erica. Ihewiter rnaliaes  that *tihe shove  estimates are based on only a pre-
liminary set oi. obenrvytions. but feels confident that further detail study
wiil  contirm them,

.



From the Rudson Hope area  IJcicprn gives, tentatively, the figure  of
84,000,OOO  tons as the potential reserve of caaL  on seven square miles.
Since it is an excellent coal for domestic and all industrial' heating require-
ments > it will undoubtedly enter into competition with the coal from Carbonr River, but that competition need not be particularly feared as it is not as
favorably conditioned for extraction. Its market would more likely be to
the east  rather than to the west. And then, too, the market is ampie  for

0 any likely production from both fields; or, for that matter, from Commotion
Creek and Pine River fields as well.

MARKETS AVAILABLE: As shown under "Quality of Coal", the coal products from
this area are so superior that they can compete with any coal in North Amer-
ica. Therefore its markets extend not only all along the Pacific Coast, but
also to the.Canadian'markets  to the east as far 2s Port.  Arthur, at the Western
end of Lake  Superior. .On the basis of its low ,preventab.le  ash content alone,
it can capture that market at a premium in price of at least  I$.

Then in many cases the haulage differential will be in favor of this
coal; The Utah and Wyoming coals have to come by rail about 1300 miles to
Seattle; 1200 miles to Portland and 9.00 to San Francisco. The Carbon River
coal has ail rail of 871 miles to Seattle and to Portland of 106Q miles. If
rail and water are used, the distance to Seattle will be 890 by rail and 600
by water; to Portland, 800 and 900; to San Francisco, 800 and 1600, res-
pectively. For the Canadian market, West of Lake Superior, the  West Virginia
coals have to coma some 1600 miles against 1400 from Carbon River.

The above  is only for the relatively small  non-industrial market.  Since
the war coal consuming industries have teen built on the copst; Kaiser's iron
plant at Fontana and many others along the Columbia. The former requires
coke which the research successfully completed can be cheqply  made from this
coal. If this coking operation is done near any large city, the by-products
alone may be sold for a very large revenue.

It is realized that at present practically all the gas used along the
Pacific Coast comes from low gri-de oils or refinery waste products but un-
fortunately for the United States, their potential oil reserves are being dep-
leted very rapidly and it seems well within reason.that  withing 15 years other
f-tie1 resources will have to begin to be called on and within 30 years co21
will largely replace oil for the making of gas for domestic use and lubricants
and fuel for internal combustion engines.

Then there is the A.laska  market. While Alaska has large reserves of
ligrite coal it does not produce enough of the right kind of coal for its own
use and this year (1943) is importing coal rail-hauled from West Virginia to .
pacific  Coast ports fcr water delivery to Alaska seaports.

There is the Canadian  market east of the Rockies. As shown under trans-
portation it is only ,8 709 miles via Prince George by rail from the mouth of
Carbon River to Edmonton - the gateway to the prairie provinces. In 1938 the
Prairie Provinces and Ontario, West of Lake Superior, imported over 2,000,OOO
tons of ccai, most  of it from Pennsylvania and West Virginia. ,As shobm  under
'~Qualiiy  of Coal", those coals average about 10% ash against 3.0 for Carbon
River.

'I X-e Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia produce about 6,700,OOO
tons (4~000,@00  bitumiaousj  of very inferior coal annually, a substantialIj pa&of which csn 1-e displaced by Oarbon Rivercoal at a considerably higher
price.

0 . at the completion  of the transpor&N.on  facilities required, there would
seem to be no questiun  of an immediate market for this coal in excess of
l,OOO,OOO tons annually - 39000  tons daily - which, by the time the property

could be prepared, would have risen to 3r000,000 1 10,000 tons daily,

tie Bistinct advantage in the Carbon River coal over any other western
romP&titive  coal is its sbility to stand exposure without weathering or
deteriorating in any way, Jt can be stored indefinitely and is so firm that
it handles with a minimum of crushing - in utter contrast to the other western
coals.



ijot  arly  the o?;;li':y of' ihi;, c:,sL wi2i  ~:aux  <t to disz$ace  the Pex+.
syvania  2mi l~iest Virgids cods in i.hc Czx3d:darz  markets west of' T&a Si;p-
erior. There is the question of impor?.  dhty an? exchcnge.  &~y industry ?n
Canada that can reduce the pre-or xfavorable  balcnce of trade with the
United States will  have the full support of the traasury branch of the Can-
adian Federal government. This letter fact aione  pra&ically  assured all
this west-of-Lake-Superidr market ,to  any CansdLm coal of comparable quality.

TR~J!S?ORTATION:  As shown -under  WARKETS  AVAILA%&  rail commuxication  is
essential. This should not only be to the west but also to tne east.

By s7urveys  already made, it is about 40 miles from the mouth of the
Carboll  River to Finlay Forks, whence Prince George .- a division point on the
Canadian National line to Prince Rupert - lies eboxt  180 miles south over a
very iow divide; makiug it 220 tiles from the mouth of Carbcn  River to pres-
ent railhead. As Prince George is about 468 mil&  east of Prince  Rupert,
the total main line rail mileage from the mouth of Carbon River to deep water
transpoli-ation  is just under 693 mi!es. The rail  line up the Carbon RLver  -
about 15 miles - is considered as part of the mine $ant.. .I

. ..y railway built to connect the Ai~zka Raiimy  ~.t  Xobo  wLth the Canad- J
ia lines would originate either at Dzrssnn  Creek - the present t,er&nus  of the

Edmonton, Dunvegan and B.C,. Railway - 4995 miles northerly from Edmonton; or
at Prince George; 2nd each would hove  to pass through Fixlay Pm& and there-
from follow tbs same line north.

Th-"<CI  line originating  at Damson Creek  vould keep 'to the south of the
Peace River and it about  mile 1CO would pass  Carbon Piver and reach Finlay
Forks at about mile 140. Such a location ct.ts across some important right
tributaries of the Peace before reaChtag the peace  z&$z at about Hudson Hope.

Any line originating at or near Prince George would ascent to Smit‘Lake
and then proceed doxm the Crooked, Pack and Parsnip Rivers to Finlay Forks -
a very easy Xne to build and one of very low grqdient.

From Edmonton to Carbon River mo.uth  &.a Dawson Creek is about 600 miles
and via Prince George about 709. The latter route he.s  an excellent liue  on
heavysteel  for its 489 miles from Edmonton to Prince George while the former
is really only 2 logging road on light steel - and would have to be corcpletely
rebuilt  - for its 493 piles  to Dawson Gree'c.

One other very tinportant consideratioxn:  practically all the a&cult-mal
products  originating in the Peace River District find their markets to be
wcs'i tind when +h"-.y go out by Edmonton require 1265 miles rail h2ul  to readh
;Tmcouver and 1451 miles to Prince  Runert. On the other hand, if the Prince
tieorge  outlet were used, and 2 hrazch road is built from Finlay Forks to Daw-
son Creek, 140 miles, those yroducts  would reach Vancouver with about 1230
m3es of rail haul, and Prince riupert,  in about 950, These are important sav-
ings, and particularlJr  sinde  this traffic to Prince Rupert would be over a
main lire - ,%inee  George to F'rirze  Rupert - which before the war only re-
q~~ired  ~Tlo  treins  weekly to handle the traffic.,

'Iher: +.k_ere  are timber  prcdxts from the area that would be opened up
bp this line. 'The Biitish Columbia  Government has estimate6  that the regrowth
along  will allow an annual production of 300,000 tons of paper pulp and
6f'G,OC3,COn  board feet of lumbar products.

3~s ahove clearly &OKS -ih,at the railway via Prince George is one t&t
would  not duly haul ihe cqal b,irt,  also,, eventually, get all the great potential
tonnage from tte Fi;lla;i and Peace River countries.

There would atill  ix the rail  line i?orth from FirJay Forks to the Alaska
Railtray conuectioE,  tut the determination of its need is not in any tray corm-
ec-Led with the necessity .for  i; coal outlet. On the other hand,.tiiat railww-
would have,to  use this Carbon River coal as its source of pa-..

These 200 miles from i‘rince  GeGrge  to t&e mouth of the Carbon RLver ~=a~+
eases  a country  o: very lox.,  relief alld  ou t,h::  ~%lt.  -r,iqaties  orly a road bed
for the greater part zC tk~ W&y; t;ertainJ_y  down I& south side of the Peace
tirvve~ &.c.in Finl;i:r Forks  nn cozstructibn  difficulty would.be met and the only
ZWU~- roc!arork is around the north side of Mount Selwyn.



Transportation (continued):

It has been suggested, considering only the matter of transporting the
Pes.ce  River agricultural producte by the shortest rail haul to the tide water,
that the rail line to Prince George should  cross Pine Pass. This route would
undoubtedly be con&derably  shorter but it would be more difficult to build
and much more expensive to operate. Via Pine Pass, the road would have to
climb to 2850 feet above sea level, while tie elevation at Finlay Forks is
only just over 2000 feet. Project  the line through Pine  Pass would  tap the
coal known there but would bypass that known on Carbon River and in the

'Hudson Hope area.

Rhile  the writer has not the profiles of his proposed line, a comparison
of,the  country to be traversed by this line with other similar projects built
under the ssme general conditions warrants the conclusion that the cost of these
320 miles of standard 110 pound rail main iine road bed with all stations,
sidings, shops, round houses, yards, etc., together with the motive power
requisite to move the traffic (but not ths rolling stock) could be constructed
and put into oneration for $13,000,000 - an average of just about $60,000
per mile of'main  line.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIOW: The data by r%ich reliable estimates of capital
requirements, production costs, probable selling prices and resulting profits
can be made are not available for this district. However, in Coal Statistics
for c lada  (published annually by the Mining, Metallurgical and Chemical
Branch of Dominion Bureau of Statistics of Department of Trade e; Commerce),
are given certain statistics for the Canadian Coal industry and these as
well as other references noted have been dra:m  upon for the following "guesses":

CAPITAL RF&UIRED: According to Coal Statistics it would seem that.the  -ax-
imum  capital requirement per ton for any assumed annual output could be app-
roximately obtained from the following table:

COST PER TON OF AI?TNU.AL  OUTPUT
Canada Canada, ex- Alberta

cost - Land3 Buildings, &dine: B.C.
Equipment: $ 6.&a $ 5.w s 5.71

Inventory -34 .34 '. 13

Working Capital .98 -2.25 1.25

TOT& 7.80 6.70 7.09

Due to its excessive cost  for iznd, Buildings, and Fquipment - $15.65 -
B.C. is omitted from the second colunn.

Thus allowing for different scales of operation, using the average for
Alberta, there would be required for a plant  on Carbon River:

300,000 tons annually $29500,000.00
1,000,000 u N 7,500,000.00
3,000,000  fl fl 21,270,OOO.OO

A. T. Chunck on Page 7 of his Coal fining Costs, gives the cost per ton of
annual output as varying between two and eight dollars per ton. Adopting
an average from those the cost of plants on Carbon River would approximate:

For 300,000 tons arnually $ 2,000,000.00
For 1,000,000 'I ' e 4,500;OOO.OO;  and
For 3,OCC,OOO fl n 12,000,000.00

For a completely mechanized plant it is believed that these latter figures'
would be about the correct ones, At this date no one would Consider any other
type of plant. On Page 17-63 of Peele - 1941 Edition - the cost of branch
railroad lines per foot of track is given:

Gravel Ballast @ $1.10 per cu. yd. in place so.55
Ties 24” c--cJ  @ 80$-each 0.40
Relayer S.5 lb. rails & $26. per ton 0.75
Rail splices, bolts and spikes 0.20 ,
Laying and surfacing track, without tie plates. Q

TOTAL 2.40



This approxima%x  $12,672 per mile  - my $15,000 for C&bon  River.
Thus the fifteenmiles  of needed mine rcilroad  would rcqltire  about $225,CClO
with a further $25O,OOO  for motive power and enough rolling stock for local
pQOS2S. Probably $600,000 wcvld  see this line ready to move cne million
tons s.mually.

?RODUCTIOB COST:
in Canada ze:'

According to Coal St&is-tics  psr ton production cosbs

L&0; m 'jJ&~ TOTAL

All of Canada 2 2,003 $0.220 $0.489 $3.077
Alberta Bituminous , 1.855 0.168 0.793 2.8%
ErLtish Columbia 2.45<> 0,210 0.970 3.636

on Page 27-Z  of Peele  the following table is found:

For Nine Months ondingJe?ember.  1937- -

District X0.12,  Ill. District ~10.11;  Ind,
go2 A-r* ?RP Yen Tons &v. Per ton

Stripping 79979,424 $1.4X9 4,998,417 $1.4631
Xecha-nical  Loading,

underground 16~742~458 1.7L57 4,600,134 1.7636
Vanand Loading

underground 6,7&.7;21', 2.1793 410,217 1.9572
Total, Commercial

mines 23,044,423 'L.7574 10,4i7;029 1.6326
Total, Captive mines 39:21~,,675 1.84i2 91,739 2.1791
Totnl,  Deep mining '23,489,67A ?. . E?O3 59510,351 1.7962

For 1933--15 on ?ago 21-/+O of ?nels  sppslr the details given below:

cj

PEP, TONI - -

L&or
Dcymen
Mining
Yardage & lead work
Nine  Supervisory & Clerical

0.3784
.52C%
.5060
.0'710

1.0319 65-2
23.9
33.3

;::

SUPPLIES .2527 16.00

All supplies'except  power  & fuel .176Q
Power Purchased .0?60
Mine fuel c 022

11.1
4=
A:0

Other production costs:

Salaries & expenses
Taxes
Insurance
Deparecietion
Royalties
Compensztion Insurance
Depletion
Corrpany  house expense
Mine Office, code authorityy,

Assoc. dues

0
Unsssigned credit

.0213

.02J29

.ooi3

.089X
-0523
.0468
. O‘ZL
.0023

.0167

.0018

1.5808

=EIJTAGE

1.4
1.5
0.4
5.6.

;::
2.6

-0.1

1.1
-0,l

18.8

-.

100.00

From those references it is seen that there is a large difference between
costs in Illinois and Indiana and in Alberta and British Columbia.

Undoubtedly a large part'of this is due to more mechanical  equipment be;
ing used in the StaCes. IIowov&  9 -the present production of bituminous coal in ti
Alberta is almost all cornice  from very gaseous &ines where fires are contin-
uous in some area of p-actica!ly every  property and -tihere  development cost
is high.
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Mining conditions on Carbon River are about as favorable as they can
possibly be and supply cost should be at a minimum. Taking into consideration
all the facts and conditions, it +,S:  estimated that mining costs of saleable
product will vary between $2.85 and $2.67 per ton.

SALES, PRICES AND GAIN PER TON: Coal Statistics give the average sales prices
of coal at mines as follows:

$ Per Ton

Run of Mine Lump

Alberta $3.50 to 4.50 $ 4.63 to 5.58
British Columbia 3.82 to 4.18 4.94 to 5.39

Again.on Page 36 of 1938 Coal Statistics the following figures are given as
yearly retail sales price of bituminous coal in dollars per ton:

Western Ontario $14.94 to $15.08
Manitoba 10.48 to 11.56

Saskatchewan 8.42 to 9.75
Alberta 4.31 to 7.00
British Columbia 10.40 to 11.75

Thus with Alberta selling prices at mine for "Run  of Minel'  varying from.
$3.50 to $4.50 per ton and the estimated cost of production being .$2<70,
the profit per ton would vary between $0.80 and $1.80 per ton - say an av-
erage of $1.25. But Carbon River coal will command at leastl5$  high& sell-
ing price for a gain of $1.43 per ton.

a LABOR DATA: Coal Statistics for 1938 give the following figures:

Percentage of Wsge  Earners: Number of Men &vs work Done
Surface Underground Surface U'around

All Canada 27 73 u 76
Alberta Bituminous
British Columbia :; 2

32 68
35 65

MAX-DAY OUTPUT: In Coal Statistics for 1938 the average output in tons per
man-day are as follows:

$s!z L2.B

All Canada 2~598 2.672
Alberta Bituminous 3.479 3.556
British Columbia 2i156 2.240

On Page 21-35 of Peele  the following outputs per man-day for diaferent
states have been extracted and tabulated:

&erase tonnage per man-day
Hand- EZachine

Fennsylvania Bituminous 3.89 50.80
Utah 1.84 4.80
Washington 2.69 7.70
West Virginia 2,68 52.30
Wyoming 3.85 32.10

The Importance of full mechanization of caal mines is shobm  by above
table. IC not only cuts down costs of production, but in a district like
Carbon River, where the labor must be brought in and housing provided, it very
materially reduces capital expenditure-for camps and simplifies the provision
cf food and other supplies required by the working force and its families.

On tne 'basis of Coal Statistics figures for Alberta Bituminous Nines,
there riould  be required at Carbon River:

For: 300,OCO  tons arnualy ,315 men
For: l,OOO,OOO tons annually 1000 men, and
For : 3,000,OOO  tons annually 29OC  men.
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Full  mechanization should cut those figurer  ,by 20 to 25% .- to 8OO'amT
2325 repsectivaly - and csmp  provision would have to be r:ade for that many
for the mining production alone. To.care  fcr the i$ashing plahts  and mine
railway system the totals would be in&eased  by 35, 100, and 250 respectivel:y.

PROBABLE FINANCIAL RETURN: While it might seem premature at this time to
attempt to appraise the financial return that might be reasonably expected
from providing the capital-required to explore, develop, equip, and put into
production a coal mining operation of one of several assumed scales of output
on the Carbon River reserves, it seems necessary to do so to complete.this
Report.

The cost of the railroad is not considered in this analysis as its fin-
ancial justification is based wholly on the return from freight shipIllents  made
over it. However, in order to persuade any organization to provide such a
transportation facility, the coal output must be a minimum of one million tons
annually with assurance of three million tons as the ultimate to be reached
within three years from completion of the railway.

As Shown early, the capital required iii11 approximate:

l%ining  development
Mine Zaiiway

The sales, ccsts  and resulting gross gains per year would be
about as follows:

as P E B Y E PMR.

i,ooo.ooo ~~,ooc.oos- -. Realized from
. sales $3,500,000  to $4,500,000 $10,500,000 to 13;500,000

Total  cost of
produution 2,850,OOO  to 2,850,OOO 8,000,000 to ~,OGO,oCo

Gross Profit 650,000 to 1,650,000 2,500,000  to 5,500,000

Royalty and
B.C. Taxes 200,000 to 200,000 600,000 to 600,000

Net Profit 450,000 to 1,450,000 l.,900~000 to 4r900,Go0

Net Gain per ton $0.45 to $1.45 $0.63 to $1.63

Annual percentage return
on capital investment 8.8 to 25.8 14.7 to. 38.00

Federal and State or Provincial Income Taxes have not been deducted.
Dhat they may be is not knolm at this time, but experience has shown that under
normal peace'time  conditions such taxesare  reflected in the sales prices of
the products produced. It is therefore believed that the above percentage
figures will hold in future under normal peace time conditions.

., PROGRAY~-4. The evidence submitted in Beltz's  examination and the writer's work
clearly  indicated a prospective coal field from which very large tonnage of
a very high grade coal over a \'Wj long time may be produced. It has been
many times emphasized in this Report that ,rithout a railway of main line -
90 to 110 pound.rai1.s  - construction,

fo - less.
such a potential reserve of coal is wortb-

Therefore any program for developin g the field must either inc1ud.e
provision of.such  a railtray by the mine organization or be predicated on some
one else  providing it. In any event, the preliminaries of providing the trans-
,xrtation and exploring, developing and equipping the mines must be carried

_- on currently. The following progrsm is based on that assumption.

TRABSPORTATIO~J: Segeral  surveys for rail connection from Prince George
to either Dawson Creek or Hines Creek have been made and the results of these
surveys should be obtainable at much less expenditure of time and money than
would be required to make new ones. The writer feels very strongly that such
a line should run from Prince George to Finley Forks and down the south side of
the Peace at least to the mouth of Carbon River.
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If the coal mining organization is to build and operate this main line
railway, then there would be no need to extend east, but'ifa purely railroad
unit will supply the railway, then undoubtedly it should be built east to a
connection with the present toad running northwest from Edmonton,

Whether existing surveys are obtained or new ones made, this will be the
first step. Coincident with it, effort should be directed to see if the sur---
plus construction equipment (free at the end of 1943) used on the Alaska Mil-
itary Highway cannot be "lend-leased"  for this job of construction. If succ-
essful, this would mean a very great saving in capital requirements and should
mean no real loss to the U.S.A.

Then commence construction on the location adopted and get construction
far enough along so that the larger pieces of equipment needed for the mine
can be brought in and be placed to the end that mining on a large scale will
be under way when the railway is completed.

m: Simultaneously with the first steps outlined above, the prelimin-
aries should be started on the mine. When obtaining some agreement with the
B.C. Provincial Government for providing the concessions (not land grants) to
the builders of the railway, the obtaining of a preferential position in the
selection of coal land on Carbon River should also be negotiated. Assuming
successful issue thereto, the program should then be:

,
1. Make general geological survey complete enough to determine the extent of
the coal bearing lands in the Carbon River Field and detail survey in the pres-
ent known coal areas to a point where-a prospecting program canbe laid out;

2. Do sufficient drilling or other prospec ting to plan the development on a
scale assuring ad initial minimum production of one million tons annually -
three thousand tons daily - to be provided out of new capital and be ready to
go into production when the railway is completed; and to be expanded out of
earnings and new capital to a production of 10,000 tons daily, approximately
3,000,OOp  tons annually;

3. Make preliminary plans for camps, equipment, intrc-mine  and plant trano-
pqrtation, shops, etc., so that as soon as the work under 2 has proceeded
sufficiently, the final plans can be adopted and the details worked up;~ end

4. As soon as 3 has progressed so it can be done, place orders.for  the needed
equipment and materials and get construction under way as soon as possible.~

FINANCE: Naturally the money needed for both the preceeding divisions
mu& be arranged before even preliminaries can be started, so that is not con-
sidered a step in this program - rather an obvious necessity ante-dating it.

Respectfully submitted,

Seattle, Wash.,
August 25th, 19.43.

(Signed) "Norman  C. Stiness

.  ’



141-r.  J.. A. NcGregor,
Maaager,
Ednonton  .

Ph3E  $30-_-_.  .1-r -

corn- .--

Dear Sir:

In c,onnection with the test of coal received from Gethings Mine
at Hudson Hope, I have the following report to make:

1 Cu. 3%. Hudson's Hope Coal weights 50 lbs. as compared with
Canmore  54 Lbs.

On October lst, east way freight engine 6 left McLennan with 21502
lbs. Hudson's Hope Coal on tender. This engine had a full tonnage train
i150 tons leaving and from ilirxiso !i'o  Smith 1375 tons, arrivii~g at Smith,  '
a distance of 132 miles, and aa clasped  time of 17 hours end 45 minutes, -
there was a large amount of coa-3 still on tender and I decided to try and
make return trip to XcLonnan.

After resting at Smith,' we left Westbound with 1050 tons. On
arrival at Kinuso  there were 3750 lbs. of coal on tender. The evaporation
test for the trip is as follows:

Coal consumed I.%52
Water evaporated 142740
Water evaporated per pound of coal 7.99 lbs.
Xiles run .. 193
El2psed time  - 33 hours

~. Fire was dumped at Smith in order to czxlk  engine. On the entire
trip ashpan was deumped  only three  times, the residue from ai;hpan  weighed
674 lbs.'  Yais was largely unconsumed coal which had dropped through K?e
grates on account of the large openings. Grates are finger grates.

The cinders taken from ashpan at Smith weighed 179 lbs.. Tbe~
were afterwords burned in a heating stove and the resultant ash weight 67 l'os..

On October 15, engine 6 on way freight left McLemlzo  with 26428
lbs.. Canmore  run cf mine on tender hauling a train of 1050 tons err-ivix?
Smith with-1160 tons:

The evaporation test 2s follows: " .
co21 co3s~me2 1 3 7 7 3  lbe.'

6khkmsmm&  water evaporated75750 ibs.'
Water evaporated per lb. of coal-5,5lhs.
Miles run -' 132, elapsed time - 12 hours.

Ashpan dumped four times, weight of ash, and cinders 860 lbs.
These tests were made without any chanse  in the draft appliances. After ir-
creasing the exhaust tip from 4%71f to f& another test of !iudgon!s  Hope was
made on October l&h with the following results:-

Coal coilsUZW3 10202 lbs.
Water evaporated 7g810  lbs.
Water evaporated per lb. of coal 7.65

Miles run - 132
Elapse time -.14 hours,

Residue from ashpans dumped at midway on trip a$ at terminal
400 lb%, this as on the former test being largely unconsumed coal.

The‘Hudson!s  IIope gives off an intense heat, burns a clear white
flame, burns as freely as Pittsburg  Coal but no smoke, when fire is- being
replenished a few cinders are discharged from stack. This coal does not co!te:.
but when burning has the appearance of coke. The Canmore  cool used in the
comparative,&#  test was lump ccal  and a good ssmple  of the best Carmore.
In the tests with Hudson's Hope coal the grates were not shaken between term-
inals, and a thin fire was maintained. it was necessery to keep a light fire
as otherwise it would haye been impossible to control it when engina  wes slwt



CPBBOM  RIVEE
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COAL CLAIMS
suiwl!RY s.in GO~iCLUSIO~

This reconnaissance examination of the Carbon River Coal Claims was
made during the first two creeks  of August, 1928, and consisted of strati-
graphic st-tidies, measurements of sections, correlation and the taking of
samples. Detailed maps, cross-sections and columnar sections were compiled,

The claims are situated in the Rocky Xo~teins g 35 miles west of Hudson's
Hope, B.C. They lie between 2200 and 3500 feet elevation on the well-timbered
lower slopes of the range on the west side of Carbon River between Seven and
Eleven Idle  Creeks.

The rocks exposed in the area belong to the Bullhead Mountain formation,
of Lower Cretaceous  age and consisting of about 3000 feet of coarse sand-
stones and conglomerates af the baseI and more than 500 feet of interbedded
fine sandstones, silts, shales, and numerous coal seams at the top. The upper
or Gething Member occurs i-A1 a syncline  or trough with a number of subordinate
folds, and parallels the-Carbon Pivor  vziley.  Suoerficiel,  unconsolidated
quaternary sands and gravels ere found in the valleys to a height of several
hundred feet but in many places the streams have cut through them and expose
good sections, particularly along Eleven Yiie Creek.

On Seven MileCreek,  a short section n~poses  six seems.up  to two feet
in thickness and belor$  the mouth on Carbon Riv.sr  is a seam 4.j feet thick.
On Nine Mile Creek is a seem 5.i fset  thick and on Eleven Nile  Creek a con-
tinuous section over a mile ion;{ :;,as studied and from it most of the data i-n
this report were obtained.

The Eleven flile Creek section contains 33  outcrops of coal from one inch
to 17 feet thick which belong to niae  seams of good coai 2.5 feet or more in
thickness, and twelve to fifteen seams less than 2.5 feet thick. The nine

larger,;eams have a total maximum thickness of 50 feet in a section 443 feet
thick. Vommercial  seams", therefore 9 comprise lO$ of the section, an In-
usually high per~centage.

b.
The structure in this section consists of t~~o'synclines  or trougLs  sep-

areted  by a short terrace or, flat 500 feet long. Tha strata dip from 5 degrees
a to vertical. Over the claims as a ?-hole, only scattered data i?ere found re-

garding  structure. 'Ihis data,  however, indicates c.n undulating structure
with average dips from 5 to exnr  20 degrG:os. Short, abrupt; and often steep
folds are likely to be found losally and slso some small faults.

ThG thickness of the correiated  seams on Eleven Kle Creek are given
below:

geag Thicknes~i:lf~et

A 3.1,
E 0.4-2.~  -
c 5.6
II 2.6-3.C
E 2.866
F
G 4*9-i7tlo
H 4.16
I 4.0

The analyses show  the seams to consist of first quality bituminous  coal
Mith 10~ ash and sulphur  content and high calorific value. The data does not
permit any definite calculation of tonnage except an estimate that 10 to 20
million tons underlies the square mile adjacent the Eleven Mile section.
The total over all the claims is probably in the tens of millions of tons, if

a. not in the hundred millions.

I..
The Carbon Eiver Sosl  Claims contain an immense quantity of high grade

COd. At least nine seams ov'x  2.5 feet thick have been found, with a minimum
total of 33 feet of coal and a meximum of 50 feet and which beva been traced or

.



inferred  for distances of IOOC  f%?.t to 5i)CO feet. Not~mmy,  if any, of the
seims  arc likely to be found oontirr~ous 3:'~ the ~!:olc  area as considerable
variation occurs9  some seams l~ecomli;g  'thi:, and uncommercial or dying out all
together, To offset this? however, other thin seams in one section or dis-
trict may become workable in another section, so Wet the correlated sections
in different areas ~y.have almost Che same amount  of workable cool per acre
but not in identical seams.

REC&~IJDATIONS--_.-L
ofthe  Carbon River Area.

d general geological survey, with further detailed  work on the claims
uould  have a considerable value and should be done before diamond drilling
the claims or undertaking large scale development. This survey may be done
either by the government geological survey, or by private parties. Further
geological ~orlr will be difficult owing to the thick forest cover and moss on
the inter-creel: divides, and superficial deposits in the valleys, but it is
velieved  that  much data trill be found hearing on the ctratigraphy  and structure
of the claims not adjacent to the Eleven Nile  Creek. Data regarding the vaiue
cf other  territory outside of th? claims *rould  clso be obiained. Tw3 'to three
mo~~~hs  would be roquire.1 1'~ this survey,

During  this~geologicai  ;j,ork or in assessment lrork, some pits or trenches
hhould  be dug at the probable nosition of Seems Y & G above the first falls
on Eleven Mile Creek dn order ?,o  get more ~nformrtion  about the extent and
continuity of these large secmns.

'r "" #,'l'T(Jg g-y, 254 p?$'?,j:Lqp;L;-...-.-..--.--“.---  . ..-1

Carbon  River is so.uthorn tributery c.f the Peece  River which lies about
35 miles (air line) l.rest  of Hudson's Bops, B.C., end the coal claims are sit-
uated~  along  7, 9, lO,.and  11 f4ilcg Cresks,  western tributaries of the Carbon
River, There are ten surveyed claims, each  one mile square. No deveiopmcut
.work has been done on the claims.

The claims may 50 reached. by t:,ro  routes:

1. By rail to Princs'Gsorge,  B-C., and then by mctor  csr 32 miles to Summit
Leke whsre  small So&s start for the Peace  River via .Zrcoked,  Pack end Parsnip
Rivers. Carbon River is a?bort  190 miles  from Summit Lake. There are two prin-
cipal obstructions to small boat navigation,  the Finlay Rapids and the ?Ie  Parle
I'as Rapids down which boats sre usually ! ined.

2. By rail to Peace River or tirsnde  Prairie, Alberta. From the latter place
it is necessary to go by motor car via Pouce  Coupe  to %,ylor  Flats,on the
Peace River, near Fort St. John. Fron Taylor Flats and Peace River, gas boats
and steamers go to Budson's  Hope about every eight or ten days. From Hudson's
Rope there is a wagon road portage around the ?X.msY& Ror&?Aountain  Canyon
to Beattie's Landing, from which place it is about 9 miles by small boat to
the mouth of the Carbon River. From the mouth there is a trappers pack trail
to the claims. C. Jones has a small ranch at Carbon River and a few pack
horses may be procured there, NOT:: These conditions existed in 1928. Since
then the railroad has been extended 'to Damson Creek and the Alaska Highway
connects Damson Creek Qrith  Fort St. John, a distancn  of approximately 49 miles,
the road to Rudson Hope from Fort St. John has been improved, a distance  of
approximately 59 miles; from Hudson Rope to Jim Beattie's is around 22 miles
by road, and the remainder of the distance to Carbon River can be made by
boat - some 15 or 20 miles.

&MTIJRF  OF T@ EXANI~IATIOI?

The chief purpose of the examination was to make a general reconnaiss-
ance and determine the character of the region, the extent, thicknsss,  rel-
ations and structure of the coal seams. The coals had previously been sampled
by Cowper  Rochfort and J. Galloway and their general high quality is well
established, consequently less  the was spent in collect&g smples and more
devoted to measuring sections, correlation, etc. ilowever,'the  main seams were
dug in deeply and ss@ples  taken of as fresh coal as it wqs possible to get.
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Compass pace traverses ~.rere made and tied in to the claim lines where-
ever possible. The th5ckr.es.s  of the beds were usually measured with tape
but in many places only  estimates could be made of beds exposed in the
bluffs.

I

L.~I(l?Ol4LED%lWTS._J. ---A.-

The following reports were referred to:

NcLearn,  F.H. Mesozoic of Upper Peace River, B.C.,
Summary Report G.S.C.1920, part B.

&Learn,  F.ii. Peace River Canyon Coal Area Sunmary
Report, G.S.C.1922, part 5.

Galloway, J.D. Annual Report Minister of Mines, B.C.,
1923, pages 141-142.

Rochfort,  Cowper Various Reports,

VRFACE FETURWZ.----"-s-
TopoEranhY.

TIE Garbon River lies between tt!o  of the eastern ranges of the Rocky
,Nountains  about 35 miles from their eastern front whiCh may be placed near
Hudson's iIope. These Carbon River ranges have fairly well rounded slopes
andatbe  major vall%T has a moderate gradient but the lateral tributaries rise

c more steeply to the divides. The .-elief  is 2000 to 3509  feet or from 180%
2000 feet to 4OXl-5460 feet above sea levei.

The Carbon River valiey trends  north 2C degrees West and rises from 1600
feet at the mouth to 2500  feet at 11 ?dile Creek or about 63 feet per mile..
There are narrow alluvial fiats $ to $ mile wide aiong  the river, alternating
in the upperp.art with high cutbanks  of gravel and sand. The slope from
the river to the range on the esst  is about  3000 feet in 2-3 miles and on
the nest about 4500 feet in 5-6 miles. The claims are located on the lower
3005500  feet of the western slope of the valley between 7 and 11 Mile Creeks,
Viewed from the creeks the countq 7 about the claim seems very rough because
the streams have cut deeply into the post-glacial gravels which filled the
valleys to a depth of several hundred feet. Viewed from a height, however,
the inter-creek divides are seen to be broad, fairly uniform slopes.

Vegetation.
The river flats along Carbon River are covered with mature poplar and

spruce and the valley slopes are covered b&th spruce, poplar, and some pine,
4 to 16 inches, in diameter. There have been no fires in.the  area in recent
years and there is abundant timber for construction and mining purposes,

t
The ground in the spruce forests which cover the greater part of the

area has a thick mat of moss which effectually conceals pm *' "8 XXXZ
any bedrock thst  may be present and geological exploration will be difficult
exceat  along the st,rcams  and the uplands above timber line.

Culture--*
On the Peace River about Hudson's Hope, there are only three ranchzs:

C. Jones at Carbon River, J. Adams and J. Beattie,  near Adams Creek about
ten miles below Carbon River. Beattie's  Ranch is the largest and is de-
voted to raising cattle, horses, and some grain. Jones raises a fine crop
of vegetables and berries each year. The settlers eke out their living by
trapping in the winter and there are several trap lines along Carbon River.
Small trappers' cabins are situated at 7 Miles Creek but.they are.not
suitable for use during the .smmer. : -

The rocks exposed on the claims and vicinity are given in the following
table.



Qu&ernaT.y Dnsonsol.idated  sands
and gravels 200-300

Creteceous Bullhead Geti.ing Pine Sandstones, grey  to
I<ount-iin black  sbnles,  ironstone,

and numerous coal seams 1400
Cretaceous  I1 Lo%?r, Conglomerates, coarse

sallastcrles, some fine sand-
st*nes, shales and a few
thi;;r soal seam. 3000 .,

-- .

The Lower Membber  of the Bullhead Mountain formation consists of conglom-
eretes  I coarse sanostones,  with some fiiie gray  sandstones and gray shales.
A few thin lenticular coal seams also, occur. The coarse sandstones and con-
glomerates occur in thick beds and are ccmposed  of subangula~  quarts and black G
chert  in about equal proportions giving the rock s. "salt and pep&r" effect.
The thickness measured at the Can*yon  by N?cLearn ,is  about three thousand feet. . .
The b,ase oo Gerbon River was not reached in this  reconneissance.,

,The iower  Bullhead l<ounts5n formatlou is exposed I*!  the bills east. of i
Csrbos River and near  Five X.1 e Grcsic  it is found on the west side es vel!.
On -ihe  c!.aims  it underlies the Cs~.hing member at depth esGdmated  at lCO0  ft.

The Getiiing or JJnper  &m& consists  of gray sandstones and silts, gray
to black carbonacssus  shale: L=onst.ox,  P few thin oonglomerates,  and numer-
ous coal seams. The sax&one sila1.e~  and coal are lrterbedded  and vary from
a few inches to several fe.eL iu thickne~~s, Tr.e  scndsto~es  are iYne  to mediq. :
grained,  of%en carbonaceous, ri.p$la-maxed, aud places finely crossbedded,
The shales are usually sil.ty, gray, dark grsy or blatk,  accor&ding  to the
amount  of carbonaceous matter contained iu them, They are either shsley and
finely laminated and fissile. The black carbonaceous shales oPten gracie
thu-ou-$1 impure coal to clean cosl. Sale  often forms the roof of the coal.
sezma There are also gradations from ~;he Snids'Gonas tbrougil  SllPljr  sacd,jtCu:~S
and sandy  shales to the shales.

Silicified tree trunks occur in the shsles, some of them in the gositi3n
;n which they grew and carbsrized  drlftuood  ocrurs  in the sandstones.

It was not poss9ble  to measure the thickness of the iething KemJxr In
this reconnaissance. It annears  that only a part of t;ze  i&W feet exposed
at llocky  xt . tax>-or , is presz?t in the Carbon River ares, ths rs,osinde: ktiving
;ee:l eroded. About  500 feet were measured in the 11IXils  Sestien.

The Gething member at Rocky Xountain Canyon contains a .?ooten+y flora,
the age of wnic:,  is Lower Crrtaceous. Iii the lower member ns &-?gnostic
fossils have been l'ouad  so Tar and it is provisionally @ace,! iu Lower  cxt- :
eceous  by NcLecn. X3 fossils have been cbllected  from tile  measures on Jsr-
bon River bu'i tliey can be safely correlated with the Rocky I%uz~bain Canyon
Sectfon 0~: the basis  of Iithology.

.A....AL..-AL.--L.-  __..-  ---..GL'..--A.-T'x "ua*ernar' unconsol.ideted  ea.nds and sra-v~~~ ars more than 2OS330
feet tXc!c  and scc'ur a?.ong the Carbon F5ver  aad  its tributaries to a height
of several h.ind,-ed fest, They were deposited at the end of the glacial
period when the Peace River Valiey was aggraded to a height severai hundred
fee: al)ovG?  the presen';  level; At many places-,-the  streams  have cut through
these i;anJ and ;ra;rel  deposits and are :orxin.g  Canyons in Wxiu:?.excellent
ec.tmns  YIEY 5~ obt:llned.

gtruoture: The work done to date shows the structure to be a broad '. -_
syncli:le  or trough with a number of subordinate folds. .The center lies just
:rest cl:  Carbon River and the trend is roughly parallel to the same stream.
"he C&-bon River is cut chiefl.y in the Gethin,0 member which occupies 'the
syc3.:le  ~ A few small faults were observed. Details of structure of the
~ZOEI s.?am  are siven  beJ.o?l.

DETAILEDG E O L O G Y

The stratigraphic sections on the coal claims are described below. Bach one
is in the Gething member of the Bullhead Nountain Formation. The measurements
dre gi-ezn  ix fast mc! tenths c.7 ?sa'?..
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The grcator  ?art  of 7 PW.c  C~enk  is fiosrc?  vith su~er+icial
deposits and only one shor-t sectim is czqosod  on the western part of L.327,
This consists of about U+C fec,t of fine sandstones, shales  and six coal
sems from 0.2 feet to 2.0 feet ill thickness. This section could not be
corralated  with the other  sections o&g to insufficient data.

The condensed sectioc  showing  -roc.f-  mrl flcnr  of each som is as .
follows:

4.0 feet
1.8 '1
0.2 "

4.3 3
1,o "
1,1 :i
1.6 '.
1,G 2%

>f;.o 1:
o..;: :.

lx?,0 1:
,,g :

,I.0
z23 ,.

Us.3 a(

Gsay to black shyles  xith 'two soms 2" wide mar bottom
Shiny gray-black coal.
Bright jet black cc71
Contcins  occnsicnal. lenses  cf bone  $" thick
Gray <xc!  d.xrk grcy shales
Cxd trqht  and chlr  coal, -,lcan,
Hwd gray shale with .irms&duo
Kixed  bright and flu11 corl
Pls~k highly carhoPQWo;is  &~.n.
L? 211dStCzles  , ebal i) 5 nod ;i 1 'J.5 .
COS

~Saudstono~,  shaies  UIJJ ail.&,
Dc.rk grcy shale
Cion  rixcd dull  ard &Tight  jot coal
Shale

' Snndstonea, $lzlo3  Wld .silt;P
Fcction ends.

The ? Milo  section ~?'Fs 8 to 15 dcgmes c)zst. For a loug  dist-
xx-c  C?ZWE  md below there  arc nr outmoos and t.he ge:xxcl  structure is ua-
knr>wn.

Nonr the m.ouih  of 7 File  Creek on C?-rbou  Rive  opposite the trap
lirs  ccoin.  fs 4.5 foot scan of vary hnrd  mixed dull and bright cozl. Itis
slmn  except  from ono lcnsc  of ironstone 6 foot long and 6 - El inches -G.&e.
Thu roof is sandstone and tho floor is shale. 4 bmd of crushed coal  1"
thick occurs at the top and mother 6:' from the top, A six inch scam 3ccure
$00 fret up river  from the 4.6 foot scm.

5 ?!ilr? 2&k A few isolated  mtcrops and short sections  occur on 9 Hile
%&ok andy;dicate  an undulating structure with dips of 3 to 5 de&xs. In
tna south central part of L-326 Is a bluff about 200 feet  high consisting of
150 foot  of red vocthezing tnirz bedded shales, saudstones  and silts at the
to,?,  +.hoi;n  5C foet  rjhich  arc: concerlod  followed by a co&l seam 5.4 fect,thick
ad oxposed  for 330 foot alcnq  the bed of the strcan. The roof was concealed
by slides of so.ft shale  but it is probnbly formed of the s~mo nr.teriel, Yho
seem  bras  part&y coverod  by the slide but the face ~2s clcanod  and 'dug in to
2 depth  0.t 3 fE!C  t l.,hWS  smplc #2 w.as  tdccn. Even at this dqtb the :~a.'.  TJZS
slightly fr.?ctu:ed ond.finc  clzy  had infiltrated which no do:bt added  to th?
ash content. S&e nndcr  bonding - Anclyais. 3m incrhez  fron the b~tzw :‘.s
an earthv corborzs~us  n:rting  1" thick, The flcor  is hF;‘d rh:lle.

The red wo;thcring sandstones  and shales wore found at only %rce
places  on the cia.im  and in each CF.SJ wore above a near: me~s.uring cpp~ox&ate-
ly L.feet. The rod c;lor  is due to the rapid ox:dnticn or the i;ar+.n?ce?us
n,,atTor in thr; silts ?zd shales ancZ  in cn cxposura  on 11 Mile  Cr-?ek  Chz ot:i-
oation was so rpaid  t;l,-.t  tnc rick  W-.o intcziscly vitrified. On the basis of
this oxidation 2nd the proximity to a 6 foot scam, the seam on 9 1W.e  Creek
hcs been tentatl~eiy correlate;l with that below tho 11 Milt occurrcncz  and
also  with that  at Carbon River Canyon.

Hr. Rochfort reports  cnothor  3 foot scz.m higher up on 9 Mile
Cro&but it could not bo found. Thor6  arc n-merous slides along this
part :sd no doubt it h:s beon zovercd,
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This creek, with its branches,  affords an cxcollcnt  continuous
section for WI-C; then a nilc. It contains 33 coal outcrops fron 1" to 17 ft.
in thickness. IIOWCVCZ, 2 couplo  of synclines, soparatcd by a terrace, and
one revorsc  fcult  repcct  the: soczls scvcral  tiacs  and the total number, when
correlation has bcGn mdo, is reduced to nine sems mom than 2.5 feet thick
tnd 12 to 15 smllor seams. The structure consists of two synclincs scpar-
r.tcd by a terrace  or flat 400 feet long. The western limb of the western syn-
clinc  is broad and terminates  in a torrcce;  tho crstern limb of the eastern
synclinc is ,?lso broad and there  is c possibility thct  it terminates in a
tcrrnco or gently undulcting  structure between louer  11 Mile Creek and Csrbon
River. One rovorsz  fault  with r? throw of 30 feet odcurs  in the middle of 11
?4ilc Crock section end rcpczts  ono of tho larger  coal seams. From this
structure so&ion it will bo soen  thr.t the lo:$oct  of the soans  on the outer
flanks lies  rt a depth of about 500 feet  in the zenter  of tho deeper syncliue
on the wost.

In the discussion boles  only "commercicl"  seams  will be considered
and, following NcLcarn,  c colm~orciz.1  seem  is dofincd  provisionrlly a6 one
2.5 fcot  or more  i.1 thickness. E-ch  sczm  G.11 bo discussed  scy?rate!y  beginn-
ing with tha highest which is cxposod  in western syncline. To facilitate
discussion the synclines  arc ncmed  "A" 2nd I'C" after  the SWP.H found in
center and highost  p?.rt of arch one.

sc2m "A" is 3.4 feet in thickness  on both limbs of syncline  !!A"
and consists of clear  0021. It is overlain by 12 feet of friable gray shale
with hzrdcr  lensc, and underlain by 4.0 feet of friable gray shales. Dip on
znst limb is 35 degrees liost  end on west limb is vertical.

Seam '!3" has 2.5 feet thickness of clean  coal  on the cast limb of
.wrxlinc  :'A" md dips 15 degrees Nest.Y On the o)yosite  flank the correlated
seam has decronsed to 0.: fact  in thickness, The dip on this flank is vertic&.
over the coal on the east is 3.8 gray shale grading into scndstono. Below it
is 0.6 shale  and 7.5 thin boddod sandstones with shale partings. On trio  Vest
limb  thore cre 4-O feot of scndstono  ovor the co21  and 3.0 feet  of shclc  bo-
xc.Gh  it.

SEnn "C" is exposed five times: twice in s:yncline  "C", twice  at the- -
fault  on tho ecst  limb of syncline "A" and once on the west limb of the letter.
I.6 is 5.5 fact  thick in sy??l-,lino  Vtl, all clean cocl. On the ccstern  limb of
syn:line  "A" the set is roFo?tod  by c rovcrse  fault and is 5.6 feet-in thick-
ness; on the western limb it is correlated  with 9.5 feet  of very black highly
carbonaceous shr.1~ lzhioh  contrins  3 irregular bends  of coal 3 ,to 6 inches thick.
The socm  thcrofora maintnins  <ts ??IJ 1 &Tidth  of clean co;,1 for more than 1200
feet along the bed but west of th:.: fault it passes into black ccrboncceus  shale
;$ith  bends  of cocl. 1TAO Tooi' of Ll1.s soa:  1s 1,O fcot  black shale  followed by
shcly scndstones;  the fl&or  is varicblc - either sh?lo  or thin bedded sandstones.

Scc.n  W: is oxposed  at 2.6 feot of bright cor.1 on the west limb
of synslino  "C'!, 2.8 feot of cocl  on-the o~sd'limb of "6" nnd as 3.0 feet  of
coal  (pirching  to 1 foot) on the ucst limb of the latter syrclinc. The roof
o.nd  floor trrries r.t  tho.diffcrent  outcrops, This  scam, thorcfore, is probrbly
continuous for more than  1500 feet  clang  the bed and maintains a width of 2.6'
to 3.0 Icot. At tho wostcrn outcrop it pinches suddenly to 1 foot but this my
be a local condition. Seam I'D" does not seem to be present on the Zast limb
of syncline  V:'.

sear "&" is exposed as 4.6 feet  of hard mixed bright 2nd dull
coai  on the east limb of syncline  1%" and is correlated with 2.8 feet of clean
coal on the west limb of syncline "A", a distance of 2000 feet along tine bed.
Thin black shale occurs at the top and bottom of both outcrops followed by
S.%XiSfOflS end shale.

Seams "F" and "G" occur on the west limb of syncline  "8" near  the
works  on 11 piile Creek. The section adjacent the coc.1 is as follows:

24.0 feet thin bedded sandstones and aronaceous  shzle
&y,,,,  lq?'! 1%17.0 feot Cod, partly crushed. Lensc  of 8 inch Ironstone

1.6
in middle, also 3 shale  partings.

'I drrk gray sholc
12.0 I' thin bedded fine sendstonos  and silts

scm "C" 6.0 'I Glocn Coal
7.0 It Shale-. 8D. ., ,.,., <(
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These scms ere vertical end h,-.ve been tm,ced  for 1200 fact along the
strike  on both braches  of 11 Mile Creek. Or. the East bra& rnd to c lesser
sxtent  on the west brcnch thesa sccrx  cz'e ovcrlnin  by ;'burued"  or vitrified
~hcles  2nd silts ad scndstoncs  prodauced  by rapid  oxidation of ccrbonaceous
L-.nttor.

The position of the ccst  lir&  of q'nc!.iuo I'S': corralr.tcd with seam "F"
md "G '1 is r:xkod by 2. g.p in the so&ion ~hecrr:  the beds are concxled,  and
which cro probcbly soft ccrbomceous  sh?lcs  cr ~021. This position is about
;OO .fcct cbovc  the first frills  on 11 Hjla Zrczk.  It is below c 2 feot se~1~
:k.jcti  oocurs  ct. the mt&rs edge, If tlte carrolrtion  is correct, sezx "F"
ml. "G" eho=Ld  be found 'by trenching  or digging:  3 short shaft rt thi? plncf,.,

At C.2rbon  River  Zcnyon is c short section r,ot  comected  with that ~'1 I.1
:'lilc Crock. The q~cr p::rt shows the follmring sections:

2%30.0  feet  plusP Rod sh~.lcs,  silts end .smds?.onc

( 7.c I' Bixx  csrbmcccous  shclc.
17.9 ft. (4.9-6.0  fact  Co;‘.l, sh,?ic pmtjng end S.ro:~~tcne  lms~z

i.9 fcit Zlr_ck  cmtonccecus  shr.le

I,

n

14‘0 ft.

2.0 :’
?;c".  :,

Hc.rd shcly  sr.cdeto?ze
Zricblc  grr.y shr.10

:, c 0 " Thick  smdstonc
7 0 II. > 7'hil; :L::nirr.tod shale

C,i!  I’ Cc.-.:L
lC.0 'I Srndstone

On t.he bcsis  of siziJ.rr  red oxidized  beds  r.bcre 'wo se:ns sepnr;.te? b;-
clr:ost  the cam EYOU~!,f of shclocs  ax! smdstonos, thsr;  sxm: on Cmbm ?i,?:r
arc cxrclntod  with "F" xx! "G" r.t 11 Ililc FxlcL;. lm: lmrez  sx.m.5 iri oazh

c capes  consist of 6 foot of cl-m coc.1. The Xa.3~ c;:rbonccesm  sh?lcs  r?rd  the
I co-1  of the upper so:.n ,-.t  %r?on River tot-?.1  17.9 feet  ad ?ro bolievcd  to be

th, quivaicnt  of the 17 foot SCLZ r_t  the Forks, 90th  IIT1per  smI!ls cont-.ir
;

!;
shale  pnrtiag md ironstone lcnscs  end the distcnco bctwcen Lie upper md lowor
scms is 14..0 feet in one cyst ad 13.6  in the other. The distance between
those occurrences is 48OG  fee5  a' t'le  nurfr.ce,  and 111cx t.h;il c nile  .?long  the
undulcticn of the beds. if t'lc :orxl.?tiori  's correct, the l.o;!or  som %I' is
prqbahly persiztmt  %hroU~~ ils full v<dth  OCR tl?-.t distance  rnd tho 17.fnot
scm V1' is probz\ly no-: loss thm !*.9  nt r.ny poinl;.

Soms "8" cad "T" 3x3 ex~o.scA  in -, st.oep  bluff on the Srst Brmch  of 11
Milt  Creek. j$ch  on-: 13 fmr icot  in thizkn?ss.  Tie odjecont  seEtion  is f.s

?j,O  i: Thi&  bedded sr.!lci&oncs
lLl.0 " Grrv shrlc

Lk.!)  I' &CL
3>.0  !' Sizle

.i II Sandstone

These  eexs occur in c sm.11 synclinc  separated fro!2 the rest of the
eccxion  on 11 Xx10  Creek. They ,-.ppenr  to lie below Sxm ':F" end "G" and the
upper ono is tcnt~tively correlnted with p. sem below the first fell  on 11 Xi10
Lrxk, tile  bmn of which som could not be reached but which Eorc  than 2.6
f'~ex~ iu thickness  zd lies  about 50 to 60 feet  below the probchlc  piis;+.ion  af
biezi:  !G:r" UP Iicwer  11 Xi10  Creek.

3istcr~es'bc:twecti  Sems.- I - The following tphle shows the cpproximte  dist-
mze bwix?  ttic g?ricus  SWES on the southern clni~s:.

3.4 feet
100 -llO.rj 7
0.4 - 2,5 .”
iO- 17.3 II

5,s Y
30.0 '1
:'

-. -. . . .'. .-..
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(n i, cnces  botwecn SCXS - continued)-t

scar.? "iv' 2.6 - 3.c fcof
I&eiYWl LI).C 1:

!; sect "E" 2,s .. -4.6 1
Intorvcl 80 -. 50,C ':
Sean "F" 15- 17.0 l!

1;
interval Ii./*.0  j
Scar, "G" 6 c '?
I n terval 50 .' 73°C  '
sem "Hf' 4.G :.

:' 1
:rntesvr.1 3.0 'I
scm "I" -L!L'~

6 TCTXL 493.; k'oet
~~&,,st~,e~~~ ; off

Tiii.s crook bronche3c Carbon River on tho east nearly opposite Ten 1W.c
Crock. L nmber  of short sectiom, separated by arcas  in which the zecsures
are wncon&d, OSCUT  hlong  this crock. Ti,o first 4000 feet  appears  to he ?n
tho G ?,tiling  Xe~bcr <ad beyond that distance are found the coarse cherty sand-
stones qf the Lo:.m  Xc~~er. The dip in the section,  vnritis  fro:: 10 CO 60 de-
gree? south-west. ?hq gap in thL: s,oct&on  ti~mrb.%~OO  feet, zore or less, are
cor~c~&d  n_ay contain the sems "F" and "G" or their cquivalcnt.

* E'ivo sems fcoti 0.2 to 1.5 feet in thickness are exposed  along East Cr,
.Of this -cot21 section comercicl  se‘o.m have a, ainium  thickness of about  33
feet  and c rxir~~~ thickness of 50.1 feet of qqroxirately  7 to 10% of the

i. 2.8 23.12
2. Sk.9 25.74
3 3 2.7 26390

B :. I+ " 3 29.12
,g f > i 6.1, 24.84

P :- ; 2,1 22"OO
3 :i -7. 5.5 24.8

8. 7 . I,. 26.2

66.38 7.62 0,72 l3,06C E.T,:J
56.22 1.3.06 0.73 11,ltiO B,T.J
63.88 5.52 0.58 ).3,16C E.T.-J
64.32 3.18 0.65 12,R55 B.T.7
55.10 13.60 0.59 s.,OiJ 3..‘?“3

90 5.9 23.7 56.2 X7,2
i0, 4..6 25.2 66.6 3.6
li, 1,f.z 23.32 7f:. .28 I"34
12, LO5 20.8 77 5 2.1

e 1, Secn'2,O  feet
2, scan 5.4 fee:
3. 'Sean 4.6 feet
4. Sea3 5.5 fat,

Sear? 6.0 ,‘cel.;
I 2: som 4.5 fee?

8
_‘cc:. 7. SWL? 5../!L

8. .iea2 2.1 "ee.3
, c, 3enc, 1.:: :"ec-:;

v i;, ,5P,zr,  4.6 “cc’
11 & I.!

'2

%.-en Milt  Crepk
Includes one inch ecrthy coal, I\iine &iii0 %a;:
Eieven Mile Crock
l?lcven  Mile- Cr*>ek
Excludes 2 inches of boa?, C;aiib~~l  Rive?
Exsiuding 5 in&hes  bone, ~~1st bak C>r'Jon  Ri;ror
bolw Seven E4ile Creek
hi:le Milt Creek, sar.c 2.s E:,.;Y
F;loven  Mile Creek
!!Xcven  Mile Cre.ek. Incluc'es  shcly  33z.l.
E~ZTTE:~ ifile Creek, sar?c RS Nc.3
Ar.alysis given in a report  by Cc?!per  gochfort,,
no localities  or thickness cs give11

my-  F:~yc; PZ Son, Toronto.
F, Sfnrsfield,  Ottawa.



Seattle:;.WasYlinaf$n-

CONC
t

allow the following conclu&ions,;

1 .In the Peace River Distri
Hope and 'Binlay  Barks exists a coal bear
two certain -.Hudson  Rope and Carbon Riv
'probable - Pine Pass, Commotion Creek~,an
coal producing basins will be dev

2 . 'In the:Hudson  Hope and Ca
enough preliminary ~geological  and; other
has been done to warrant the statement that in
~finally  proven very large reserves of very high~grad~
low in ash and high in DTUs; -:,

3.. In the Carbon River Basin the coaltha@ean be
produced will have the folloving  average 'proxim&e-  &lysis:

,.
Loss of air drying ', ,i. '~
Analysis on air dried coal: : .~

Moisture 3..Q5$
vol2tile  &latter 22..96  ,:..
Fixed Carbon 7i;a3 *
Ash

BTUs per pound
Fuel Ratio
Sulphur

4. The eoal has other very superier  cjuali$ies:
It,is  second to none, and far superior to any, compe%$@.ve
coal,, in its ability to stand weathering and to resist:
crumbling and crushing when handled and shipped; ,,1.

;..
5. In the Carbon River Basin' in the six mi!I&of

its known length there is a minimum'area of twelve s'$iare
miIes underlain by coal and for the probable twenty+@ve
mile length Considerably over fifty; ,

6. Oh t&e one stream where~detail~study  ,&as been
made are exposed ten coal seams ,varying  from thirt:y'  &aches
to seventeen feet in thickness for an-aggreg&,e:  minimum of

mbimum of 50.1 feet of coal in33.8 feet and a probable
493 feet of coal-bearing, measures;

Pagsl and 2
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!
: -7. 'These ten seams are almost certain tol'be  found

under ~6J square miles of the basin and. there has not been
recordedany  ,observation  to indicates  that they do not exist

under the whole fifty;

8.. The two' seams designated I? and G, with theirs
carbonagaous  shale .marker,, have been followed for something
'oversix miles,with  good ind'ications  that they extend at,least
three-.&d one-half more, and'there is no present reason tom '
doubk the~ir  extending for the full probable twenty-five.mile . ~_
~length,of thebasin;.:. 1

.' 9., En the presently-assumed central portion of the .~ .~.
basin the c,oal s,eams  are proven:.to  extend for a minimum width
of twp'miles+th eve,ry  indication that it will exceed three;

1 0 .On the 'basis of the observations plotted ,over'a'
length of:?$ix.mi.les  it is estimated,that  there are-practically
assured in t&EL and G seams alone a reserve of 145,000,000.to.ns

with the_averag~el analysis given .in 3 above; and a fairly prob-~-
able~potentia;l  reserve for all the ten seams in the whole fifty
square'@Xes 'in excess of 2,7OO,OOO,CQO  tons;~

z '.~' -11. The-conditions under which  this coal exists are
so.favorab$e  for itskxtraction ,that 'the cost per ton when pro-
duckng,  one.miLlion,tons  annually is estimated at $2.55, and
Ween: the.~productionis  three miILiontons, $2-67;

',k &,-~'The.oresknt  market&thirsting for this coal extend
from Po&-Arthur.?n  Ontario to all points along the West Coast

of North:~&erdca,and  atthe present time probably aggregate a
,minimum  !ef five milli'on  tons annually; but with the almost
ce,@ain r~apid,curtailtnent  of oil production in California this

: market ~sheuJd'within~  a feti years increase by leaps and bounds;.'...
13., The high quality'of  this coal warrants asale

price inits,normal market eat least .fEteenper  cent'higher than‘
.any~,comp8titive:'doBlt and'the average price at which it will
prqbablyibe  sold wilJ.net  ,a gain,. when selling one miilion tons

,anriua>ly~~~of  .Trom $0.A5, to ,$1;45  per .ton and, when selling three .
million, *ef~from $$0..6,3  to,$l,.63;

.I :.' 14.;
",.'milii:on  tons

To,b'ring  this property  to a production of one
annual1

'. th~ree,  -miil‘isn  tons;
will.reouire  $5,lCO,OOO  and to reach

$12,.9CO,OCC;

15. Before pr'ovision.f,or~Federal  and State or
Pro&&i&  Insome Taxes;  ,the, netprofit; when producing one
m~X~iori,tons  ~annually,,will-mean,a  percentage return varying
bet%een  88.'aia(l~'25.8;  and when.produCing  three million, between
14.7' atid  38;::,,..  '.

.

- nib ” : .,- .,.,s igjf ;, -. ,‘, ‘,
..~, ,~; '-,, ,~" Pages 2; 3 and ,4.

:,, .'.  .; : ,,' .~
~. ,,.. '.~''. . ,/.' .,* .

-' ~: ,._
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.,+ :, 1 6 . Gonsidered.as:'a  coal mining-development, this'
, .’ business is fully~warranted,  but unfortun&ely  there. is

ppesently  no rail-gay  to transport this coal fromfrincz  to marliets;
; . .

At'an.estimated, total cost of .$13~,OOO,QOO
- $60,000 $i mile - the required 220 miles of maihline,--85
to.110 lb..rafl  + .railroad  to copnect this basin with the
Canadian Iiational'at  Prince.George  can be built; .~,

'~18.
j ,~,

'Such,:a.railway  will not oniy have the ~coal‘
,output  ;Is frkight but should also h&e some 300,000 tons of
paper pulp and. ~6OQ,OOO,QOO  board feet of timber products
a~$nua.I.ly'from  the Peace and Pinlay  River areasthatit will
tap;and -if extended easterly to reach the Peace River agricult-
~~21 dlstrict'~~~ould  obtain from that area all the grain that~'
i's s.old for export;~  and,.",

-19, To any..organisation  with the finances necessary
'to-prov%de the 'railway and mining development required, the
wrj.tey doesnot  hesitate t.oore,commend the detail study of
thi's prospective business-c

I .,‘,

; ‘,.

7i' ,',P&ges  ~4 and 5.
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.‘., : Page 38,.40

.~ fin hisReport  Belts,  describes 'in detail the .coal
seams exposed in Eleven Miles  canyon from Camp Falls west
to the ferks. It 'd.oes 'not seem necessary even to summarize
here.th+  descript~ion  shows that Beltz has.recognized  ten
seams of commercial importance. These, 'with the intervals
between,,..are, from highegt.to  loPrest observed.,.~

3.4 feet.
100 to 110 feet
0.4 to 2,.5 “
10 to'll'feet  :
5 . 6  f e e t
50 feet
2.6 to 3.00 feet
.60 feet
2.8 to 4.6 feet
80~ to 90 feet
I.5 to 17 feet
14'feet
6.0 feet ',
50 to 70 feet
4.0,,fGet '
,38.0,  feet
4.0 feet

.' Thus out"of a .total,thickness  'observed of from 436
to'493 feet,,there  are from'33.8 to.50.1 feet of coal in
seams ~of%&mnercial'~imtiortanc~e. These are'minimum'figures-
as only thelower  sect?.& of &,,probable  total of about 1400
were seen'apd examined., ."_. i .'
Page 42

~~ ,' ~,

" Again referring specifically  to Eleven Xile Creek
Cany-on he.,.&ites  : ., ,,. ,; ,_

. . 'The &u&re'inthis section consists of two
synelinss~  ore  tr.oughs separated,by  a short terrace . . (~
br" f&&.4OB~'feet:  long., The -strata dip from 5
deg&e$  t,o verti,cal. ~~Over'the  claims 'as a whole

.~

only~seattered  -data were ,found  regarding structure..
This:' d,ata&however;  .indicates anundulating structure
iaii&ave&ge dips;  from5  t,o20 degrees. Short abrupt
a.nd*_efteti s.6ee.p  ~folds,are  likely Tao be found locally
a n d - a l s o  some sma.11  'faults." ~.

j .~.  ,;
.‘:..‘,,Y  .~ ‘.

. .

.,

. . .,
,.,  ,~.  I,  ,’

,..,:1
,,  ‘,

‘.

:,  ;.
I.:,

:  I

I.

- . . ‘L ‘.~
,~ ._ ~.

‘,
;  ‘. ”
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P a g e  4.8,  ‘49

'In 1923 several tons of "Gething". coal wererafted'
down the Peace River to the crossing and a test made by the
Edmonton, Dunvegan,and  Fritish  Columbia Railway. In the .
Appendix.(Page.  101 et seq.) is a copy of this letter., The'
'importantfacts  are summarized:  .,

G~ethin<Coal- -  - +xiotie Coal'---,. )' '.
Coal consumed; Lb,' ~.

Water -evaporated - Lv. '.
17ja72,

142,.740 : '.
13,773 .
75,750

Water evaporated per Lb,,
: coal. 7..99 5:5
Ashpan  dumped

.LV.
once- 4'times.

. Cindefs produced, - 179. am

‘_~

i"This  coal does not Coke but when burning has
the appearance of coke. .T&C&m.ore  coal used:

:~i'n  Qe tiom@rative  test'-was lump'coal  and a good
sample ,of~the best Canmore.  :

;;  .,,
%n .the, tests ~with Hudson+s  Hope 'coal the
:'gr&tes.wese  net shaken between terminals and

a\t;bin  fire yas maintained,. It was necessary
t~&.k'eep:a  light fire as otherwise -iit would~have

'-'b~,~n:imp~oss'ibl_e,to  control it, when engine was.~.~~u~~ .. &pf ; w ,. ".., "
Fag? .5a

“The following'ex$racts  'are'pertinent,:

~'~. "The .Ruds,on's  Rope .gives .of.f an ~intense  heat
burns a clear whiteaflame,  burns as freely.~aA
'P$ttsburgh Coal but no smoke; when fire is,'

replenished. a.few cinders are'discharged from
stack." .~..~

VARIOrrs~CO&ETITIVE  &s:
:,

~,~B;efore  proceeding to-outline the, quality of the coal,
$ll'based;..-~~;ns.amples  obtained really at the surface',, the
deepest ,@&ing fourfeet, it would,seem  well to set out the
analysespf  Uie other coals’witb  which CaTbon River products
will have, to~compete. These are found.in  Table 1,. page 59:



. .

-

-6
:

/ Page 58
j:

/ .'.? _
, \.#“ : CERi3ON RIVER C0A.E.: .<'

..
i. In Table 2 ar,e  the r&ult~s of analyzing.Carbon

River coal; taken by Beltz
'second

- the firs't  fives;  Gallow&y  --khe .

Pag+,6'0, .,.  I

f.ive , and 8tines..-~ the last-  thirtcep. The eieventh and twelftki
'are probably analyses'of spkcimenis, rather.than samples, taken:
by R&fo?zt.  and Kitto,

.,~

:

.., .-’

., -. .,

‘, :
.‘,

_:
. . ,,

.,’ . . .’
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.
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toss ,’
Ii?T. AIRY MOE-~VOS.  FIXED -' ~.

CARBONS  A& S B?T U'~'-
75.7 ',TzTl=~  13,25q

.- .
'Crow69  Nes%P$ss-Dominian l,i3. 0;7 24..9 54,7 19.7 - ~,

-Kichel : I+ O-7 :_ 2$.,4 65.6 11.9 -.
-Belletie

o-7'  %
27.6~  56.8 15.4, -

-Coal Creek ,"-Q, 0, '26.0 63.8' 8.9:-'

~ahmore~, a .a.o ~. o'i9 :'14,0 79.7 :. 5,4 -

Braieaq 1.Q O-.9 .~ 16;5 7016 ; 12.0 -:
.,

Jas,pef  'Park:. ' '&a be.5 ;La.a  58.9, 21-a -

.~.Drumiiel,l&r  T ~' ', ~~ ,' ~, ..,7i2 ' a;:a' 34.6 48;4 ' 8.2 -_

Mhun,t$.n  P&k I','; 1.4 1.9 30.9 a.'9 '4.3 --,.
N&aimo-Dauglasti  Seap.  '1,:.  ,:.: ~_- pp6'Y lr6 -40.6  47-7 10.1 -

~Neiveca;at  le .' 065,' :~~i~<a40,7.  45.7' L1.7. -
,'

‘I
(TBe':abo,~e  $re,fro@,?age  E~of,James:Ficte.)

l&,.640
~13~260
12,370
13,640

14,470.,~

13,4ad

.1x,790. .

.ib,350

14:,40(l _
12,620;.. ~ :-.
12,230
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.-& .,, ,- ~.:
,’ P a g e  6.1~ TABI;E,2..

( ~y$
.~\

'TRICK- SAMPG &rOIS- ,VOI&TIIEi FiXED  '
I SEM NESS '. B T U 's ', corn.,CARBON B,.S __~.

'2.0 i,Eie; 2,8 23612 66.38'. ,, 7?26:  'iI; 13,060~
.,

5..4~ .2 '!- 4.&9  25.74 56.22' '13.06 Q;73 11,180 ~~~
.', ,~~

j3 ";~~4& .3 *' 3~,? y; 26.?d - 63.88- '5.52 .0.58 13?160
./ ,' . . .

xc 5 . 5 4. It ,4',3'- 28.12 .64,32 3.18 0.65 12,850
5 ,,I-

.
B. 6;Q 6.4, ,,~ 24.;84  55.10 13.6Q 0.59 n,o10; I “

,G, 4~,5- '. 6 Gag 2.1 ,22iQQ. ,'~ 69.40 6.50 -- --.' ,,, . ,', _
'5 ,4 7 ".~I'  5.5 '. 24.80 6-i&50 8;2Q .'me. --

.::,:. 3
:.. 2.1 &, n-, ‘~,3,4;; 2 6 . 2 0 67 ;$I 2,7c3  L ~--

. :
.1i3 g ,r ".2.9.- 23.70,~> 56.26~ 17.20 ;-; --

E 4.6 10 " _'.,.  4:6. - : :2&Q ; 66.60 3..60 :-~ --~
~. .

- - 11 Ro .1.0'7 23,32 74.~28 1.34 .--
* ,. , ,, 15,&O

-, . ,, .

5.2 'i,S;t 2 1 . 4 8'2..12.,;- 72,95 3*45 0.80

DC?,) 4.1 2 ir " 2.76._..I 22.14 :. J3.55 '1.55 Q.66

'1, 74.02. 1.68' a.54BC?.) gj-i.~-.  3 Il., 2.92 21.36..,
(?) I~,'  &j ; ,' ~~4 i .2;09~"  22.9i . 73-52 1.48 0.74-I ), .,.

B(.?]:"- 3.0 5 'r',. ; -2.76 23.i4. 72.5.0 l-60 0.77

E ,. 4.;:, : 6 ,v. .
.-. _,:. ,.,. ,- -

69.90 2.2Q 0.64,' ;,3;i6.'.  - 24-64 :

_
.-

: H(?) ,~ 4i0 .~ 7' it. '3.82: k.08 ., 72.Q4 2.06 0.77

G( ?,I  &;5' 8 It’-‘. ‘: 2.48 ';. ix;42 72.75 3.35. 0.77,.' .
G(F) Float ? 9 'I 1.5i- %O.,dl -'V?.32 1.16~  a.64.,
?.F- 5~.3 1Q " 4.30~  ,25.60. 61.75, .8;3'5 0.74,,.'.
? : 3.Q 11 ” 4.48 ,c?&4‘2 6~,40’ y5;70- 4.72

14,800i
13 ,.95Q

14,di4:
14,Ql2

14,105

U,OI2 I

15,888

13,824

14jlQ8

14,635

12,533,

li,~989

“G(y).- 5.4Y< 12 " '~
‘.I

3.62 ',21&3 72~,4'7., ,_ .. .2.,28  0.68 13,841

(7, X ? _',:  2.2 ; ' 13 'I:  : 4.li 27.27 ,: 65.50.  ~3.~10  1.10 13;547
.~.

_~ ~_
,~ ,,.

:,,
.’

-, ~‘.,
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page 62 and 63 "

The writer believes that his thirteen samples are
more representative~of, the carbon River cosJs than the others.
Notwithstanding that,, Beltz*s  and the writer's  results are
compared, The averages for each and both combined are:I

SampLes
BELTZ'S

5 '.
-Eo'isoisure., ~~ 4.42

Volatile Matter 1 25-74

F i x e d  Carbons 6 1 . 1 9

Ads _. '8.60

Sulphur 0.61',.
'B. T'. u. : ,~ li;252
-1 .&t;& ', -, ; 2.38_

STINES
13,

3.09

22.70

71.28

2.9i

0.75

,13+804

3 . 1 4

BOTH
188

3.48'

23.55

68.47_
,4.30

0.71

13,373,-
2.90

The contrdliLing  drfferen&is in the ash content --
about ~thr.ee times.~as.h,igh  in Belts's samples. Duetathis-
over -haTf.of  the lower fixed:carbon  in his is accounted for.~
Beltz exp&ins  the high  esh,content,  as due in large part tom
clay tha@,~:had. .infiltrated.~into;~he  outcrop, which is what he
sa&led.~'.Cert&inly  then average of these 18 samples [the last
co&nnab.ozve~)  is the Roorest that could be expected from this
field. j ,' ~.) ,., :

,&s remarked when the details of .the.writer's  sampling
we+? given, numbers 8,
me'ns ,

-9,.and  1$ were not:sampl.es,  rather speci-
atiZ/~~lQ was,of;'an:outcrop which  showed.at the top crushed

coal into the: seams.~of  which dlag had~infi'Ltrated. Therefore
pn$y  the;,&her:  nine..are really representative and the,average .~
of ..the +re&iate analyses of. these is: ~,

.LOSS e!n ati drying+-+-y 'i 2.05%

&aLyisiis  of air'dried'  ,coal.:I :
l&5JS~stture ~1
V&.tjfle  &;ttq

.3 AQ5$
-&&a f&&bon :, .~

'.' " 22.96%
J&b-  ,~

:

'. . . . : .,
BTU @r-pound',

., ,'
1 3 , 8 04

,j?uel  i;ia!$o  :-.'  ~'
..',

.i



Pages. 63 and 64,.?

pnthe "basis of analyses, this is an outstanding
iow.ash and sulphur and high heat value c~oal for all
purposes f except coking. Sample 1 showed.a  pour coking
quality:apd  sample 8 only fair. On'the basis of the ash
,co@nt  ,of the coalj'~any  coke'that  would result could not be
expected to be very,.strong.; ,

The.fact-that none of the,samples  showed cooking
qualities comparable~to,  that one piece, coked in the Ten Mile
Camp fire is-surprising. As noted later, when giving &oLearn;s
re'su'lts'$n  the Grant seam,of the Hudson HoPe sub-basin, one
stratumof  ase& may be coking coal , while the,balance  is not.
No ,sampl<ng  by strata.was done ,on Carbon River Seams.

Before leaving this matter of coking quality, the '
writer has‘found~thatoften the.mixture  in proper Rroportion
'of~al?ig;ll,  velatiie..and  a:low volatile coal, each by itself
nen-co&&-p'roduoes  an excellent coke. In the Urals of,
Russia a,~:.fine'coke  for ironsmelting was made by mixing 60% _
tif a'fat, coal from Wnusinsk  with 40% of an anthraoite from
the' 'Urals. Undoubtedly it is only a question of a relatively
small amour&of  research to find the proper'mixture of one of
the low .grade'high'volatile'and  ash Eacifi,c Coast co?&  or
petroleum refided;residue  and this, Carbon, Rivercoal to give
the'des,ire  result. ~The..problem  of making a high grade coke from
,this c.oaI should not be a difficult one to solve.

.,. ,
es,:  A com+site  sample..made.up  of equal parts of samples

1,-Z,  .6.; 7,:-12  and I3 was sent to Ledoux for both Rroximate
and ultimate~analyses  and the results will later be added to
this Re@.art,. ,' ", ',~.

IITnmN  H O P E  COlxIls:
;

In the second referende given under acknowledgments
K&earn deS~GribeS  in.detail  the coal seams exposed on the
Gething  property and .the~Hudsbn  Rope area. In thatSummary
he.gives  setvera analyses of the various's,eams  he sampled.
These are gathered in Table, 3..., :. .

.,. j
" .:

', ~) '.~ " .' ,.,'
,:

'.

,,\. '.. . .
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Page 6.5

Grad

By combining the last  nine analyses in groups of
:e, the averages for. the three strata sampled and for the .

; s'eg.m become: ~. ..
FIlDXj ~' I.

PURE voLATIm  CARBON 'ASH B.T.U.Mcp3!

Bott&.,.&;7'r '- --- Qiti?! ~23,.23  --- 73.33 -- 3.70 14.4785
Niddle 21.7" ~~ 0..67 19*43 77.20 2.7Q

-- 0.67
14,900

Top 35-3" l-9 .47 74;70 _ _  1$,36Q.5 A?
Whole -E$&m~ : ' .' 0.6.7.  : 20 .QO 75.24 4Do9 14.583.,

: ,’

the.
for

With thatas  the average for the Grant seam and taking -.
figure in Table 3 for the other seven seams, then the aTerage
then Rudsen  Rope subLbasin  is:

',.  :
-&j&t&-e' I i.48F ,'

Volatile Xatter  .' 23.24%
Pixed C a r b o n ' 69 +$
Ash. -- '. :__ -;-9$
,:.Fuel Ratio : .
.,

.’ '~~y'r~eferri~pg~to  the calculated average of StinesY'thirteen  "
&mples.&ge 63) tlie"  very great similarity of the analyses
of the ~'doa.1  from, the:.'two' sub-basins 'is seen. The difference in
fixed-earbonis  practidally  the' difference in the ash content.-
Ttie,Gra&  s&m doal, :on'basis  of BTU, is very superior and
c.ontains~~&Sl. between bituminous and anthracite in character. _

.., I'

River and Hudson
of the other

~Kclearn's  statement: It......
is~ smokeless

'arid gives 0: high heat", used:in  desdribing the Rudson  Hope coal
a$pUes,  eq:L&lzly,to  that from,Carbon  Riber. The same is true of
hi&-  cone&&i&i  that it- is the, "equal of>the best Welsh and~West

Virginia;;c:eaJ$ ,.ddes  not weather and, owing to its compactness,
: :I

stands &ip@n,g  YeryY,well;" :' ,'
,_

,'. w:_. ; Asqp?@?$mT: '. i ,. .'.
,, ':- ( .I , ,,

~, ,&n ash cbn~knt:~pf.5.9O~'for the-Hudson Hope and 2.92
"for the 8arbon.  Ri+er'puts  these:~coals,  ,from the Point of view I_~
,o;f transportation cost;'@& unit, of heatvalue, ina class by

-~:-

themselv-es;,,. This is,,particularly  important in a-field so far
; . . '. ,_,' ,-

,,.
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.~Page 66 cont'd. and page 67.
.:TJ  ,,

from its present m&kets as this one is. The,relation  of the
ashy content ~of a coal to the matter of equipment required to
produce a given amount of, heat is well set out byJames  mite

; on Page 31 of Fuels of Western Canada:

~~ "In the-United States, the anon-preventable  ash
content of clean bituminous,coal  varies from
. . an average of G‘per cent in,Wyoming  coal to an. average of 16 per centin  Colorado and, for the
whole country averages about 10 per cent, -In

goodpractice, 10 boilers of 500 h. p. capacity
each will generate 300,000 lbs. of steam per
'hour with coal carrying 10 per cent ash. If,

',however;  the coal carry 15 per cent ash - 5 per
cent more than normal - it will require 15
boilers to generate the same amount of stesm.
If it carries.21 per cent of ash, it will require
Zqb~oilers  to.do the same work."

' In the matter of transpor&tion,the  higher the ash
content, the greater>the  'freight;ch$rge  on the heat actually
praduced f~rom  burning a ton of the product. The analyses show
that the "non-preventable" ash content of the Carbon River coal
is~ low and..it  is thus exceedingly important for this area that
only "non-preventable" ,ash:be  shipped. If proper means of
~,cleaning the coal-are taken, there his no reason why,the  ash
content be kept'below  3.5'per scent  for Carbon River and 6.5
for Hudson Hope. Where the average of the ash content of~the
competitive coals is around 12 per cent, the saving in coal, for
the same steem production, will be ,20$ by weight. This is a
measure of 'the extra price, as compared to competitive coals now
on the market, that may be obtained for-this coa.1 due to its low
ash content alone.

'WEATHERING  AND ARILITY  TO STANR  SHIPPING:

Since these two qualities are related, they are,
discussed together. These factors are very important in
determining desirability of a coal and therefore its selling
price. In these two respects Carbon River coal stands second
to none and‘is so far above all competitive'coals, except West
Virginia and Welsh  products, that no comparison is warranted.

Page 68 '.

('r,

That this coal can stand weathering is attested by the
outcrop of the coal represented by Sample 6 and shonn  on Photo
No. 11. mere that sample was taken the seam is on the north
wall of Eleven Eile canyon about 40 feet above present stream
level. The time necessary for that stream to cut tha<t depth of
hard sandstone is measured in centuries not days. The fact the%



Page 68~cont'd, page 75

the coal outcropping there is still aabsolutely  unweathered and
,hard  and compact emphasizes its resistance to weathering.
Another piece of evidence is the existence of bright rounded
pieces of coal in the gravels of every stream. Such a
resistant coal is excellent for stock piling as it-will not
deteriorate in the relatively sh,ort  tiae the longest period it
will be likely to remain in such piles.

This ability to stand weathering is a very in?porta.nt  ~,
factor in determining desirability and therefore selling price
of a coal. In this quality Carbon River coal stands second to
none and,~is  so far above that of corfipetitive  coels (except West
Virginia and Welsh) that no corrparison  is warranted:

Its ability to withstand crumbling and breaking when
,handled  his another d,esirable  quality. This coal iS very.hard
and~difficult  to break into small pieces. This not ,only  means
less breaking into fines  pieces when handled during shipping,
but a larger percentag~e  of "lutip"  from "run of~nine". As "lump"
eorrmands ~a premium in price of from 25% to 30% over that for
"run of mine',  this means a higher average price for the output
as a whole;

Page 35. ' ~"

On the basis of these s~ets of observations. the writer
. . concludes that the Carbon River coal field occupies a basin

striking about N 13 degrees W, Its length has been definitedly
proven bye coal outcrops plotted of over six miles, and
inferentially for eleven and one-half. The presence of float
for twelve miles further to the south and the coal outcrop below

Pivz.Mile  Creek, ~a~ further one, and one-half mile north, suggest
the probable- minimum. length of the basin to be 25 miles.

Again by observations plotted its proven width in the
six.mile proven length is in excessof  two miles and it may be
inferred.at  probably three. Relying wholly -on topography both
north and south of those six miles that width extends for a
least thirteen milki  and most likely for the additional twelve
miles ~to the south~ as well.

Page 7 6 .

ThLWthe  are& of the ,basin may be &iated to be:

Proven 12 square miles;
~,
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Page 76 cont'd,  page 77.1

.  .

Prob&ble
Likely
Total

TOIVI~AGE OF COAL:

14 square miles;
2 4  squme  m i l e s ;
55 square miles.

CARSON RIVER:

As is evident from this Report  no coal can be said
t:o be proven. But.on,the  geolog~ical  evidence observed,
recorded and plotted it is'clear that one is justified in
concluding that coel is commercial seams(.30"  plus in thickness)
exists in very large quantities. From that evidence one wijuld
seem warranted in trying to arrive at figures which would
represent the tonnages that one can confidently expect in the
various areas~into  which the basin arbitrarily is divided,

xos~ PROBABLE:

It would seem that from Nine Nile creek to the south
and of L 319 and 320 - a length of approximately 3.25 milesand
a width of two - there exist the ten seams Beltz  h.zs  plotted.
This is an area of 6.50,squere  miles.

Beltz's  work shows from 33 to 51'feet of workable coal
in the 500 foot section of.coe.1  bearing strata, which would mean
from 38,000,QOC  to 59,00Q,OOO  tons per square mile or a total . . '~
of between 247 and 383 million tons of potential coal.

The writer has traced the F&seams and marker for a -
length of about 6.5 miles and with Belts'swork  shows them to
exist over's width of two for an area of 13 square miles. While
the P seam has a maximum,thickness  of 17 feet , observations at
vari,ous places showy  that this large thickness is at times only
4.5 feet 'of,olean  coal and for purposes of this analysis that is
taken'as the average over the -area. The G seam lies 14 feet

lower and-varies from 5+3 to 6 feet in thickness. Assuming 5.5
as ,an-average, there are in the two seams 10 feet of coa.1, which
would mean a minimum of 11,150,OCO~tons  per square mile - if
horizontal,: for a total of 145,000,OOO  tons. This quantity of
potential'resecve  the writer considers assured beyond any
reasonable doubt.

SLIGHTLY BLESS PROBABIE:

Prom Nine,Nile  Creek north to'the coal opposite the
Seven Nile cabin is ~approxim&tely 2.50 miles. Prom the south

;.
,~
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Page 77 cont',d,  Page 79.
(jj ~,

I ;

end of,L 319 to the most southerly seen outcrop is about 3:25
mileit. For these additional 5.75 miles over a width of two,
there would be an additional 11.5 square miles. ~If all the

this, there would be therein~fromseams are proven to underlie
437 to 678 million tons.

FAIRLY PR@BABIE:

North of Seven Xile cabin,the  coal beds apparently
exten~d  for about 1.5 miles. South of the last known outcrop
coal float is found in the gravels for 12.5 miles, Thus for
fourteen milesat  the etids, coal might be found and if all the
seamsexist, there. could be an additional yeserve underlying
some 28 square miles .which might contain from 1,065 to 1,652
million tons more...

s-y:,  ,,

Thus the potentialities may be expressed:

~XOST~  PRoBABm 145,000,000

SIJGEITLY  LESS PROBABIE'From  437,000,0&l

to 383;000,000  tans

FAIRLY  PROBABLE : From1,.064',0?0,000

',Totals  . ,. -1,646,003,000

to 678,@00.,000  tons

to 1,652,0OO,@CO  tons
- .

to' 2,?l3,000,000  tons

Even the assured minimumof  145,0dO,OOO  tons makes this
a most worth while. reserve and the maximum exrectancy  of nearly,
two and Seven-tenths billiontons would rank it as one of the
most important, coal fields of Western North America; The writer
realizes that the above estimates are based on only a preliminary
set of observations,but  feels confident that further detail
study will confirm.the,m,

Page 80

-TS AVAILABLE:

: As shown und,er  "Quality of Coal"  the coal prdduots ,
A. from this:area.  ark so superior.that  they.can  compete with.any
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Page 80 cont'd,  &ge 81.. page 82.

cos&.in North America. Therefore its n%rkets extend not~only
all along the Pacific  Coast, but also to the Canadian~markets
to-the east as far a:s Port Ajlthur,  at t$e Western ends of Lake
Suherior. On the basis of its low preventable ash content alone
it can capture that,market  at a premium  in price of at least
1 5 % .

Then in many’cases the haulage differential will be in
favor.of this coal. The Utah and Wyoming coals have to come by
rail Bbout 1300 miles to Seattle; 1200 miles to Portlaqd  and
900 tom San Pr+cis,co. The Carbon River.coal  has all rail of 871
miles. to Seattle aqd.to Portland of 1060 miles. If rail and water
are used the distance to Seattle will be 790 by rail and 600 by
wat.er  j to Portland, 8OQ and 90Q~; to San Brapcisco,  800~and 1600,
respectively.' For,the Canadian market, West of L?Le Superior2
the W&t Virginia c&la have to come  160Q~miles  against 14OC,
from Carbon River;  -

The ,above is -only for the relatively small non-industrial
market. Sinoe the war coal~consuming  industries have been built
o,n.t.he  boast; Kaiser's ironp$ant  at Bontana  and many others along
the Columbia.- The former requires coke.which  with -research
successfully cpmpleted GE+ be cheaply made from this coal. If
this'coking  oberation  is done nea.r any large city, the by-products
alone may,,be sold for a very large revenue.

It is realized 'that 'at present practically all the gas
us&d elon&the  Pacific CoaF;t  comes ,from'low  grade oils or
refinery waste products but unfortunate1.y  for the United States
their potential oil reserves are being depleted very rapidly

_'

.and'it seems well within r&son th-.t within 15 years other fuel
sources will hav& to'begin ,to be called on and within.30 years
coal will largely replace dil for t,he,making  of gas for domtistic
use and lubricants and*fueI for internaL combustion engines,

Then there is the Ala&B.  merket;  TSnile  Alaska he,s
large  reserves .of lignite coal it does not produce enol!$ of the
right kEnd of~ccial,for  its own.use and this year (1943) is
import,ing  coal rail-hauled from West Vi&nia.  to Pacific Coast
pprts for w$ter delivery to 'Ala.ska  sea ports.

There is the Canadikn market east of the Rockies. As
shown undoer  transport&ion it is only 709 miles via Prince George
by Sail from the mouth  of Carbon River to Edmonton - the gateway
to the prairie provinces. Iri 1938-the Prairie Psovinces
and Ontario, West of I&e Superior,, imported over~2,000,QOO  tons
of coal, most of it from Pennsylvania and West Virginia. was
shown under "$ualitg of Coal "'those coals average' about~ 10s ash
against 3.0 for.Carbon  River. .'.,

7.. :
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P a g e  1 0 1 .

AHD B.C. BAILWAYS COMFAFY

@Lennan,  Alberta.

October 26, 1923~.

6 9 9

Mr. J. A. ticGregor,
Manage?,
Edmonton.

Dear Sir:

In connection with the test of coal received from
Gethings mine at Hudson Hope, -1 have the-following refort
tomske:

1. cu.; ft. Hudson's Hope.c~osl  weighs 50 lbs.  as
compared with Canmore 54 lbs.

.On October.lst, east way freight engine 6 left
McLennanwith  21502 lbs.  Hudson's Hope coal on tender. This
engine had a full tonnage train 1150 tons leaving'and  from
Kinuso toSmith  13'75 tons, 'arriving at Smith a~ distances  of

132 miles%  and an elapsed time of 17 hours and.45 minutes,
there was a large amount'of  coal still on tender and I~
decided to try and make return trip to XcLennan.

After resting at Smith we leftWestbound with 105Q
_ tans. On arrival at Kinuso there were ~3750 lbs. of coal  on
tender. The evaporation-test for the trip is as follows;

c&l c~onsumed
water evaporated,

17852 lbs.
14274Q lbs.

water evaporated per pound of coal 7.99 lbs.
miles run 193~
elapsed time 33 hours. .'

Fire was dumped at Smith in order to caulk-engine.
Cn the entire trip'ashpan  was dumped only three time, the
residue ~from-ashpan  weighed 674 lhs. This wss'largely
unconsumed.cosl  which.ha.d  dropped through the grates on account
of ,the large openings.. Grates are finger grates.

The cinders taken from ashpari at Smith weighed 179 lbs.
They were aftertiards~burned  in ?,heating stove and.the  resultant
ash weighed 67' lbs.

j‘?L. On October 15, engi,ne  6 on way freight left EcLennan
with 26.428 lbs. Canmore run, of,mine on tender hauling a train
of 1050 ,tons.arriving  Smith pith 1160 tons.

b. . '.
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Page 102

The ~evaporation test asp follows:

coal consumed ” -13773 lbs.
waterevaporated .75750 lbs.

water.evaporated per lb. of coal 5 . 5  lbs.
miles run 132, elapsed time 12 hours.

Ashpan  dumped four times weight of ash and cinders 860
lbs. These tests were~made  without any change in the draft
appliances..~ After increasing the exhaust tip from 4 7/8',  to 4
.$ another?  test of Hudson's HoIe~was  made on October 18th with
the following results:- "~‘

coal consumed~  '~ 102Q2 lbs.
water evaporated 78810 lbs. .
water evaporated per lb. of coal 7.65
miles run 132
elapse~time  14 hours.

~Residue  from ashpans dumped at midway on t'rip'and at
: terminals  40Q lbs. this as on the former test being largely

unconsumed coal.'

The Hudsdnfs Hope gives off an'intense  heat, burns a
clear white flame; burns as freely as Pittsburg Coal but no
smoke, when fire is being replenished  a few cinders are
discharged from stack.

,.
This coal does not coke but when burning has the

aphearance  of cake.. ~The,~Canmore  coal used in the comparative
test'wa$ lump coal and a good sample oft the best Canmore.

In the tests ~with Hudson's Rcpe coal the grates were
not shake+  between terminals and a thin. fire was maintained.
It was necessary to keep a. light fire es otherwise it would have
been~impossible~to  control it when the,,engine  was shut off. :

Yaura  very t&ly,

(signed) "ad. ,W. Boucher".

Assistant Sqerintendent.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILiVAY  CCNl?XcTY

Chateau Lake Louise

Pile 26
.,

Lake Louise, Alberta;
29, 1925.

ixmlmJmI&  '~,',,~

T;' F.--T. Rochfo&~~Esq.,
Rachfort,  B r idge,
Alberta;. :

IQ- dear;~Rochfort:-.', ',
',Our,'Head.  Offices h& written me as follows: "The

information which you submitted to Mr. IIssher with respect
to t,he.Peade  BiTercoal  depos‘its~is'very  interesting particularly
when considered in-conjunction'with  data which the Company
has already.obtained  on thissubject. There seems to be no
questi&-whatsoever about there being very.large  quantities of
coal ofexcellent quality not,  dnl.yin the locality to which you
referred~.  particularly but .also insurrounding territories.. The
two principal difficulties. in the way of realizing the benefits
of devel@ment  are,, oft course, lac.Wof~trensporta.tion  and the
~matter,~of markets.~:.I  heye no doubt you'are, familiar with
featpres~,  of.the  ~Western  coal situat~ion  having to do with the
pr&u<t$on  oapacit'y,of  the existing mines and the demand for
Tq3 t;em $ oal . -~Since~.r~etieipt  ~'of yours communication to Kr. Ussher
':ho~e~es  I haee had.,some,  correspondence with lb/J. A. +cgregor,
.l@ager,of  the Edmonton., Dunvegan  and British Columbia Railrray
$em&ny,,&nd  quote belowfor  your~information,  a letter which
lie recenlXy  addressed to me on-the subject: I

;
~ti%ith  re&@ to the, attached,'correspondence which actiompenies
your letter :of %rch 30th; Imight  say that the Carbon.Creek
:lriver)  &.l seemsare  quite,,close  to the Gethings Creek deposit
and. in dur-investigations  we:boker'both, by the general term
%*~n~s;‘Hcpe" asboth creeks run into the Peace .River in the.
r&ids  near Rudsonrs,~,Rope".

In 1923 'spemthirty'odd  t~ons,
:

from the Gethings mine were
delivered to us at Pk,ace~Ri.ver.Crossing  for test purposes and ~~~ ~.~
from a stiple: of the eame ,the,?Q.lton Hersey Company gave us the
following analysis:

.’

: -.. .,

Z!oist&ro  ',I
Volatile .' .~..
Fixed Carbon-
&B - . . ids
B.TiU; 14.446

. . .

1.20
., 15.00

79.00
~,3.10

:’



I want you to trant 'this~ as confidential and would
explain that they d'o not ask for further information, or hold'~
'out any encouragement. The first question that suggested itself
to me was: is the GethinEs,  coal as good as yours, and is it in
as large quantities?

* Nope dl~goes  well with you,
the white faces, 'and X&s.

the little family end
Gardon and I are wondesing when you

migrate to your new Cadboro Bay home.'

'. Kindest regards, '.,
,Yours  very truly, ;

-21-

Page 104

The results of then test on locomotives is well expla.ineA  in
the attached letter from my Assistent  Superintendent who
travelled  on the engines and personally superaised  the tests.

Further tests were made'by the Canadian Pacific  in the Calgary
,District  from~ten,tons  which we sent to them to try out in
"Baker" heaters and in dining cars.’ In the former it gave good
satisfaction but required careful watching to prevent overheating.
In the dining,car.s  it acted well when trains were standing still,
hut when running even with all drafts closed, the heat was, too
greet end the toy of~ranges and ovens were too hot for good
cooking. This was confirmed by tests in my own car; however, a~
remedy .could  no doubt be found in firing lighter and by special

drafts.

I asked the Gethings mine to ‘iet me have 100 tons esrly in June
for-further tests forwhich  we would pay $8.00 per ton at Peace
River but do not,think  they cant deliver at that price at a profit.

If the mines tiere close to rail tr?<nsportati.on  the coal would
comand  a high price either for steam or domestic purposes but

it is too far away; further, the first fifteen miles of the river
:trip is through rapids', dangerous a%
so when the water is lbw.

all times but particularly
.'

The newspaperclippings attached are greatly exa~gereted  &nd
were contradicted by me at the time of publication." -

,’

Basil  GardonW.
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Eage 105. W&ON RIVER COAL CLAIXS--------_-
!LzJmARY  ~4ND ccNcL~sIoNS------- - - - - - - - - -

This reconnaissance examination of the Carbon River
Coal Claims was made during *he first two weeks of Au.gust,~
1928, and consisted of stratigraphic studies, measurements
of sections, correlation and the taking of samples. Detailed
maps, cross-sections and columnar>sections  were compiled and
accompany  this report. :.~

The claims are situated in the Rocky Xountains;
35 miLes west of IIudson's  Hope, I3. C. They lie between 2200
and 3500 feet *elevation  on the well timbered lower slopes of
the range on the west side of Carbon River between Seven and
$leven  Xile Creeks.

The rocks exposed in the area belonE  to the Bullhead .
Xountain  formation, of Zo*er Cretaceous  age an; consisting
of about300Q  feet of coarse sandstones. a:nd. conglomerates et
the base, and more than TWO feet of interbedded find sandstones,
silts,~shales,~and  numerous coal seams at the top. The Upper
or Gething Member  occurs in a synoline 02 trough with a number
of subordinate folds, and parallels  the Carbon Rive? dalley~.,
Superfidial~, unconsolidated Quaternary sends and aravels ares
~found in the valleys to a height cf severe1 hundred feet but
in many places.$he  streaas'have  cut.through  them and expose
good sections, partic~~Iarly,a~on.~  Eleven Mile Creek.

On Seven Nile Creek a short section exposes six
seams uy tb two feet in thickness and below the mou%h  on
CarbotiyRiver  is a se,am 4.5 f& thifik. On Nine Mile Creek is
a seam 5.4 feet thick and on Xleven  Xi& Creek a continuous
sectibn over a mile lorq was studied an0 from it most of the
data in this report were obtained. ,.

The Eleven,Kile  Creek section contains 33 outcrops
of coal from one inch~td 17 feet thick which belong  to nine
seams of good coal';?.5 feet~or  more in thickness, and twelve
to~fifteen  seams less .than  2.5 feet thick. The. nine larger
seams have a total maxibum,thickness  of 50 feetin a seczion

'~493  feet thick. "Commercial Seams", therefprk,~  comprise 10%
of the section, an unusually high percentage.

The structpre in this ,section  consists of two
synclin&  br troughs seperated  by a.short terrace or flat ..~'
400 feet long. The strata dip from 5 degrees to ve@zical.
Over.the cl+.fls  as a whole .only  scattered data wer~e found.~
regarding; structure.:~  This data, however, indicates an
undulot&np:  ~structure, with average dips 'from 5 tu 20 degrees.
Short abrupt and. often steep folds are~,likely  to be found
lor+l~y and also some sma~ll  faults, .

.
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REPORT on CARBON RIVER COAL IEI%SITS.~ .&RACE  RIVER BRITISR  COLUMBIA by
lTOlS.MAlT  C. STlXES

Seattle, Washington
August.25, 1943

The detail Ponsidexations  set out in this Report
alIe* th;e~.fo'llowing  conclusions;

-,1. 'In the Peace River District between Rudson
Hope and$'S$,nlay  Forks exists a eoal bearing area in which
t+'eert@in  - Hudson Hope and Carbon River - and three
pro.bqbl$,~~  Pine Pass, Commotion Creek and Ottertail  Creek -
soal pr~o@.Mng  basins will be developed;

2. In'the HudsonRope  and Carbon River basins
eneugh p$eli.m$nary  geological and other examinution  work
has b,een  done t.e warrantzthe  statement that in each will be
finally proven very large reserves ef very,high  grade c.oal -
l&in aah end high in BTUs;

3~. &the CarbonRiver  Basin the coal that can be
prodused  willhave  the folLo@ing  average proximate analysis:

2.05%

13, 910
3.17
0.77%

~4. The coal has other very superior qualities:
It~:is  sseen'snd to .nene , and far superiex to any competitive
seal, in;its ability to stand weathering and to resist
.srumbl&ng  &nd srashi'ng  when handled and shipped;

In the Carbon River  Basin in the six miles
its kn:own &gth thereis  a minimum area ef twelve square

of
', miles  un&erlain  by coal and for the probable twenty-five
mi'le  length ,osnsiderably  over fifty;

2 6r On the one stream where detail study has been
ma&e are,‘:,.empc"sedten  saal seapls  varying from thirty inches
t'8~seye~~~~n~'feet  in thickness fox an aggregate minimum of
3~~,@:8‘-fk.~t  $t$fii a.Drobable  maximum of 50.1 feet of coal in
493’f~6~‘t’.pfP~:o~~  bearing

Pages 1 and 2

-.



7. These ten seams-are almost cerCain  to be found
under 66.5 square miles, of the basin,and  there has not been
recerd'e+any  observation to indicate that they do not exist
under~the  whole. fifty;

a .’ The two seams designated F and 0, with their
carb~btiaceous shale marker, have been followed fax something
-over s&miles with good indications that they extend at least
three&d ene&alf  more, andlthere  is no present reason to
doub& .their e,xtending  for the full prebable  twenty-five mile
length ~of the basin;

9.. In the.pre8entJ.y  assumed central portion of the
b&in the seal seams are proventte  extend for a minimum width .
of twe &iges  with every indication that it will exceed three;

10. On the basis 'of the observations plotted over a
length of-sirrr miles it is estimated that there-are practically
as'hyxx& 3n t&e B and G seams alone a reserve of 145,000,OOO  tons
with 'the"&v.e\rage  analysis given in 3 above; and a fairly prob-
able p.etentiaL  reserve' for all the ten seams in the whole fifty
sq~t@*e  miles  in exeess of 2,7%.0,000,000  tons;

&I.,- 'The senditions  under whieh this coal exists ares
se favor.abXe.fer.itsj  extraction that the so& per ton when pro.-
du~,.~~g:~o~e,m;illion  tons annually is estimated at $2.85, and .~
when them pro~d,uet.ion  is three.millioa  tsns, $2.67~

&, The present markets thirsting for this coal extend
frem&r,t'~'A;l'%hur iki Ontario to all points along the We.st Coast
ef ~s.r.~~;~~rne.rica,and  at the present time probably aggregate a
m.&n#&~&  ef %&ve million tons annually,; but with the almost
eertain'_izapid curtailmeni  of'oil production in California this
market sheuld within a few years 'inerea,se  by leaps and bounds;,,.. . .

1%. -The high quality of this coal warrants a sale
price in‘,,%ts  .n.oz%al~lharket  at least fEteen-  per cent higher than
.ak$~e,emppetit$ve  coal.,. and the averag'e price at which it will
pr&@b&y  be sold will net a gain., when selling o'ne m'illion  tons'
adnu~l'ly, of frmm.$O,45  to $1..45
mil,L$&, '& from  @OS63  to #1..63;

per toh and,, when selling three,

x4,. 'To bring this p'roperty  to a production of one
mill.isn-,,~~ns:anauall wili require qb5,100,000  and to reach..three all-Len  tons,

'I& ~Befere provision for Pederal  and State or
Provinef$&,Ltideme  Taxes, then net prefit, when producing one
million XMnsannually,'  will mean a percentage return varying
bet&en g&and 25.8; and when predusing  three million, between
14.7'and _3g;

.

,_’

,“,

,. I,,
~’

s,  ,~-~

~..,  : Pages 2, 3 and 4.
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16. -~c, onsidered as a coal mining development, this
business is fuily  warranted, but urifortunately  there is
presently no railway to transport this coal fromnine to markets;

At an estimated total'cost  of $13,000,000
- &iO,,OOO i.2 mile -~the required 220 miles of ~mainline  '- 85
to 110 lb. rail - railroad to connect this basin with the
Ganadian.National.  at Prince George can be bui.&t;

1.8  . Such a railway will not only have the coal
output ap @eight  but should also have some 300,000 tons of
.paper  pulp and 600,000,000  beard feet"of  timber products
annually fr& Ithe. Peace,and  Finlay  Riveti areas that it will '
tap;and.if,  extended easterly to reach the Peace River agricult-
ural di&ris$  would obtain from that area all the grain that
is sold for expert; and

is. To any organization M.th  the finances necessary
to prov%de the railway and ,mLnnihg  developme'nt  required, the
writer d:ees,:not  hesitate.to  rec,ommend  the detail study of
,this prespeetive  businesss

",

'1 ~Pages  4 and 5.-
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Page 38, 40
In his Report Bell%  describes in detail the coal

seams exposed in Eleven Nile canyon from Camp sails west
to the forks. It does not seem necessary even to summarize
here that description shows that Belts has recognized ten
seams of commercial importance. These, with the intervals
between, are, from highest to lowest observed.

Seam A 3.4 feet
Intervals 100 to 110 feet
Seam B 0;4 to 2.5 *
Interval 10 to 11 feet
Seam C 5.6 feet
Interval 50 feet '. ~.
Seam D 2.6 't'o  3.00 feet
Interval 60 feet
Seaiu  E 2.8 to 4.6 feet
I n t e r v a l 80 to 90 feet

SeamB
Igterval

;; j.z,,;7  feet

Seam G 6~0 feet
Interval 50 to 70 feet
Seam H 4.0 feet
Interval 38.0 feet
Seam I 4.0 feet

Thus out of a total thickness observed of from 436
to 493 feet, there are from 33;8 to 50.1'feet  of coal in

. seams of commercial importance. These are minimum figures
as only the lower section of a probable total of about 1400
were seen and examined. _

Page 42

Again referring specifically to Eleven Xile~Creek
Canyon he writes:

"The structure in this section consists of two
synclines or troughs separated by a short terrace'
orflat  400 feet long. The strata dip from 5 s'
degrees to vertical. Over the claims as a whole
only ssattered data were found regarding structure.
This data, however, indicates an undulating structure
with average dips from 5 to 20 degrees. Short abrupt
and often steep folds are likely to be found locally
and also some small faults."
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‘( Page 48, 49

In 1923 several.tons  of "Gethin@ coal were rafted
,down the Peace River to the crossing and a test made by the
Edmonton, Bunvegan  and British Columbia Bailway.~  In the
Appendix (Page 101 et seq.) is a copy of this letter, The
important facts are summarized:

Gething  Coal Canmore Coal .

Coal consumed; Lb. 1 7 , 8 7 2 13,773
Water evaporated - Lv. 142,740 75,750
Water ev porated per Lb.
~COeJ & 7 :99 * 5.5
Ashpan  dumped~
Cinders produced; - Lv. '

o n c e 4 times
179 860

The following extiracts are pertinent:

"The Hudson's Hope gives off an intense heat,
burns a clear white flame, burnsas  freely  as
'Pbttsburgh  CoaS  but no smoke; when fire is
replenished a few cinders are discharged from
s t a c k . "

"This coal does nmt‘coke but when burning has
the appearance of coke. The Canmore coal used
in the comparative testwas  lump coal and a good '*
sample of the best Canmore.

.
"In the tests with Hudson's Hope coal the
grates were not shaken between terminals and
a-thin fire was maintained. It was necessary
to keep a light fire as otherwise it would have
been impossible to control it when engine was
shut off ."

Page 58

QUALITY OF COAL: :

ANALYSES:

VARIOUS COMP~TITI'?X  COALS:

Before proceeding to outline the quality of the coal,
all based on samples obtained really at the surface, the
deepest heing four feet, it would seem well to set out the
&ki&ly&e~~  bfp the other caa3.s with which Carbon River products
will have to compete. These are found in Table 1, page 59.
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Page 58

CARBOl? RIVER COALS:

In Table 2 are the r.eaults of analyzing Carbon
River coal; taken by Beltz - the first five; Galloway - the
seaond

P a g e  60

'@vet  and Stines - the last; thirteen. The eleventh and twelfth
are probably analyse's'of  Speoimen'Cs,  rather than samples, taken
by Rochfort and Kitto.
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Page 59

Bankhead'

TABrtE  1
ILOSS

IN AIR *IS- VOL. PIX@
DRYING TURE $O+.~~ON  +&" BTU
0.5 0.5 . * . -m

Crow's Rest Pass-Dominion' 1.3. 0.7 24*9 54.7
-abiehel 1.2 0.7 22,.4 .65.0
-Bellevue

"'
0.2 27.6 56.8

-Coal Creek lo3 26iO 63.8

Camore 0.0 0.9 14.0 79.7

Brazeau 1.0 0.9' 16,.5 70.6

Jasper Pa&k - 148 0~5 18.8 5869

Drumheller -7.2 8'!8 34,6 48.4I

Mountain Park '~ lr4 .-l-.9 30,9 62.9

Xanaimo-Douglass  Seam 0.6 1.6 40.6 47.7

-Newcastle 0.5 1.9 40.7 45.7

(The above are from Page 16 df James White.):

19.7 - 11,640
11.9 - 13,260
,15,4 - 12,370
8.9 - 13,ei40

5.4 - 14,470

12.0 - 13,480

21.8 - 11,790

8.2 - 10,350.

4.3 - 14,4F)o

10.1 - 12,520

1l.r -. 1~2,230

(The following are takeA  from Pa e i0 of
competitive  United States 'Coals !f:

Indiana Coals

Georges Brekk-,  Il[d;

Ohio Coals

Penn.-Ellsworth

-Ligtxi&er

Virginia Coals

West Virginia @oals

Utah-Eenilworth .

Washington - Carbonado #l

- Bayne #2

- Wilkesom #3

- Roslyn

West Virginia - Island

Wyoming - 'Kemmerer

- Rock Springs

6.0
--
..-

3.2

1.0

3.2

2.1

2.3

10.8 35.7 42.3

,1.9 12.9 + 79.4

5.3 36.2 48.9

1.6 35.8 56.b.

4.1 2076 63.8

2.7 31.9 61.7

2.1 27.8 62.8

5.01 43.68 46.51

3.38 32.21 49.53

5.10 30.80 56.00

2.50 37.70 61.30

3.77 37.69 47.05

11.613.5  11,280
I .-~ ~.-

5.530.3 ----

9.613ol 12,273
I

5.810.9 14,013
,

12.5j2~.1 13,153

3.9 1015 14,042
I

7.3 IL3 14,130

4aOAl 12,821

14&p.& 12,247

8ZlDO.36 12,856

8.EO010  13,800~

13i,+l47 1 12,762

Creek 2.78 36.06 55.71 5d6 ~A% 13,997.

3.94 40.09 49.00 6.97 P .60 12,886

8a53 35..50 50.39 5.4810.78 11,883
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Page 61

THICK-
SEhM NESS.-

2-0.

5.4

E 4.6

x c 5.5

,F 6.0

G 4.5

5;4

2.1

-1.3

E 4.6

--

'C(Y) 5.2 ‘i

D(?j 4.1

B(T) 2,5

(?) 4.0'

B(?) 3.0

E 4.3

H(?) 4.0

1Be.

2m

3 *

4 "

5 It

6 Ga

7 "

8 a

9 *

10 *

11 Ro

1 2 Ki

1 St.

2‘"

3 "

4 "

5*

6 "

7 "

G(?j’. Float-5' 8 N

G(y) Float ? 9 *

7 F 5.3 10 "

7 3.0 31 *

G(?) : 5.4 1 2 q

x-? 2.2 13 I4

TABL;E2,

MOIS'- VOI&IIE  FiXED
TURE COMB. cARBox  ,, m&s y STiJ

2 . 8 23.1b

4.9, 25.74

3.7 i i6.96 -

4,.3  L 28.lZ

6-.4 ' 24.84'.

2.1 ' 22.06

6.5' ' 24.80'

3.4 ' 26.20'

2.9 23.70'

4.6 - 26.24

1.07 23.32

1.05 2 0 . 8 0 .

2. O214 "21.48 .

2.+ a22;14~,

2.42 .21.38  3

2.d9
f

,22.9x. .,

2.36 *23.14  a

3.26 24.64 !

3.82 22.68..

2.48 21.42 :

1.51 20.01 ,

2 5 . 6 0
4b310

66.38 '7.26

56.22 13.06

5.52

3.18

63.88-

64.32

55.10

69.40

61.50
I

67.70

56.20

66.60

74.28

77 610

72.~95

73.55

74.02

73.52

72.50

69.90

72.04

72.75

77.32

61.75

13.60

6.50

8.20

2.70

17.20

3 . 6 0

1.34

2.10

3.45

P.55 0.66

1 . 6 8 0.74

1648 0.74

1<60 0.77

2.20 0.64

2.06 0.77

3.35 0.77

1.16 0.64'

8.35 0.74-

0.72 13,960

oy73 11,+80'

0.58 13,160

0165 12,850

0.59 11,010

--

--

me

--

0.80

WC

--

--

me

15,000

l'4,800 :-

13,950 ,

l&,014 -1

14,012

14,105

14,oi2

13,888

13,824

14,108

14,635

12,533

4.4.p ,2Li42 6.70 0.72,
I
68.40 12,989

3.62 21.65 72.47 2.28 0.68 13,841

4.13 27.27 65.50 3.10 1.10 13,547.
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Page 62 and 63

The writer believes that hia thirteen samples are
more representative of the carbon River codls than the others.
Rotwithstanding that, Belts's and the writer's results are
compared, The averages for each and both combined are:

BELTZ'S STl3iES BOTR
Samples 5 13 18

Moisture 4.42 3.09, 3.48

Volatile titter' 25.74 22.70 23.55

Fixed Carbon 61.19 71.28 68.47

Ash 8.60 2.92 . 4.30

Sulphur ' 0.61 0,75 0.71

B. T. U. 12,252. 43,804 13,373

X'nel Ratio 2.38 3.14 2.90

The controlling difference is in the ash content --
about'three  times as high in Beltz'a  samples. Due to this
over half of the lower fixed earbon inhis  is accounted for. .
Belts ex@ains  the high ash content &s due in large part to
clay that had infiltrated into the outcrop, whioh is what he
sampled. Certainly  the average of these '18 samples (the last
column above) is the.poorest  that could be expected from this
field. .

As remarked when the details of the writer's sampling
were given, numbers ,8, 9, and 11 were not samples, rather speci-
mens, ,and 10 was of an outcrop which showed at the top crushed
coal into the seams of which clay had infiltrated. Therefore
only the other nine are really 'representative and the average
of the preximate  analyses of these ia:

LOSS en air drying 2.05%

Analysis of air dried coal:
?deisture
Volatile Matter
Fixed Carbon
Ash

3.05%
22 ;96k
71.28%
2.92%

BTU per pound 13,804

F u e l  R a t i o 3.14

S u l p h u r 0.75



Pages 63 and 64

On the basis of analyses, this is an outstanding
low ash and sulphur and high heat value coal for all
purposes, '.except coking. Sample 1 showed a peer coking
quality and sample 8 only fair. On the basis of the ash
cordent  of the coal, any coke that would result could not be
expected to be very strong.

The fact that none of the samples showed coking
qualities comparable to thatone  piece' coked in the Ten Mile
Camp f$$e is surprising. As ndted later, when giving XcLe'arn's
results on the Grant seam of the Hudson Ho.pe s.ubAbasin,  one
stratumof  a seam may be coking coal, while the balance is not.
Eo sampling by strata was done on Carbon River Seams..~

Before leaving this matter of coking quality, the
writer has found that often the mixture in proper proportion
of a high volatile and a low volatile' coal, each by itself
-nan-coking,  'produ'ces  an excellent coke. In the Urals of
Russia a fine coke for irbn smelting was made by mixing 608
of a fat coal fromHinusinsk  with 40% of an anthracite from
the Urals. Undoubtedly it is only a question of a relatively
small amount of research to find the proper mixture of one of
the low grade high volatile and ash Pacific Coast co?&  or
petroleum refined'residue and this Carbon River coal to give

the desire result. The problem of making a high grade coke from
this coal should not be a difficult one to solve.

h composite sample mads up of equal parts of samples
1, 2, 6,,7;  12 and 13 was sent to Ledoux for both proximate
and ultimate analyses and.the results will later.be added to
this Report.

HUDSON HOPE COALS:

In the second reference given under acknowledgments
M&earn describes in detail the coal seams exposed on the

. Gething property and the Hudson Rope area. In that Summary
he.gives  several'analyses  of the various seams he sampled.
These are gathered in Table 3.

.
/



Pa&e 64A
,_.-
(.- MOI8- VOL. PIXED

TURF: XATTERCARBORASR  S B T U- -
Main Gething Creek

Xorth  Branch Gething Creek

Average of 3 main Gething Crkek

Little Xegul

Mogul Cheek

Barle  Xarrows

'Moosebar  .

Grant Seam

300! W of x cut-Lower 9"

-Upper ,5'

Cl& Ent. To West x Cut-Bot.
11"

-Upper 4!6"

85' in tunnel -B&tern  8"

Yid. 23"

TOP 38"

Tummel at x cut-Bot. 9"

Xid. 2a,"

TOP 36 "

Face T&nel Q-26-23 Bat. 9"
Mid. 22"

Top 3%

1.6.
_ “-s
1.0

1.0

2.7

1.2

1.4

2.3

6.6’ 2i.6 72.4 3.4 - -

26.0 64.0 0.4 0.5 13,350

24.5 65.9 8.6 017 13,820

24.6 70.7 3.7 - -

24.3 62.5 10.5 - -

22.9 71.3 4.6 7 .-,
22.7 71.7 ~4.2' 0.9 14.,220

21.2 73.0 3.5 - .-

0.8 20.4 75.4 3.4 - -

0.7

0.6

0*7

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.7

0.6
0.6

0.6

24.6

18.7

2z.o

19.5

19.6
a.

22.9

19.3

18.7

24.0
19.5

20.1

72.6 2.1 - -

'78.1 2.6 - -

70.8 6.5 0.7 14,440

j7.0 2.9 0 . 714,940

74.4 5.3 0..7 14,420

74.0 2.4 0.7 15,130

77.3 2.6 0.7 14,960

- .74.5 6.1 0.6 14,300

75.2 2.4 - -
77.3 2.6 - -

75.2 4.1 - -

(The bottom stratum make8 good coke)

Riverside 0.7 18.8 74.9 5.6 0.8 14,400

Galloway's sampling* .'

,I ‘1 Upper 1s". 0.8 18.9 76.6 3.7 0.8 14,590

I;:Xpmr 30" 0.9 19.3 76.i fi%:,pl 0.9 l&550



Page 65.*
,

By eombining the last nine analyses in groups of
three, :the averages for the three strata sampled and‘for the
Grant seam become:

SIW
WOISTURE  VOLATIti  CARROW  ASH B.T.U.

Bottom 8.7" 0.67 23.23 R3.33 3.70 14,785
Xiddle 2117" 0.67 19.43 77.20 2.70 14,900
Tep 35.3" 0.67. .19.47, 74.70 5.17 14,360

Whole Seam 0.67 20.00 75.24 4.69 14,583

With that as .the average for the Grant seam and taking
the figure in Table 3 for the other seven seams, then the average
fer the Hudson  Rope sub-basin is:

Mois tu& 1.48%
Volatile Ratter

~, Rixed  Carbon '),_~ . Ash
Puel Ratio Z.CrS '

I By referring to the calculated average of Stines' thirteen
samples (page 63) the:very  great similarity of the analyses~
of the teal from the two sub-basins isseen. The difference in
fixedcarbon  is practfcally  the difference in the ash content.
The Grant seam coal, pn basis of BTU, is very superior and
contains coal betweer+bituminous  and anthracite in character.

Page 66 1

,OTpR qJ&lITIES  :

The pharacteristics  of the Carbon River and Hudson
Hepe'eeals  are so similar that the.discussion  of the other

applies equally to both. M&earn's  statement: "......
coal for all purposes, burns readily, is smokeless
a high heat*, used in describing the Hudson Hone coal

eq@XLy  to th& from~ Carbon River.
his conclusion that i% 'is the "equal of the
Vir@inia  coals, does hot weather and, owing
stands shipping very well."

The same is true of
best Welsh and West
to its compactness,

An ash content of 5.90% for the Hudson Hope and 2.92
fer the Carbon River puts these coals,  from the point of'view
of transportation cost per unit of heat value, in a class by
themselves. This isparticularly important in a field so far
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Page 66 cont'd. and page 67.

from its present markets as this one is. The relation of the
ash content of a coal to the matter of equipment required to
produce a given amount of heat is well set out by James White
on Page 31 of Fuela of Western Canada:

"In the United States, the non-preventable ash
content of clean bituminous coal varies from

an average of 6 per cent in Wyoming coal to an
average of 16 per cent in Colorado.and,  for the
.whole country averages about 10 per cent. In
good practice, 10 boilers of 500 h. p. capacity
each will generate 300,000' lbs. of steam per
hour with coal carrying 10 per cent ash. If,
however, the coal carry 15 per cent ash - 5 per
cent more than normal -.it will require 15
boilers to generate the same amount of steam,
If it carries 21 per cent of ash,  it will require.
20 boilers to do the same work."

In the matter of transportation the higher the ash
content, the greater the freight charge on the heat actually
produced from burning a ton of the product. The analyses show
that the "non-preventable" ash content of the Carbon River coal
is low and it is thus exceedingly important for this area that
only "non-preventable" ash be shipped. If' proper means of

, cleaning the coal are taken, there is no reason why the ash
content be kept below 3.5 per cent for Carbon River and 6.5
for Hudson Hope. Where the average of the ash content of the
compet&tive  caala is around 12 per cent, the saving in coal, for
the same steam production, will be 20% by weight. This is a
measure of the extra price, as, compared to competitive coals now
on the market, that may be obtained for this coal due to its low
ash content alone.

WEATRERSBG  AED ABSLITY  Td STAR-D SHIPPIRG:

Since these two qualities are related, they'are
diecuaded  together. These factors are very important in
determining desirability of a coal and therefore its selling
price. In these two respects Carbon River coal stands second
to nene and is so far above all competitive coals, except West
Virginia and Welsh products, that no comparison is warranted.

P a g e  68

That this coal can stand weathering is attested by the
outcrop of the coal rehreaented  by Sample 6 and ahown.on  Photo
No. 11. Where that sample was taken the seam is on the. north.
wall of Eleven Nile canyon about 40 feet above present stream

I; ?
level. The time necessary for that stream to cut that depth of

L-2' hard sandstone is measured in centuries not days. The fact that
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Page 68 cont'd, page 75 .

. !
.

.
the coal outcropping there is still absolutely unweathered and
hard and compact emphasizes its resistance to weathering.
Another piece bf evidence is the existence of bright rounded
pieces of coal in the gravels of every stream. Such a
resistant coal is excellent for stock piling as it will not
deteriorate in the relatively short time the longest period it
will be likely to remain in such piles.

This ability to stand weathering is a very important
factor in determining desirability and therefore selling price
of a coal. In this quality Carbon River coal stands second to
nene and is so far above'that of comp~etitive  coals (except West
Virginia and Welsh) that no comparison is warranted.

Its abiIity  to with~stand  orumbling  and breaking when
handled is another desirable quality. This coal is very hard
and difficult to break into small pieces. This not only means
less breaking into fine pieces when handled during' shipping,
but a larger percentage of 'tlump~r  from "run of mine". As "lumpR
commands a premium in price of from 25% to 30% over that for
*run of mine" this means a higher average price for the output
as a whole.

Page 75.

On the basis of these sets of observations the writer
concludes that the Carbon River coal field occupies a basin
striking about N 13 degrees W. Its length has been definitedly
preven by coal outcrops plotted of over six miles, and
inferentially 'for eleven and one-half. The presence of float
for twelve miles further to the south and the c.oal outcrop below
Five Mile Creek, a further one and one-half mile north, suggest
the probable minimum length of the basin to be 25 miles.

Again by observations plotted its proven width.in  the
six mile proven length is in excess of two miles and it may be
inferred at pdobably  three. Relying wholly on topography both
north and south of those six mile~s  that width extends for a
least thirteen miles and most likely for the additienal  twelve
miles to phe south as well.

Page 76, i
t . .
Thus the area oh the basin may be stated to be:

Proven . 12 square miles;
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Page 76 cont'd, page 77.

14 square miles;
24 square miles;
50 square miles*

TORMAGE  iX' COAL:

CARBON RIVER:
>

4s is evident from this Report no doal can be said -
to be proven., Rut on the geol.ogical  evidence observed,
recorded and plotted it is clear that one is justified in
eoncluding that coal is commercial  seamsf30*  plus in thickness)
exists 'in very large quantities. From that evidence one wduld
seem warranted in trying to arrive at figures whiobwould
represent the tonnages that one can'confidently expect in the
varieus areas into which the basin arbitrarily is divided.

St would seem that from Nine I&e creek to the south
and of L 319 and 320 - a length of approximately 3.25 miles and
a width ~of two -~there exist the tenseams  Belts has plotted.
This is an area of 6.50 square miles.

Reltz's  work shows from 33 to 51 feet of workable coal
in the 500 foot sectien ,of, coal bearing strata, which would mean
from 38,000,OOO  to 59,000,OOO  tons per square mile or a total
of between 247 aRd 383 million tons of potential coal.

~The  writer has traaed the F-G seams and marker for a
length of about 6.5 miles and with Beltz's  work shows them to
exist over a widthof~two  far an area of 13 square miles. While
.the,B  seam has a m&mum  thickness of 17 feet , observe&ions  at
various places. show~that  this large thickness is at times only
4.5feet  of clean seal and for purposes of this analysis that is
taken~.as the average overthe  area. The G seam lies 14 feet
lewer and varies from 5.3 to 6 feet in thicknes.s.  Assuming 5.5
as an average, there are in the two seams.10 feet of coal, which
wmuld mean a minimum of 11,150,OOO  tons per square mile - if
her&e&&.  -b$ for a tots1 of-145,000,000  tons. This quantity of
potentiaFL,reserve  the,writer  sensiders.assured  beyond any ,
reasenable  deu‘bt.~

Rrom  Eine~Mile  Creek north to the coal opposite the
Seven Mile‘sabin  is approximately 2.50 miles. Prom the south5/
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end of L 319 to the most southerly seen outcrop is about 3.25
miles. For these additional 5.75 miles over a width of two,

there would be an additional 11.5 square miles. If all the
.seams are proven to underlie this, there would be therein from
437 to 678 million tons.

Page ~79

FAIRLY PROBABLE:

North of Seven Mile cabin the coal beds apparently~
extend for about 1.5 :&les, South of the.lastknown  outcrop .
coai  float is found:i$  the'gravels for 12.5 miles. Thus for.
fourteen miles at the, ends, coal might be found and if all the
seams exist, there could be an additional reserve underlying
some 28 ,square miies Fhich  might contain from 1,065 to 1,652
million tons more. i

S&Y:

Thus the potentialities may be expressed.: ,.

M O S T  PROBABIS 145,000,000  to 383,000,OOO  t o n s

SLIGHTLY IZSS PR"ABIZi  From 437,000,OOO  to

9"

6p8,000,000  ton0

FAIRLYPROBAB~
._ . . . T

Froml,  064,OO~J,O00  t o  1,662,000,000  t o n s

I
T0tals ‘~,646,OCO,OOO  t o  2,7l3,000,000  tons

,,,,, ,.,.  ,I,',  .'.

i Even the ass red minimum of 145,000,OOO  tons makes this
a.mest,worth  while rekerve and the maximum expectancy of nearly
two and seven-tenths billion tons would rank it as one of the
n@t important coal,f!ields  of Wesiern  North America. Tlie  writer
realizes t&t the above estimates are based on only a'preliminary
set of observations but feels confident that further detail
study will confirm them.

Page 80' .' :

As shewn under "Quality of Coal" the coal products
from this area are so superior that they can compete with any
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/:

,r'
obal  in North America* Therefore its markets extend not only
all along the Pacific Coast, but also to tile Canad-ian  markets
to the east as far as PortArthur, at the Western end of Lake
superi or. On the basis of its low preventable ash content alone
it ean capture that market at a premium in price of at least
15%.

Then inmany  cases the haulage differentialwiI1 be in
favor of this coal. The Utah and Wyoming coals have to come by
rail about 1300 miles to Seattle ; 1200 miles to Portland and
900 to San Francisco. The Carbon River coal has all rail of 871
miles to Seattle and to Portland of 1060 miles. If rail and water
are used the distance to Seattle will be 790 by rail and .600 by
water;. to Portland, '800 and 900; to San Prancisco,  800 and 1600,
respectively. For the Canadian market, West of Lake Superior,
the West Virginia coals  have to come 1600 miles agaitst 1400.
frem Carbon River., .,

The above is-only for the relatively small non-industrial
market. Since the war coal consuming industries have been built
on the coast; Raises's  iron plant at Montana  and many others along
the Columbia. The former reqilires coke which with research
successfully completed can be cheaply made from this coal. If
this ceking operation is done near any large eity, the by-products
alone g&y be Gold for a very large revenue.

It is realized that at present practically all the gas
'used along the Pacific Coawt  comes from low grade oils or
refinery waste products but unfortunately for the United States
their petential  oil reserves are being depleted very rapidly
and it seems well within reason that within 15 years other fuel
sources will have to begin to be called on and within 30 years
eoal will largely replace oil for the making of gas for domestic
use and lubricants~  and fuel for internal combustion engines,

!
j
i c-1

Then there is the Alaska maxket. While Alaska has
large reserveslof  lignite ioal it,does  not produce enough of the
right k%nd of coal for it+ ewn use and this year (1943) is
importing coal rail-hauled frem West Virginia to Pacific Coast
ports for water delivery~  to Alaska sea ports.

There is ,the Canadian market east of the Rockies. As
shown under transportation it is only 709 miles via Prince Ge~orge
by rail from the mquth of Carbon River to Edmonton - the gateway
to the prairie pravincea. In 1938 the Prairie Provinces
and Gm&zrio, West of Lake Superior, imported over 2,000,OOO  tons
of coal, most of its from Pennsylvania and West Virginia. As
shown undes "eua1it.y of Coal " those coals average about 10% ash '
against 3.0 f~or  Carbon River.
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EDMONTOIT,  DUN-VEGAN AND B.C. BAILWAF  COMF'ANY

: EcLennan,  Alberta.

October 26, 1923.

699

Mr. 3. A. McGregor,
Manager,
Edmontoni

Sear Sir:

Gethirigs
to make:

In connection with the test of chal received from
mine at Hudson Hope, I have the following report

compared
1 cu.. ft. Hudson's Hope coal weighs 50 lbs.  as
with Canmore 54 lbs.

XcLennan. .
Cn October lst, east way freight engine 6 left
with.21502 lbs.‘  Hudson's Hope coal on tender. This

engine had a full tonnage train 1160 tons leaving and-.from
Kinuso to Smith 1375 tons, arriving at Smith a distance of
132 miles, and an elapsed time of 17 hours and,45 minutes,
there.was  a large amount of coal still on tender and I
decided to try and make return trip to RLennan.

,' ., :
After resting at Smith we left Westbound with 1050

tons. On errival at.Kinuso  there were 3750 lbs. of 'coal on
tender. The efraporation  test for the trip is as follows;

eoal consumed 17852 lbs.
water evaporated 1 4 2 7 4 0  lbs.
water evaporated per pound of coal 7.99 lbs.
miles run 193 -'
elapsed time 33 hours.

Fire was dumped at Smith in order to caulk engine.
On the entire trip ash&n  was dumped only three tiuie, the
residue from,ashpan  weighed 674' lbs. This was largely
unconsumed coal which~had  dropped through the grates on account
of the large openings. Grates are finger grates.

The cinders taken from ashpen  at Smith weighed 179 lbs.
They were afterwards burned-in a heating stove and the resultant
ash weighed 67 lbs.

On October 15, engins 6 on way freight left McLennan
with 26428 lba. Canmore run of mine on tender hauling a train
of 1050 tons arriving Smith with 1160 tons.
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The evaporation test as fo&lows:

coal consumed 13773 lbs.
water evaporated 75750 lbs.
water evaporated per lb. of coal '5.5 lbs.

miles run 132, elapsed time 12 hours.

Ashpan  dumped four times weight of ash and cinders 860
lbs. These tests were made without any change in the draft
appliances. After increasing the exhaust tip from 4 7/8"  to 4
;5 another test of Hudson's Hope was made on October 18th with
the following results:-

coal consumed~ 10202 lbs.
water evaporated 78810, lbs.
waiier  evaporated per lb. of coal 7.65
miles run 1 3 2
elapse time 14 hours:'

Residue from ashpans dumped at midway on trip and at
terminal 400 lbs.
unconsumed coal.

this as .on'the former test being largely

The Hudson's Hope gives off an intense heat, burns a
~'elear white flame, burns as freely as Pittsburg  Coal but no
smoke, when fire is being replenished a few cinders are
discharged from stack.

This coal.does not coke but when burning has the
appearance of coke. The Canmore coal used in the comparative
test was lump coal and a good sample of the best Canmore.

In the tests with Hudson's Hope coal the grates were
not shaken between terminals and a thin fire was maintained.
It was necessary to keep a light fire as otherwise it would have
been impossible to control it whenthe  engine was shut off.

Yours very truly,

(signed~)  '%I. W. Boucher".

Assistant Superintendent.
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I. CANADIAM  PACIFIC RAILWAY COWANY

.--  1 Chateau Lake Louise
,.

F i l e  2 6

Lake Louise, Alberta,
29, 1925.

COlS?IllE%TIAL

6; P. T. Rochfort; Esq.,
Roohfort Bridge,
Alberta.

3&y dear Roohfort:-

Our Bead Office has written me as follows: ."The
information which you submitted to Mr. Ussher with respect
to the Peace River coal deposits is very interesting particularly
when considered in conjunction with 'data which the Company
has already obtained on this subjecti~  There seems to be ho.
question whatsoever about there being ?mryrlarge  quantities of
coal of excellent quality not only in the locality to which you
referred particularly but also in surrounding territories. The
two prineipal difficulties in the way of realizing the benefits
of development are, of course, lack of transportation and the
matter of markets. I have no doubt you are familiar with
features of the Western coal situation having to do with the
produdtion  capacity of the existing.mines  and the demand for
Western Coal. Sinee receipt of your communication  to Xr. Ussher
however I~have had some correspondence with Rr. J. A. Macgregor,
kanager  of the Edmenton,  Dunvegan  and British Columbia Railway
Company and quote below for your information, a letter which
he recently addressed to me on the subjeet:.

'"With regard 'to the attached correspondence which accompanies'
your letter ef &arch  3Oth,  I might say that the Carbon Creek
(river) coal s'eams  are quite close to the Gethings Creek deposit
and in our investigations we cover both by the general term
%d30n1s Hopea as both creeksrun  into the Peace River in the
rapids near Rudson's  Rope'!.

In 1923 seem thirty odd tns,

!

from the Gethings mine were
delivered to us at Peace iver grossing for test purposes and
from a sample of the same the Milton Hersey Company gave us the
following analysis:

Poisture 1.20
Vdlatile 1 5 .00
Fixed Carbon 79.00
Ash 3.10
B.T.U. 14.446
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The results of the test on locomotives  is well explained  in
the attached  letter from my Assistant  Superintendent  who
travelled  on the engines and personally  supervised  the tests.

Eurther  tests were made by the Canadian  Pacific  in the Calgary
District  from ten tons which  we sent to them to try out in
"Bakern  heaters and in dining cars. In the former it gave good
satisfaction  but required  careful watching  to prevent  overheating.
In the dining cars  it acted well when  trains were standing  still,
but when  running even with  all drafts closed,  the heat was too
.great  and the top of ranges and ovens were too.hot for good
cooking. This was confirmed  by'tests  in my own car;  however, a
remedy could~  no doubt be found  in firing lighter  and by special
drafts:

I asked the Gethings mine to let me have 100 tons early in June
for further  tests for which  we would pay $8.00 per ton at f'eace
River but do not think they can deliver  at that price at a profit.

If the mines were~close  to rail transportation  the coal would
command a h&h price either for steam  or domestic  purposes  but
it is tee far away; further, the first fifteen  miles of the river
trip is'through  rapids, dangerous  a& .a11 times but particularly
so when the water  is lcv~.

The newspaper  clippings attached are greatly  exaggerated  and
were contradicted  by me at the' time of publication."

I tiant you to treat this as confidential  and would
explain  that they 'do not ask for further  information,  or hold
out any eneduragement. The first question  that suggested  itself
to me was: is the Gethings coal as good as yours, and is it in
as large quantities?

I Hope all goes well with you, the little family  and
the white faces, and Mrs. Gardon  and~I are wondering  when you.
migrate,to  your Bew Cadboro Bay home. -

Kindest  regards,

Yours very truly,

"Basil Garden*.

-’
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Page ,105. CARBONRIVER  COAL CLAIMS

S-Y AND coNcLusIoNs------

This reconnaissance examination of the Ctirbon.River
Coal Claims was made during the first two weeks of August,
1928, and consisted of stratigraphic studies, measurements
of SectiOhS, correlation and the taking of samples. Detailed
maps, cross-sections and columnar sections were compiled and
accompany this report.

The claims are situated in the Rocky Nountains,
35 miles west of.Hudgon's Hope, B. C. They lie between 2200
and 3500 feet elevation on the-well timbered lower slopes of
the range on the ~west  side of Carbon River between Seven and
Eleven Xile Creeks.

.The rocks exposed in the area belong to the Bullhead
Mountain formation, of Lower Cretaceous  age and consisting
of about 3000 feet of coarse sandstones and conglomerates at
the base, and more than 500 feet of interbedded find sBndstones,
silts, shales, and numerous coal seame at the top. The Upper
or Gething Member occurs in a syncline  or trough with a number
ef subordinate folds, and parallels the Carbon River valley.
Superfieial, unconsolidated Quaternary sands and gravels are
found in the valleys ta a height of several hundred feet but.
in many places the streams have,,qut  through them and expose
good sections, particularly along Eleven Mile Creek..

On S,even adile Creek a short section exposes six .'
seams up to tyo feet in thickness and below the mouth 'on
Carbon River is a seam 4.5 f& thick. On Hine l&bile Creek is
a seam 5.4 feet thick and en Eleven Mile Creek a continuou$
section over's mile long was studied and from it most of the '
data in this report were obtained.

' The Eleven Mile Creek section contains. 33 outcrops
of c.eal fremena inch to 17 feet thick which belong to nine
seams ofg,oed  cdal2.5 feet or more in thickness, and twelve
t& fifteen seqme less than 2.5 feet thick. The nine larger
seams have

$
a ~total  maximum thickness of 50,feet  in a section

493 fe.+ t &es. "&nmWcial  Seams", therefore, comprise 10%
ef the %e&on,  an unusually high percentage.

The structure in this section consists of two
synclines or troughs separated by a short terrace or flat
.4OO feet long, She strata dip from.5 degrees to ver@oal.
Over the claims as a whole only scattered data were found
regarding structured This data,'however,  indicates an
undulating structural tiith  average dips fro.iu  5 to 20 degrees,
ShorGabrupt and ofden steep folds are lihely to be found
losally  and also some small faults. ~

. .
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